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BUXTON & SKINNER 
PRINTERS 
SAINT LOUIS 
*m 
g^ 
Greeting 
ear &eaber, toljen (Eime 
fjas tingeb pour Ijair 
toitl) grap, &nb fur 
rotoeb pour fair cljeefe 
tuttfj care, &l)ink once again of 
baps tfjat are past, Baps tljat 
toere bright anb free as air. 
^rjTook,tf)en,toiti)intf)e pages 
Jl    of tins book, H>ee tfjere 
y*m   tl)e faces of pour college 
frienbs, Eeab of eoents 
anb beebs of pesterbap; &emem= 
oer tfjem until life's pleasure 
enbs. M.H.W. 
W®g 
tlliam Samuel Curtis 
fif^o aoiilltam Samuel Curtis, 2Dean of tbe faculty 
V^ of tbe Eato fecfiool, toljo bas deboted bis energies 
for a quartet of a century to tbe building of a 
"CBreater afllasbington," tbis book is gratefully Dedicated. 
©orn in 1850 in aaiayne County, Indiana, 9pr. Curtis 
received bis preparatory education at carious Illinois 
Schools, and tben graduated from (LQlasbington 21Xniber= 
Sity toitb tbe degrees of Si. 15. and JLJL. 15. in 1873 and 
1876 respectively. 9$r. Curtis tben taugbt in §>mitb 
Academy of flfllasbington University, ifot ten years fie 
serbed tbe best interests of tbe Institution and tben re= 
mobed to flDmafta tobere be remained in tbe practice of lato 
until 1894. 2During tbe latter part of bis residence in 
tbat city, l)e toas one of tbe trustees of tb.z public Eibtary, 
a toorK tobicb bas belped bim considerably in building up 
tbe library of tbe Eato fe>cbool. In 1894, be returned to 
&t. Eouis to again serbe our &lma Skater, tbis time as 
2Dean of tbe Eato fecbool, a position tohkb &e bas beld 
eber since. JEnder bis able direction, tbe Eato feicbool 
bas made sucb progress tbat it noto ranfts toitb tbe fore= 
most in tbe country. Wbt Mnibersity recognised bis 
acbiebements bp conferring tbe degree of JLJL. 2D. in 1905. 
9pr. Curtis, ably assisted by bis toife, bas been a potent 
factor in creating a spirit of closer intimacy bettoeen tbe 
faculty and tbe students. 
%o tbis able, courageous and gifted patron of learning 
and deboted friend of our SUma Skater, tbis bolume is 
respectfully dedicated by tbe Class of 1914. 
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UP 
DEAR   ALrtA MAT£T1,THY AAME 15   SWEET   TO ME, 
OUR ttEARTS   ARE ALL FOR TttEt, TAIR >YA3ttlACTO/1. 
THY   NALL3   dttALL ttfl/ttRED 3E,TttR0Uqtt0UT   Tttl5 qRE*T COU/fTRY, 
FOR *LL   ETERNITY,    OUR   \yA5+t7AC.T0/V. I 
TttOSE  DAYS   OT   YOUT+t   YYttlCHt ALL   OF   U5   5PEAT WIT* TtfEE 
FORM A DEAR   #1 STORY, FAIR  WA3W/YqT0A. 
COULD T+iEY REAEWBD BE, WE'D    LIVE OUR DAYS   YVlTtt   WE j( 
FOR ALL ETER/UTY, OUR YY\31t]AC,T0A. 
6] 
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Wot Corporation 
Officers 
President 
ROBERT SOMERS BROOKINGS 
First  Vice-President 
WILLIAM KEENEY BIXBY 
Second Vice-President 
HENRY WARE ELIOT 
Treasurer, and Secretary to the Corporation 
EDMUND ARTHUR ENGLER 
Directors 
HENRY WARE ELIOT 
ROBERT SOMERS BROOKINGS 
CHARLES NAGEL 
GEORGE OLIVER CARPENTER 
ISAAC HENRY LIONBERGER 
ALFRED LEE SHAPLEIGH 
ADOLPHUS BUSCH 
EDWARD MALLINCKRODT 
JOHN FITZGERALD LEE 
WILLIAM KEENEY BIXBY 
WILLIAM TAUSSIG 
ROBERT MCKITTRICK JONES 
MURRAY CARLETON 
ROBERT HENRY STOCKTON 
DAVID ROWLAND FRANCIS 
17; 
David Franklin Houston, A.M., LL. D. 
OAVID FRANKLIN HOUSTON, Chancellor of the University; A. B., South Caro- 
lina College 1887; A. M., Harvard, 1892; LL.D., Tulane, 1903; LL.D., Wisconsin, 
1906; Fellow at South Carolina College, 1887-1888; Superintendent of Schools, 
Spartanburg, S. C, 1888-1891; Graduate Student, Harvard, 1891-1894; President 
Harvard Graduate Club, 1893-1894; Adjunct Professor of Political Science, University 
of Texas, 1894-1897; Associate Professor, 1897-1900; Professor, 1900-1902; Dean of the 
Faculty, University of Texas, 1899-1902; President Agricultural and Mechanical College 
of Texas, 1902-1905; President University of Texas, 1905-1908; Secretary of Agriculture, 
1913 ; Member American Economic Association; Member Southern Education  Board; 
Fellow Texas State Historical Society; Author "A Critical Study of Nullification in 
South Carolina"; Trustee John F. Slater Fund; Trustee Rockefeller Sanitary Com- 
mission. 
[8] 

■ 
V 
Frederick Alden Hall, A. M., Litt. D., L. H. D. 
HREDERIC ALDIN HALL, Acting Chancellor of the University; A. B., Drury 
College, 1878; A. M., 1881; Litt. D. 1901, Drury College; L. H. D. 
Tufts College, 1912; Principal Drury Academy, 1878-91; Goodell Professor of 
Greek, Drury College, 1892-1901; Dean 1898-1901, Drury College; Collier Professor of 
Greek, Washington University, 1901; Dean of the College, 1912-13; Trustee Drury 
College; Director and Superintendent St. Louis City Missionary Society, 1900-1910; 
Member of American Philological Association; Member American Institute of Archae- 
ology; Member Classical Association of the Middle West and South; Author "Homeric 
Studies for Young Readers", "Outline of the Odyssey"; "Outline of the Orestrian 
Triology";  "Iphigenia  in  Literature". 
[10] 
c 
John Livingston Lowes, A. M., Ph. D. 
 J'OHN LIVINGSTON LOWES, Acting Dean of the College; A. B., Washington 
ff L and Jefferson College, 1888; A. M., Washington and Jefferson College, 1901; 
^~f A. M., Harvard, 1903; Ph.D., Harvard, 1905; Adjunct Professor Mathematics, 
Washington and Jefferson College, 1888-91; Professor of English, Hanover College, 1895- 
1902; Professor of English, Swarthmore College, 1905-1909; Professor of English, Wash- 
ington University, 1909- ; Member Modern Language Association of America; Member 
of Modern Language Association of Great Britain; Member American Folk-Lore Soci- 
ety; Member Goethe Gesellschaft (Weimar, Germany); Member Societc des Anciens 
Textes  Francais. 
11 
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Alexander Suss Langsdorf, M. M. E. 
9LEXANDER SUSS LANGSDORF, Dean of the School of Engineering, B.S. in 
M.E., Washington University, 1898; M.M.E., Cornell University, 1901; In- 
structor in Physics, Washington University, 1898-1900; Assistant Professor of 
Electrical Engineering in charge of department, 1901-1904; Professor of Elec- 
trical Engineering, 1904-—; Dean School of Engineering, 1910-—; Fellow American Insti- 
tute of Electrical Engineers; Engineers' Club of St. Louis (Secretary, 1907-1911; Vice- 
President, 1911; President, 1912); Member Academy of Science of St. Louis; Member 
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education; Fellow American Association for 
the Advancement of Science; Sigma Xi. 
12 
John Beverley Robinson 
*-—I'OHN BEVERLEY ROBINSON, Professor in Charge, School of Architecture; 
£ 1 attended Columbia University, N. Y.; Fellow American Institute of Architects; 
^-^" Member Columbia University Club, Washington Architectural Society, St. 
Louis Artists' Guild, University Club; Author of "Principles of Architectural 
Composition", "Architectural Composition". 
13] 
&Ureb ©utnton Bennett 0\ c. Alfred 2&. Bennett, tofio dirt suddenly of pneumonia ^December 27,1912, in l&ome, 
toas born in St. Eouis on 3luly 25,1854. 
l£e toas prepared for college at Smitfi academy 
and entered tfie jfresfiman class at flfilasfiington 
SUnibersity in 1870. Jn 1871 fie entered tfir Sopfi= 
omore class at gale and rrceibeb tijc degree of Si. 
23. in 1874. l&etutning to Sit. Eouis, fie attended 
tfje Eato Scfiool of flfllasfiington JUnibersity and 
toas admitted to tlje bat but nebet practiced. 3n 
1900 fie entered tfie serbice of tfie linibersity, and 
sometofiat later toas made treasurer and Secre= 
tary to tfie Corporation, tofiicfi office fie field until 
fiis ill fiealtfi compelled film to leabe for Jtalp, 
tofiete fie libed until tfie time of fiis deatfi. 
9t£r. Bennett teas a man of toide reading and 
general culture. <3Df absolute integrity in all fits af= 
fairs, fair and considerate of all tfiose toitfi tofiom 
fie came in contact, abobe all, a gentleman in ebety 
sense of tfie toord; fiis instinct and breeding made 
fiim many friends and toon unibersal respect. I£e 
toill be gratefully remembered by all tofio tmeto fiim 
fiere as a loyal member of our fflinibersity, botfi sin= 
cere and unself isfi in fiis debotion to its interests. 
[14 
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C&e College 
Department of Astronomy 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH. D. 
Department of Botany 
PROFESSOR GEORGE THOMAS MOORE,  PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR SAMUEL MONDS COULTER, PH. D. 
MR. W. W. OHLWEILER 
Department of Chemistry 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LEROY MCMASTER, PH. D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT ANDERSON HALL, PH. D. 
MR. JAMES  KENNEDY  BLACK,  B.S. 
Department of Drawing 
PROFESSOR HOLMES  SMITH, A.M. 
MR. DELOS CHARLES NICHOLSON 
Department of Economics and Sociology 
PROFESSOR ALLYN ABBOTT YOUNG, PH.D. 
ACTING ASSOCIATE  PROFESSOR THEODORE W.  GLOCKER,  PH.D. 
Department of Education 
PROFESSOR EDGAR JAMES  SWIFT,  PH.D. 
Department of English 
PROFESSOR JOHN LIVINGSTON LOWES, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT STINSON STARBIRD, A.B. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM RAY MACKENZIE, PH.D. 
MR. FRANCIS COX WALKER, PH.D. 
MISS ETHEL GENEVIEVE SPRAGUE, A.B. 
Miss ETHEL LEIGH RICHARDS, A.B. 
15 
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Department of French 
PROFESSOR GASTON DOUAY, A.M. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WINTHROP HOLT CHENERY, PH.D. 
MR. MAURICE FAURE 
Department of Geology 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WALTER  EDWARD MCCOURT,  A.M. 
MR. MALCOLM EARL WILSON, M.S. 
Department of German 
PROFESSOR OTTO HELLER, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR PHILIPP SEIBERTH, A.M. 
MR. MAX DIEZ, A.M. 
Department of Greek 
PROFESSOR FREDERIC ALDIN HALL, A.M., LITT.D.,  L.H.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH.D. 
Department of History 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROLAND GREENE USHER, PH.D. 
MR. HARRISON CLIFFORD DALE, A.M. 
Department of History of Art 
PROFESSOR HOLMES SMITH, A.M. 
MR. DELOS CHARLES NICHOLSON, B.S. 
Department of Latin 
PROFESSOR FREDERICK WILLIAM  SHIPLEY,  PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH.D. 
Department of Mathematics 
PROFESSOR EMERITUS CALVIN MILTON WOODWARD, PH.D., LL.D. 
PROFESSOR CLARENCE ABIATHAR WALDO, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WILLIAM HENRY ROEVER, PH.D. 
MR. JOSEPH CHAPPELL RAYWORTH, A.M. 
MR. JAMES EDWARD DONAHUE, A.M. 
Department of Mechanics 
PROFESSOR CLARENCE ABIATHAR WALDO, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH.D. 
Department of Philosophy 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHARLES EDWARD CORY, S.T.B., PH.D. 
Department of Physical Training 
MR. FRANK HENRY EWERHARDT, M.D. 
MISS FRANCES LEWIS BISHOP, M.D. 
MR. FRANK MITCHELL CAYOU 
MISS FLORENCE GRANT, A.B. 
lie; 
Department of Physics 
PROFESSOR FRANCIS NIPHER, A.M., LL.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR LINDLEY PYLE, A.M. 
MR. CHARLES F. MEYER, PH.D. 
Department of Psychology and Education 
PROFESSOR EDGAR JAMES SWIFT, PH.D. 
Department of Spanish 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR WINTHROP HOLT CHENERY, PH.D. 
Department of Zoology 
PROFESSOR JAMES FRANCIS ABBOTT, PH.D. 
MR. ALBERT MARION BROWN, PH.B., LL.B., A.M. 
g>d)ool of engineering 
Civil Engineering 
PROFESSOR JOHN LANE VAN ORNUM, C.E. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ERNEST OSGOOD SWEETSER, B.S. 
MR.  CHARLES  ELIJAH GALT,  B.S. 
Mechanical Engineering 
PROFESSOR ERNEST LINWOOD OHLE, M.E. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR FRANZ ALFRED 
BERGER, B.S., M.E. 
MR. THOMAS H. SMITH 
MR. EDMUND WILLIAM MARTIN 
MR. ARTHUR SEIBERT, M.E. 
Electrical Engineering 
PROFESSOR ALEXANDER SUSS LANGSDORF, M.M.E. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR GEORGE WILLIAM LAMKE, B.S. 
MR. CHESTER HARVEY HARDY, B.S. 
Chemical Engineering 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR LEROY MCMASTER, PH.D. 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR ROBERT ANDERSON HALL, PH.D. 
MR. JAMES KENNEDY BLACK, B.S. 
ikfjool of &rcf)itecture 
PROFESSOR JOHN  BEVERLY ROBINSON 
PROFESSOR CHARLES ABELLA, A.D.G.' 
MR. LAWRENCE HILL, B.S. 
*Architecte Diplome du Gouvernement Francais 
[171 
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ADELE ANTOINETTE AGNES AEGERTER       .   St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Entered in February, 1910; President Government 
Cluh, '12; Greek Play, '12; Women's Athletic 
Association, '11, '12, '13; Y. W. C. A. 
FANNY  FLORENCE  BAIRD      .       .       .    Pinckneyville, II 
College 
Entered as Junior from Illinois College. 
SHEPARD  BARNES St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Varsity Football, '11, '12; Class Football, '10; 
Class Basketball, '10, '11, '12, '13; Class Base- 
ball, '11; Class Track, '11; Business Manager 
1913 Hatchet; A.I.E.E., Vice-President, '12-T3, 
Talisman, Lock and Chain; "13," Pralma. 
Sigma Alpha  Epsilon 
ANNY BARCK St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class   Secretary,   1913;  Class  Basketball,  '09-'10, 
'10-T1;  Y.  W. C. A.,   '09-'10;  Women's   Athletic 
Association. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
20 
THOMAS  LLOYD  BLAKEMORE St. Louis, Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
A.S.M.E.; Chapel Choir; Y. M. C. A. 
RALPH  BRYAN St. Louis, Mo. 
Architecture 
Student Council, '10-'ll, '11-'12, '12-'13; Secretary; 
'11-'12, '12-'13; Class Treasurer, TO-'ll; Class 
President, '11-T2; Treasurer Yeatman High School 
Club; Glee Club, Tl-'12, '12-'13; President, '11- 
'12, '12-'13; Vice-President W. U. Athletic Associ- 
ation, '12-'13; W. U. Architectural Society, Presi- 
dent, T2-'13; Art Editor, 1913 Hatchet; Class 
Football, '09, '10; Thyrsus; Quadrangle Club. 
"13,"  Pralma;  Sigma  Alpha  Epsilon 
WILLIAM LAWRENCE  BRYAN 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation  Club 
St. Louis, Mo. 
HAZEL OLIVE  BURCH ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Thyrsus, '11, '12, '13; Student Life; Quadrangle 
Club; Women's Athletic Association; May Day 
Dances, '12; Y. W. C. A. 
71R75 It 
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WILLIAM GLASGOW BRUCE CARSON      . St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Student Life, Associate Editor, '12, Managing 
Editor, '12-'13; Chapel Choir, 'l()-'ll; Thyrsus 
Annual Play, '12, '13; Senior Play, '10; Quadrangle 
Club. 
HAZEL VIRGINIA CARTER     .....   Kirkwood,Mo. 
College 
Entered    as   Junior    from   Missouri    University; 
Quadrangle Club, '12, '13; May Day Dances, '12; 
Women's Athletic Association. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma 
DOROTHY RUDD CHILDS       .       .       .       .St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Les  Causeuses,  Secretary,  TO-'ll,  President,  '12- 
'13;  Chapel  Choir,  T0-'ll-'12;  Government  Club, 
'12-T3;   Women's   Athletic   Association,    '12-T3; 
Sophomore  Honors,   '11; .Greek  Play,   '12. 
Kleo 
St. Lc , Mo. NORMAN CHIVVIS     .... 
Chemical Engineering 
Varsity    Basketball,    '13;    Class    Football,    '10; 
Class   Basketball,   '0S-'09-'10-'ll-'12-T3,  Captain, 
'13;  Quadrangle  Club,  '12;  Kakodyl  Club. 
Sigma Alpha  Epsilon 
X 
[22] 
JOHN WILLIAM DEHNERT      .       .       . St. Louis, Mo. 
A rchitecture 
Photographer,   1913   Hatchet;   Quadrangle   Club, 
'11-'12-'13; Glee Club, '12-'13; W. U. Architectural 
Society, Year Book Committee,  '13. 
Theta Xi 
PAUL MILLER ELLMAN      ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Thyrsus, '11-'12-'13, Assistant Business Manager, 
'11-'12, Sergeant-at-Arms, '12-'13; Chapel Choir, 
'11-'12-'13; Civics Club, '12-'13, Secretary-Treas- 
urer, '13; A. S. M.  E. 
JOHN  FLEMING 
Chemical Engineering 
CLIFFORD GODWIN 
Mechanical Engineering 
Varsity Track,  '13. 
Kappa  Sigma 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
rART5 It 
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VERNE W. GOULD St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Financial Manager W. U. Athletic Association, 
'11-'12; President Student Council, '11-'12; Quad- 
rangle Club, '11-'12; Thyrsus, Business Manager, 
'10-'ll; Civics Club, '11-'12-'13; Business Manager 
Hatchet, 1912; "13," Pralma. 
Phi  Delta  Phi,  Beta Theta  Pi 
HELEN HAGIN St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Greek   Play,   '12;   Government   Club,   Vice-Presi- 
dent, '12; Y. W. C. A. 
GUSTAV ADOLPH HASEMAN 
Architecture 
W.  U.  Architectural  Society 
St. Louis, Mo. 
RICHARD ALLEN HATCH      .       .       .       .St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Debating Club, Vice-President, '12-'13, Sergeant- 
at-Arms, '12; Chess and Checker Club, Secretary, 
'12-'13; Y. M. C. A., Secretary, '13; Chapel Choir, 
'11-'12-'13;  Greek  Play,  '11,  Principal,  '12. 
[24] 
OSCAR M. HAWKINS      .... St. Louis,Mo. 
College 
Greek   Play,   '11-'12;   Y.   M.   C.   A.;    Chess   and 
Checker Club;  Sophomore Honors. 
ELSIE MARGARET HOOLAN 
College 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
GEORGE MURDOCK JACKSON 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Lc Mo. 
Thyrsus, '11-'12-'13, Auditing Committee, '12- 
'13; Debating Club, '08-'09-'10; Y. M. C. A., '12- 
'13; Civics Club, '11-T2-'13, Secretary and Treas- 
urer, '12; Class Baseball, '09-TO; Class Basket- 
ball, '08,'09, '11, '12, '13; Class Track, '09, TO; 
Class Cross Country Team, '09, TO; Varsity 
Track, '12. 
ALICE JEHLE St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Basketball, TO, '11, '12, '13, Captain, '12; 
Women's Athletic Association, Vice-President, 
'11-M2, President, T2-T3. 
'ARTS ^ 
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FABIAN MILLER KANNENSTINE       .       . St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Sophomore Honors; A. S. M. E.; A.  I. E. E. 
ARTHUR G.  KELLER       .... St. Louis, Mo 
Civil Engineering 
Class Baseball, '10, '11, Captain, '11; Class Foot 
ball,  '10;  Collimation  Club. 
MADIE ELIZABETH KLOTZ St. Louis, Mo 
College 
Junior Representative Women's Council, '11-'12; 
President Women's Organization, '12-'13; Women's 
Honor Committee, '11-'12, '12-'13; W. U. Con- 
sumers' League, President, '12-'13; Les Causeuses, 
President, '11-'12; Government Club, '11-'12; W. 
A. G., '10-'ll; Student Life, '12-'13; Chapel Choir, 
'09-'10-'ll-'12-'13. 
FREDERICK ADOLPH  KOHLMEYER 
Mechanical Engineering 
A.  S. M. E. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
26 
Webster Gr ss.Mo. ELMER LESLIE LACEY 
Mechanical Engineering 
Varsity    Basketball,    '12-'13;    Class    Basketball, 
'10-'11-'12-'13, Captain, '12; Class Baseball, '10-'ll- 
'12-'13; Class Track, '10; A. S. M.  E., Secretary- 
Treasurer,  '12. 
"13" Theta Xi.   . 
THEODORE  F.  LEILICH       ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Baseball, '10; Debating Club, Student Life 
Representative, '10-'ll, Treasurer, '11-'12; Civics 
Club, President, '12-'13, Secretary-Treasurer,'12. 
HENRY R.  LOHMANN       ....   Kansas City, Mo. 
Architecture 
Editor-in-Chief 1913 Hatchet; Student Life, Asso- 
ciate Editor, '12; Glee Club, Manager, T2-'13; 
Chapel Choir, President, '11-'12; Thyrsus, Ser- 
geant-at-arms, '11-'12; W.U. Architectural Society, 
Vice-President, '12-'13. 
Obelisk, "13," Pralrna 
Beta Theta Pi 
CAROLYN WILLIAMS LONG        ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Y. W. C. A., Intercollegiate Committee, '10; Dele- 
gate Y. W. C. A. Student Conference, '10; Secre- 
tary,'10-'ll; President,'12; ChapelChoir,Secretary, 
'11-'12; Student Life, '11-'12-'13, Associate Editor, 
'12; Associate Editor 1913 Hatchet; Les Causeuses; 
'11-'12; Government Club, '11-'12; W. U. Con- 
sumer's League, '12-'13; Senior Representative 
Women's Council, '12-'13; Class Secretary, '12, 
Women's Representative on Single Tax Com- 
mittee,  '12-'13. 
71R75 & 
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LANCELOT L. LUEKING 
Electrical Engineering 
Glee Club,  '11-'12-'13; 
LEO MCCARTHY 
College 
St. Louis, Mo. 
A. I. E. E. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
President Student Body, '12-'13; President W. U. 
Athletic    Association;     Editor-in-Chief     Student 
Life,   '12-'13;  Thyrsus;   Varsity   Football,   '10-'ll- 
'12;  Associate   Editor  1913  Hatchet. 
Obelisk,   "13,"  Pralma 
Beta Theta Pi 
ROBERT W. MCELHIKNEY 
College 
Clayton. Mo. 
MARGARET MANLEY    .... Memphis, Tenn. 
College 
President McMillan Hall, '12-'13; Treasurer 
McMillan, '10-'11-'12; Class Basketball, '09-'10- 
Tl-'12-\13, Captain, '10-'ll; Class Secretary, 
'11-'12; Women's Council, '11-'12-'13, Secretary, 
'11-'12; Student Life, '11-T2-'13, Exchange Editor, 
'12-'13; Women's Athletic Association, Secretary- 
Treasurer, '10-'H; Les Causeuses, Government 
Club. 
Kleo 
28 
LEWIS ADAMS MAVERICK    .       .       .       San Antonio, Tex. 
Mechanical Engineering 
Light Weight Wrestling Champion, '10-T1; De- 
bating Club, Treasurer, 'lO-'ll; Class Hatchet 
Representative; Associate Editor 1913 Hatchet; 
A. S. M. E., Vice-President, '11-'12; Student 
Council, '11-'12-'13; Honor Committee, ' 11 -' 12; 
Financial Manager W. U. Athletic Association, 
'12-T3; Class Treasurer, T1-T2; Class President, 
T2-T3. 
"13," Pralma 
Phi  Delta Theta 
ANNA C. MILLS St. Louis,Mo. 
College 
Women's Athletic Association;  Class  Basketball, 
'10-T1-T2-'13;   Y.   W.   C.   A.;   Government   Club; 
Les  Causeuses. 
W. A. G. 
Pi  Beta  Phi 
BEN MOREELL St. Louis, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation Club; Sophomore Honors; Varsity 
Football, TO, '11,'12; Varsity Track, '11, '12, '13, 
Captain, '13; Class Baseball, '10, '11; Class Foot- 
ball, '09, '10; Class Basketball, '11, '12; Class 
Track, '10, '11; Sophomore Show. 
"13,"  Pralma 
JULIA MORSE St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Entered  as Junior from Cape Girardeau Normal, 
'11. 
Pi  Beta  Phi 
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GARNER WEST PENNEY, LL. B.    . St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Entered Junior  class  from  Princeton  University; 
LL.B., Washington University,  '12;  Civics  Club, 
'12-'13. 
Phi  Delta Phi.  Phi  Delta Theta 
St. Louis, Mo. ERMA BIRD PERHAM      .       .     •. 
College 
Class Vice-President, '09-'10; Student Life, '10- 
'11-'12-'13; Art Editor, '11-'12-'13; Art Editor 1913 
Hatchet; May Day Dances, '10, '11, '12; Vice- 
President McMillan Hall, '12-'13; Thyrsus, '10- 
'13, Vice-President, '12-'13, Annual Play, '11; 
Quadrangle Club, '12-'13, Principal "Quadrangle 
Town", "Pierrette", "Sun of O'Gun". 
W. A. G. Talisman 
Pi  Beta  Phi 
JOSEPH NATHANIEL PRENSKY      .       .       .   St. Louis, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Varsity Football, '10, '12; Class Football, '09, '10; 
Varsity Track, '11, '12; Class Track, '10, '11; 
Collimation Club;  Sophomore Show, '11. 
JOHN THOMAS RAGSDALE, JR. St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical Engineering 
Class Athletic Manager, '11-'12;  Secretary W. U. 
A.  A.,   '12-'13;   Senior Member  Single  Tax  Com- 
mittee,  '12-'13;   Sophomore  Honors. 
"13,"  Pralma 
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HARVEY WALL RAMSAY    ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
Chemical Engineering 
Sophomore    Show,    '11;    Glee    Club,    'li-'12-'13; 
Kakodyl  Club,   '11-'12;  Musical  Director, W.  U. 
Orchestra,   '12-'13. 
Kappa  Sigma 
GWYNNE  RAYMOND      ....       Kansas City, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Entered as Junior from University of Kansas, '11; 
Thyrsus, '11-'12; Chapel Choir, Tl-'12; Collima- 
tion Club, Secretary, '12-'13; Student Life, '13. 
LORRULI ANNA RETHWILM      .       ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Class Basketball, '10-T1-'12-'13; Les Causeuses, 
'10-'11-'12-'13, Secretary, '13; Women's Athletic 
Association, Tl-'12-'13; W. U. Orchestra, Vice- 
President,  '13. 
MARY HELEN  RICHARDS       ...       St. Charles, Mo. 
College 
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '12-'13; Government Club; 
Greek Play, '12; Women's Athletic Association; 
Class  Basketball,  '12-'13;  Chapel Choir. 
[31 
St. Louis, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
ALBERT HENRY ROSS        ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Entered as Junior from James Milliken University; 
Class Basketball, '12-'13; Varsity Basketball, '13; 
Collimation  Club. 
HELEN  SCHLESINGER      .       .       .        St. Francesville, La. 
College 
Sophomore Honors, '11; Les Causeuses, '11-'12- 
'13; Student Life, '11-'12-'13; Chapel Choir, '11-'12- 
'13, Secretary, '12-'13; Greek Play, '12. 
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St. Lc Mo. CARRIE NOEL SCOTT        .       .       . 
Student Life, '10; Associate Editor, 1913 Hatchet; 
Thyrsus,     '09-T0-Tl-'12-'13,     Annual     Play,     '11; 
Vice-President,   .McMillan   Hall,   '12. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
ADELE  SEIFERT St. Louis, Mo. 
Senior    Representative    Women's    Council,    '13 
Women's     Athletic     Association,     '10-'11-'12-'13 
Class  Basketball,  '13; Government  Club,  '12-'13 
Les  Causeuses, '12. 
Pi Beta Phi 
ALICE HAZEL SCHELP       ....        St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Chapel    Choir;    Government    Club;    Quadrangle 
Club; Y. W. C. A. 
HYMEN  SHIFRIN 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation Club. 
St. Louis, Mc 
71R75 It 
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ANNIE ADELE  SHREVE       ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Y.  W.  C.  A.   Cabinet,   '12-'13;  Class   Basketball, 
'11-'12; Captain, '13; Les Causeuses, '09-'10; Gov- 
ernment    Club,    '11-'12-'13;    May    Day    Dances, 
'11-'12; "Quadrangle Town," '10. 
Pi  Beta  Phi 
LELA  SALLIE  LEE  SPARKS       ... St. Louis, Mo. 
College 
Thyrsus,    ']2-'13;    Class    Vice-President,    '11-T2; 
May   Day  Dances,   '10-T1-'12;   Quadrangle   Club, 
'11-'12-'13. 
Pi  Beta  Phi 
PAUL  SCHUREMAN  STEVENS     ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
Electrical Engineering 
Student   Council,   '10-'ll;   A.   I.   E.   E.,   '11-'12. 
Chapel Choir, T0-'ll-'12-T3. 
GERHART SCHOTT  SUPPIGER 
Chemical Engineering 
Obelisk, Lock and Chain 
Kappa Alpha 
Highland, 111; 
[34; 
DAVID  BARNETT SUTHERLAND       .       . St. Louis, Mo. 
Mechanical Engineering 
A. S. M. E., Chairman, '12-'13; Photographer 1913 
Hatchet; Class Treasurer,  '12-'13. 
Lock and Chain, "13," Pralma 
Sigma  Nu 
St. Lc Mo. JULIUS  EDWARD TARLING 
Architecture 
W. U. Architectural Society, Secretary-Treasurer, 
'12-T3;  Acacia  Club. 
St. Louis, Mo. EMMA THUENER 
College 
Class Vice-President, '10-'ll, '12-'13; Class Basket- 
ball, '09-'10-'ll, Captain, '09-'10; Chapel Choir, 
'09-TO; Y. W. C. A., '09-'10; Thyrsus, '10-T1-T2- 
'13, Secretary, ' 12-' 13; Women's Athletic Associa- 
tion. 
W. A. G. 
Kappa Alpha Theta 
JOSEPH  EDWARD VOLLMAR .       .       St. Louis, Mo. 
Civil Engineering 
Varsity Football, '10-'11-'12, Captain, '12; Class 
Football, TO; Class Track, '10; Assistant Manager 
Basketball, '11-T2, Manager, '12-'13; Sophomore 
Show, '11; Thyrsus, '11; Collimation Club, Vice- 
President, '11-'12, President, T2-T3; 
Lock and Chain, "13" 
Sigma  Nu 
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EDITH MARY WADDOCK 
College 
Greek Play, '12 
WALTER GEORGE WILL 
Civil Engineering 
Collimation Club. 
Lock and  Chain,  "13" 
Beta Theta  Pi 
Webster Groves, Mo. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
CLARENCE EDWIN WRIGHT 
Electrical Engineering 
A.  I.  E.  E.,  Chairman,  '12-'13. 
Farmer City, 111. 
;36] 
HARRY  CLYDE  FAIR       . . .       NEW HAVEN, MO. 
College 
KATHERINE GRIFFITH GARETSON     .    .     ST. LOUIS, MO. 
College 
GEORGE MYERS HAGEE        ... ST.  LOUIS, MO. 
College 
President Junior Law Class 
Sigma  Chi 
JOHN AUGUSTUS HII.LMANN       .        .       ST. LOUIS, Mo. 
College 
Entered as Senior from Indiana University. 
mw 
Please tell to me 
Why Sallie Lee 
Wears so much Sig Alph jewelry, 
Why Hazel Burch 
Should knowledge search, 
And think it jolly to leave man in the lurch. 
And why the habit, 
To paint and dab it, 
Should make Miss Long so love the rabbit— 
I'd like to know all of these things, 
And also why Miss C. Scott sings. 
Please tell me is Miss A. A. A. 
As dangerous as she looks alway? 
Does Erma of the nimble toe, 
Ever feel the lack of a beau? 
Or Anna Mills with all her frills, 
Ever worry about her bills? 
Is little Anny just as merry, 
Since she was elected Secretary?^ 
A question about gay Miss Hoolan, 
Has her midnight oil been burnt in schoolhi? 
For all of these answers where shall I go? 
I want them quick for "I ask to know." 
[37] 
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OMUSE! that dwellest on Olympus, born of the Gods 
and on Nectar and Ambrosia fed, givet o thy Groveling 
Servant but a Meagre Measure of thy Fire, that he 
may sing in Honeyed Words of the Deeds, and of the 
Glory of the Class of 1913. 
At their Birth the Gods smiled upon them, for e'en ere 
they had cast aside their Swaddling Clothes, they were Full 
Fair to look upon. And deep in the Archives of the "Student 
Life", may still be found the Winged Words of a Soothsayer, a 
Scribe, whose Gifted Quill did mould these sayings, "Indica- 
tions are that we may expect big things of 1913." Tis a 
hoodoo number, but what of that! and yet again, "—these 
Freshmen are showing good spirit and as a class certainly 
show promise of making history at Washington." Verily, 
verily, these were the Symbolic Sayings of a Far-Seeing Oracle. 
But the Days of their Youth were Days of Strife and they 
were Molested and Hampered by Pigmy Scions, Grotesque 
and Loathsome Creatures, who were called Sophomore. And 
ever and anon these Tribes did "mix it" and did rush together 
even as the Babbling Brook does rush to the Cold Gray Sea. 
But the Freshmen were Light of Heart for they did cover 
themselves with Naught but Glory. 
And when came the Day of Reckoning, even the Friday 
before Xmas, the Sons of 1913, lead by one James, Son of 
Lincoln, Long of Bone and Lank of Limb, did again outwit 
their Cowardly Enemies, who, in their Puny Cunning had 
Trusted the Safeguarding of their Miserable Pennant to a 
mere Layman, fearful, lest in defending it, they themselves 
might come to Harm. 
But each Silver Lining hath its Cloud, for the First Year 
had scarce run Half its Course ere a Grievous Pestilence 
descended upon those of 1913 and many there were that suffered 
therefrom,   for   the   God   of  Blue   Books   strode   among   their 
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Ranks and with Blue Pencil smote them down. Great was the 
Wailing and Gnashing of Teeth. But when the Season of 
Plague was past, they Dwelt for a Space in Peace and Har- 
mony.    And it was the Close of the First Dynasty. 
Then for the Second Time they got themselves together on 
the Hill and well they bore their new name, for they were 
called   Sophomores. 
And as was the Custom, toward the Close of the Twelfth 
Month the Sons of 1913 were called forth to defend their Virgin 
Banner from the Puny Onslaughts of a Race called Freshmen. 
And for three Long Hours were the Sacred Numerals well 
defended and the Combat was  a Mighty one. 
And when the Freshmen saw that their efforts availed 
them Naught, they did hold Converse with the Judges, and by- 
Dint of Ten Cent Cigars, of Drinks of Rum, and of Tainted 
Gold, did bring the Weakling Judges to disqualify certain of 
the Defenders. And so was the Pure Emblem soiled, and the 
Freshmen  rejoiced  in  their Ill-gotten Victory. 
But enough of the Tales of War! 
Followed Days of Comfort and Prosperity. And the 
Bonds of Friendship grew ever stronger and there were Eve- 
nings spent in Feasting and in all Manner of Good Fun. 
Some there were who did triumph for 1913 in the Games of 
Athletic Skill and Prowess, and others who did Put to Rout 
the Demons A-lathematics and Science, and the Like. 
So ended the Second Dynasty. 
And in Like Manner were the Third and the Fourth Years 
prosperous. 
0! would I had Four Score Books with each a Hundred 
Leaves that I might further Extol the Loyalty, the Great 
Deeds and the Virtues of this Class of Classes. But the Muse 
faileth me, the Editor-in-Chief berateth me and my Parchment 
runneth out. 
And now, may the Peace, and the Joy, and the Prosperity 
that has so far Dwelt with the Loyal Sons and Daughters of 
the Class of 1913 be forever with them.    Selah! 
I have finished. —R. B. 
[39] 
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Kurt Schenk 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Officers. 
Marguerite Monteath 
KURT SCHENK 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
HEROLD WEST 
THEODORE MAENNER 
[«: 
Junior Cla&s 3&oli 
CARMELITA ANDERSON 
CLAIRE AGNES BERRY 
HORTENSE DEBORAH BOWLES 
DOROTHY GRACE CALMAN 
HELEN LOUISE DAWLEY 
MILDRED CLAIRE DECOURCY 
ROYAL ALEXANDER DICKIE 
EDMUND CONRADES DONK 
HELEN MARY DONNELLY 
HELEN ELIZABETH DUFFETT 
CHARLES HENRY DUNCKER 
WILLIAM ARTHUR DUNHAM 
RUTH KATHERINE FELKER 
HAZEL LEES FORSYTH 
ARTHUR JEROME FREUND 
FREDERICK R. GRIFFITH, JR. 
CHARLES WILLIAM HAPPEL 
College 
BINE MAY HAWKEN 
RUTH HERRING 
HUNTER JONES 
OTTO L. KOCHTITZKY, JR. 
DONALD SANGREE LAMM 
CLAUDIA CLAYTON LIDE 
FREDERICK DAN LYNCH 
MEREDITH H. MCCARGO 
ALICE LILLIAN MCCLEVEY 
MARY E. N. MACDONALD 
RUTH CAROL MOBLEY 
MARGUERITE G. MONTEATH 
PAUL EDWIN NELSON 
LUCY COGAR NEWTON 
ADA NICHOLSON 
ELIZABETH SPONSLER NIXON 
JUNE II.DA OEHLER 
RUTH CALIIOUN PICKEL 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
BARBARA T.  SENSENEY 
CHARLES EUGENE SMITH 
ANNE HOLME SOUTHER 
HELEN STIX 
HARRY RUTHERFORD STOCKER 
JAMES ROY STOCKTON 
SAMUEL FARLOW TRELEASE 
ELSIE UEBERLE 
FREDERICK E. VANDERHOOF 
PERCY TORBERT VICKROY 
MARY HEROLD WEST 
WILLIAM H. WINGFIELD, JR. 
WILBUR WITTLER WOOD 
JESSICA MAY YOUNG 
School of Engineering 
PAUL WILLIAM BAKER 
ALBERT SHELBY BLATTERMAN 
ARTHUR BRADY 
JOHN B. CLAYTON, JR. 
ARTHUR LEONARD CUTTER 
ROWLAND WHEELER DODSON 
ROBERT D. DUNCAN, JR. 
LOUIS RICHTER FLINT 
HARRY WALKER FOSTER 
ALBERT EUGENE FRENCH 
ISAAC HAHN GODLOVE 
CLIFFORD BURGESS GODWIN 
LOUIS GOOD, JR. 
WALLACE DUNCAN HARDAWAY 
WARREN IRVING JOLLEY 
ARTHUR GEORGE KELLER 
ELMER NIEMOELLER 
RAYMOND ADIE PERRY 
KURT SCHENK 
GEORGE FREDERICK SCHERER 
ARMIN OSCAR  SCHLEIFFARTH 
HARRY F. SCHWARTING 
WALTER SIEGERIST 
RICHARD G. SOUTHER 
MINOR WOOLFOLK STOUT 
LEROY MILTON SWEET 
MONROE VAN RAALTE 
HARRISON WEBER 
ORNI WIDMAN 
EDWARD SHERVIN WINFREE 
School of Architecture 
MILLER FRANKLIN C. CANN    JOHN F. W. DEHNERT RAYMOND EDWARD MARITZ 
NEAL CORBETT DAVIS THEODORE HENRY MAENNER JOSEPH HAROLD SENNE 
"42" 
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Junior Cla&s Utetorp 
QEVER was there so versatile a class as that of 1914. 
When it first appeared upon the campus three years 
ago, it looked at the Library, and, freshmanlike, decided 
to study. It did and made such wonderful grades that 
people gasp "5 A's—Oh, dear!" After this resolve, 1914 walked 
further across the campus and viewed the theatre. Here, too, it 
conquered, furnishing two of its number for leading roles in "The 
Professor's Love Story", filled the three leading parts in "An 
Enemy of the People", and the four leading roles in "The World 
and His Wife." 
Then one day, as 1914 stood watching a football practice, 
the desire to play football came upon it. It played, and so well 
that it defeated 1913, tied 1915, and now furnishes four men on 
the Varsity eleven. The first taste of football created a desire for 
fiercer contest. As a result, it entered the numeral battle with 
'13 so fiercely and with such courage that '13 was overwhelm- 
ingly defeated. So wonderful was 1914's ability that the 
Student Council feared for the safety of the timid fifteeners 
who entered the next Fall. They changed the scrap from a tree 
fight to a flag rush and made 1914 stand at the foot of the pole, 
so that .the Frosh could reach the flag easier, via their shoulders. 
Finally, one night while still a Freshman, 1914 ventured 
to a Lock and Chain and enjoyed the dance so much that 
it decided to have one of its own. The brilliant and successful 
Freshman Prom was the result. After two years of class 
dances, 1914 determined to show the University what a real 
dance was, and produced the Junior Prom, with its enchanted 
garden and enchanting music. 
Then 1914 became serious and decided to enter the business 
world. Ittakescareofthefinancialaffairs of Student Life, Thyrsus, 
QuadrangleClub, in short everything that needs a business manager. 
So, whether burning the midnight oil, tearing its hair 
behind the footlights, kicking the pigskin, gliding, sylphlike, 
over the glassy floors, or in the realms of high finance, 1914 has 
been, and here's hoping ever will be, a Success.       —M. H. W. 
[43; 
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1915 
Gale E. Henderson Drue  Smalling 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Athletic Manager 
Hatchet Representativ 
GALE HENDERSON 
DRUE SMALLING 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
CARL STIFEL 
MOULTON GREEN 
fRuTH PRITCHARD 
I JAMES TULLY 
[45; 
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College 
SAMUEL FRANK ABRAMS 
CLAIRE MARIE BACON 
KATHRIN MARIE BAKER 
MERRITT C. BARREI.L 
/LEONA JULIETTE BECKMANN 
""•ABE  BURTON  BENDER 
HERBERT FRANK BOETTI.ER 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES, JR. 
-HELEN BEATRICE BRYARS 
RUTH BUSCHART 
/ESTHER ELIZABETH BUSWELL 
ALFRED CLARK, JR. 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
. FANNY BAKEWEI.I. CUSHING 
EDWARD WILLIAM DOLCH, JR. 
MARGARET F.  DEGARMO 
BENJAMIN LANDIS ELLIOTT 
THOMAS RUSSELL FERGUSON 
FRANCES ESTHER FOX 
ERNST AUGUST FREUND 
MILDRED CLARA GLEDITZSCH 
HARRY SAMUEL GLEICK 
BEN. FRANKLIN GOLDSTEIN 
MORRIS ENOCH GOLDSTEIN 
JOSEPH WILBUR GONTERMAN 
MOULTON GREEN 
-GRACE GREGORY 
ROLAND JAY GRIMM 
LOUISE HALDEMAN 
EDWARD KENDALL HARRISON 
ROLAND MILTON HOERR 
JULIA HOLT 
MARJORIE D. HOPKINS 
RALPH WILLIAM HUFFERD 
BEATRICE JENNINGS 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
HAROLD CLARK KEYSOR 
ZINAIDA KOL 
DELIUS HENRY KOTTHOFF 
JULIA MATILDA KRAUSNICK 
LAURA EDNA ROEHRICH 
NELLIE ROGERS 
IRL BENJAMIN  ROSENBLUM 
MARIE PHILLIPINE RUEBEL 
ROBERT MILTON RUSSELL 
ESTHER FRANCES  SCHNEIDER 
ELMYRA SEWING 
MARGARET ANNA  SHARP 
HELEN  SHRYOCK 
FLORENCE JULIA SISLER 
KENNETH CLAYTON LARKEY   JULIA DUPRE SISSON 
ELIZABETH MCBURNEY -DRUE CLINTON SMALLING 
FRANK POWELL MCNALLEY HELEN KIMBALL SMART 
DOUGLAS VOSS MARTIN, JR. ROBERT HENRY SPARKS 
GERTRUDE M. DOROTHY MAY FRANCES E. SPAULDING 
RUTH MEINHOLTZ 
RICHARD HENRY MINK 
MARGUERITE DEAN MOTT 
ROBERT MUELLER 
GEORGE MARSHALL MYERS 
TVER NELSON 
DOROTHY NICHOLSON 
ETHEL PARKS 
JOSEPH LAURENCE PATTON 
HELEN PIERCE 
MARGUERITE PIERCE 
-HELEN STEVENS 
CARL GODFRIED STIFEL 
GLENN EDWARD THURSTON 
ALMA LOUISE TIEMANN 
ELEANOR IRENE TUCKER 
IDA DELL UPDIKE 
MARIE ANNE UPDIKE 
FRANK BARNETT WALLACE 
/MATHILDE HELLMERS WATSON 
EUNICE MILDRED WETZEL 
OTTO JULIUS WILHELMI, JR. 
RUTH ELIZABETH PRITCHARD  CORINNE JANE WOLFF 
•MARGARET LUEI.LA QUINN     WINONA WUERTENBAECHER 
JOHN ROY RANSON ELVIRIA ZIMMERMAN 
■GRACE RODGERS 
School of Engineering 
EDWARD L. BAKER \SPENCER BOND FIELD 
WILLIAM C. EMIL BECKER        EDWARD SINCLAIR GARVEY 
JAMES ROY BELLVILLE ALFRED LINCOLN GIBERT 
WILLIAM CHARLES BERNARD    >CHARLES HARDY 
BEAUFORT IVAN BUCHANAN     WILLIAM T. HAYDOCK 
KENNETH M. C. COGGESHALL RICHARD V. HENKEL 
HAROLD ARMIN CONRAD        ' GEORGE CHARLES FIETLAGE 
KENNETH HELTZELL COPE      'WILLIAM D. HOLLAND 
OLIVER MANN 
JACOB MARKHAM 
XINDLEY CHARLES MILFORD 
CLIFTON TREFTS MILLER 
FREDERICK H. MOELLENHOFF 
"CHARLES NORTON MONTEITH 
JOHN BEN REICHMAN 
EDWIN CARL SCHISLER 
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PAUL COSTE EDWARD LESTER HORNER 
"HILTON MOSES DEVORKIN       FRANK ROSMAN INGALLS 
WILLIAM MCKINLEY ENSCORE""ALLEN GEORGE JEHLE 
DANIEL EVANS XEDWARD ARTHUR JEUDE DAVID TURK 
JOSEPH FELBERBAUM ^HERBERT G. MCELHINNEY " JAMES ALLEN WATKINS, Jr. 
HARRY AUGUST FELDBUSH       KIRK MCFARLAND "GEORGE W. WELLMEYER 
JOHN J. SUMMERSBY, JR. 
ALEXANDER F. SUSS 
JAMES KIVAS TUI.LY 
GALE EVENS HENDERSON 
School of Architecture 
PERCY RAMSAY PALMER DAVID ROGERS 
tEfje i-^opfj'tet'rp 
OUR first appearance on the campus was, in our own 
minds at least, a triumphal entry, the class marching in 
a body to the main Quadrangle. The Sophomores 
were all wrought up about it and in the course of the 
next week or so, they raided our locker room. We were obliged 
to muss their back hair all up before we broke them of this 
habit, but at last they saw the error of their ways and the 
scrapping was postponed until the inter-class football game 
which left a five-to-five score and a smell of arnica in its wake. 
All the while, the Freshman girls were showing the proper 
spirit in observing the school traditions and were bearing with 
due humility the indignities heaped upon them by their Sopho- 
more tormentors, for tradition hath it that no Freshman girl 
shall avail herself of profane language, brick-bats, or other 
suitable means of reply. As a reward for their good conduct 
they were given a dance in the "Gymmie", by the upper class 
girls and they enjoyed every feature of it, even trying to accept 
the bouquets of lettuce and spinach as though they were quite 
the proper thing. Next they attended a party where they 
were ministered to as children by Sophomore girls in the role of 
nurses, who compelled them to recite Mother Goose rhymes, 
eat animal crackers soaked in water and otherwise disport 
themselves for the amusement of their hostesses. 
Just before the Christmas holidays, an expurgated edition 
of a  "class  scrap"  diverted our attention.    The stringency of 
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the Student Council rules against unlady-like conduct alone 
prevented our mussing up the Stadium with the Soph Class. 
Evidently the Council thought we had mauled the Sophs 
sufficiently before, so we perforce contented ourselves with 
merely tramping them into the ground when they attempted to 
hinder us from climbing the greased pole to get their flag. We 
devoted ourselves to our studies until the Frosh-Soph "Love- 
Fest" in the Spring, made "the voice of the turtle dove heard 
in the land." 
Imagine our disgust upon returning last Fall to find a 
motley crew of half-baked youngsters posing as Freshmen. We 
saw no chance of their ever becoming dangerous, so after 
impressing our superiority upon a few of the obstreperous ones 
and removing high school pins, monograms and other gewgaws, 
we left them to their own devices. At the Sophomore Party, 
the girls told us a merry tale of what befell the Freshman girls 
when they all unsuspectingly attended a surprise party given 
them by the Sophs. 
As the time passed swiftly by, we fell to talking over the 
very satisfactory set of rules the Student Council had drawn 
up for a "tree-fight". When the night of the fight arrived, we 
built our platform about a stout tree in careful observance of 
the Council rules. The next morning we were rewarded by 
having the Freshmen, in cheerful disregard of all rules, chop it 
to pieces beneath us and try to smoke us out with sulphur 
smudges. Our reputation, however, did not suffer by the 
unfortunate outcome of the scrap, for twelve men on the 
wrecked platform made the Freshman class think they were 
attending a "Donnybrook Fair" when, in the final assault, they 
got within range of the inch ropes wielded with telling effect. 
All things considered, the Freshmen showed great restraint, for 
they did not attempt to bite us while we were securely tied up, 
nor did they bring dynamite or field artillery into use against 
the  platform. 
A brief mention of a delightful party given us after the 
scrap by the girls of the class brings this chronicle to a peaceful 
end. —J. K. T. and R. P. 
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Webb  Kammerer Ruth Zacher 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Hatchet Representative 
Officers 
WEBB  KAMMERER 
RUTH  ZACHER 
HELEN MURRAY 
LUKE STITES 
MAXWELL KENNEDY 
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AGNES ADAMS 
HARVEY BYARS ALBAN 
CARL ALTHAUS 
EARLE HOLMES AMOS 
GEORGE RICHARD ANDERSON 
HELEN HOBLITT ANDERSON 
MARIA BAIN 
ELIZABETH BARNARD 
HERBERT LOUIS  BARTHELS 
MAURINE BARNES 
FLORENCE OSBORN BASSFORD 
WILLIAM GUSTAVE BAUMAN 
OSCAR FREDERICK BENTE 
ELBERT WILSON  BIBY 
GRACE DOBSON BISSLAND 
OSCAR ERNST BLANK 
ROSILYN BERTHA BLOCH 
RUTH BOWERMAN 
RAYMOND LOUIS BRACY 
PAULINE  BROOKS 
AMBROSE OTTO BROSSARD 
MARY BROTHERTON 
LAYMAN BECKETT BROWN 
MARION CLARKSON BROWN 
PAUL HENRY BURG 
WILLIAM F. CANDLER 
ANNA FLORENTINE CASEY 
BRUCE EBEN CHAMPION 
WALDO WOODS CLAYTON 
ADELE MARY CLUNDT 
FELIX WILKINS COSTE 
MILDRED GOULD COWDREY 
ETHEL  CRANE 
RUDOLPH HENRY DETJEN 
MELITTA DIEZ 
FRANCES DUFFETT 
ELIZABETH MILBURN EHLERS 
ALICE ERNST 
NATHAN WILLIAM FISCHMANN 
PAUL GORDON FISHER 
GLADYS FLARSHEIM 
College 
MARQUARD FORSTER 
MILDRED BASS FOX 
EMANUEL A.  FRIEDMAN 
LOUIS GEORGE FRUMSON 
MARIE  S. GALLENKAMP 
FRANK HENRY GERHART 
LYLE  BIRD GODBEY 
BEATRICE GOLDMAN 
ETHEL GRANT 
JOSEPH MARTIN GREEN 
GLADYS GREGG 
JOHN  CHARLES HAGIN 
DELPHINE  HAMEL 
NOAH GILBERT HENLEY 
EDWARD AUGUST HENSKE 
MARY V. HIGGINBOTHAM 
BENJAMIN HORTON, JR. 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
HARRY M. HUNDLEY, JR. 
HUBERT KING JACKSON 
HARRY B. JACOBSON 
DOROTHY JENNINGS 
EDITH CARRINGTON JONES 
MARIE KAMMERER 
LOIS  KIEFFER 
MARIE  KIRSCH 
LUCILE MADELINE KLEIN 
DOROTHY DAMON  LAMB 
CLAUDE  LAPHAM 
IRVIN JULIAN LEOPOLD 
MONROE  CUMING  LEWIS 
ESTHER LUCAS 
FREMONT LUEKING 
HELEN MAY MCMACKIN 
MILDRED M. MASCHMEIER 
GEORGE S. METCAI.FE 
RUTH ELIZABETH MILLER 
RALPH EDGARTON MOONEY 
RALPH ROBERT NEUHOFF 
HARRIETTE  S. NEWMAN 
LORA OTTO 
ROBERT BOYD  PERRY 
JOHANNES  F.  PESSEL 
ARTHUR POSS, JR. 
SENTA  RETTER 
VIRGINIA RHODES 
KENNETH  A,   ROBERTSON 
WINNIFRED DAVIS ROGERS 
ISADORE ROSENFIELD 
ADA ESTHER ROSS 
LEONARD  RUSSIE 
ELLA MARIE  SCHNEIDER 
RUSSELL SCORE 
MILDRED ROSLYN SEARCY 
GORDON B. SOMMERS 
GERTRUDE  SPARKS 
MARGARET STERN 
CHARLES WOTRIXG 
ORVILLE BERNARD SUCK 
ESTHER ANN SWINEHART 
SIBYL DEAN TATE 
CLARENCE EMIL TENNY 
THEODORA THACHER 
MARY VIRGINIA THOMAS 
NESTA MARY THOMPSON- 
OLIVE THURMAN 
CLIO DAPHNE TILLES 
MILDRED KATHRYN TURNER 
BERNHARD A. UHLENDORF 
THURWOOD VAN ORNUM 
MARY MALVINA VOOHERS 
ANTOINETTE WALLIS 
BERENICE M. WETZEL 
MARGARET LOUISE WINTER 
SAXFORD WITHERS 
GEORGIA WITTICH 
LEONORA WOODWARD 
LETA WRIGHT 
FLORENCE CECILIA WUENSCH 
RUTH ZACHER 
FRIEDA ZINGRE 
WILLIAM CHAPMAN BERRY 
WILLIAM CARTER BLISS 
CHARLES VINCENT BRADY 
WILLIAM ANDERSON BRAY 
JOSEPH LINTON  BREWER 
DURAND BROCK 
WALKER PAYNE BROTHERTON 
FRANK WILLIAM BUBB 
ELMER HERMAN BURGDORF 
KENNETH SELLS CHENERY 
HAROLD GLENN  ELROD 
WALTER HENRY FATH 
PAUL HENRY FELKER 
RALPH GRAY 
EDMUND LOUIS GREEN 
HERMAN  C. GRUNEWALD 
EMANUEL LEOPOLD HAHN 
LELAND LEE HARPER 
LEE HARRISON, JR. 
JOHN MARTIN BATSCHY 
JOHN TEETER BORGSTEADT 
JOHN HARRY CROCKER 
GRADY GAFFORD 
FRANK GOLDMAN 
FREDERICK  R. HAMMOND 
School of Engineering 
FRANK SOBIESKI HAWKEN 
PAUL JOHN HEWITT 
MAX STARKLOFF JONES 
WALTER ROBERT JORASCHKY 
WEBB LOUIS KAMMERER 
MAXWELL KENNEDY, JR. 
DAVID KIPPEL 
BERTHOI.D LAMBERT LANGE 
FREDRICK B.  LANGRECK 
HOWARD E. LILLINGSTON 
PERCY NEIL LUBKE 
SAMUEL BUCHANAN MAY 
FRANCIS R. MCMATH 
HERBERT W. MEINHOLTZ 
WALTER F. MEISTER 
ROLLAND EVERETT MEYERS 
CARL LOUIS NORDMEYER 
JULIUS HENRY OETTING 
CYRIL CUNNINGHAM PENNY 
School of Architecture 
STEWART MCCORMACK 
HARRY DANIEL PAYNE 
MACWILLIAMS REMINGTON 
ANGEL RUGARCIA 
EDWARD SCHAUMBERG, JR. 
LUSBY SIMPSON 
CHARLES PROETZ 
POWELL CLAYTON ROBERTS 
CHARLES PAUL SEEGER 
FERDINAND  SIEVERS 
EDMOND SIROKY 
WALTER BEVANS SKINNER 
AUBREY STANHOPE 
LUKE SELLS STITES 
ERNST JOSEPH  STRAUB 
WALTON BELL STRINGFELLOW 
ABRAHAM TABACHNIK 
WESLEY VAN SCHOICK 
JOHN CHARLES WALKER, JR. 
HENRY HERMAN WALSER 
EMANUEL FORSTER WERNER 
HERBERT HENRY A. WIND 
ROBERT RENWICK WRIGHT 
ELLSWORTH YOUNG 
BEN VICTOR ZILLMAN   . 
BERNARD JOHN STECKER 
HENRIETTA MAY STEINMESCH 
CLIFFORD TAUSSIG 
ROSS HENRY THIELE 
ARNOLD JACOB TUCHSCHMIDT 
jfresfjman Class ^tetorp 
XT must  be  admitted  that,  on  September 26,  when we 
congregated   around   the   Freshman   wall,   we   were   a 
motley  looking   crowd.    The  only   similarity   between 
any two of us was our headgear, which appeared to be 
exceedingly regular.    However, it took us but a short time to 
redeem our looks by our prowess as a class. 
The  Sophomores  bothered  us  but little,  as  they did  not 
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enjoy running to Delmar Avenue or hunting places of retreat. 
Our few attempts to bother them were frustrated by their 
excellent ability to hide. 
At our first meeting, October 2, the most important officers 
were elected, the minor offices being filled at our second meeting 
a week later. 
Our first party was held in the "Gymmie" on October 12. 
Little interference on the part of the Sophomores was expected 
and little received. The party was enjoyed immensely by all. 
About two weeks later the girls of the class had a very enjoyable 
time at a party given by the girls of the upper classes, while 
the men looked on enviously from the Dorm windows. A 
party three days later was not quite as enjoyable, as the 
PYeshman   girls   were   formally   initiated. 
The footba— but out of modesty we refrain from saying 
anything of that, further than that several of the Freshman 
men proved to be stars, so that Washington need not fear for 
her football teams for four years to come. 
On December 6, the Freshman Prom was held. The time 
was ideal, being one of those clear, crisp evenings; the place 
was beautifully and artistically decorated in the class colors; 
and the rest was all that could possibly be desired. The dance 
was enjoyed by all, and a white leather card case with "W. U. 
1916" in the corner will serve for some years to come as a 
reminder  of  a  good  time. 
The fight was duly planned, duly won, and duly celebrated 
in the "Gymmie" immediately afterwards. The sleepy warri- 
ors were so refreshed by the hot coffee and sandwiches served 
by the girls of the class, that they were able to dance for some- 
time before retiring. 
We have won our share of attention from every one in 
general, and have won everything else desirable to win. We 
also have obeyed the rules, and if the class continues as it has 
begun, there are great prospects for the class of 1916. 
-M. K., Jr. 
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Special fetubent* 
CAROLINE G. BARNWELL 
HAROLD KINKADE BEERS 
ETHEL BOOGHER 
EDWARD WYLIE  BROWN 
VESTA RYERSON BROWN 
BRONWEN  CHUBB 
PATTI MARIE  CLAYTON 
ELEANOR ODLIN DELANO 
MARTHA EVANS 
MAURICE  FAURE 
College 
I * 
NORRIS B. GREGG, JR. 
EDITH AMALIA GUNDELACH 
CARL ADOLF HALTENHOFF 
FORREST PERIN HAYS 
SARAH ROSS B. JEFFERS 
MARY KENT 
LILLIAN  KOI.B 
CHRISTINE GRAHAM LONG 
HELEN MORSE MURRAY 
LUCY NORVELI. 
FRANCES RUSSELL FERGUSON PETER ARTHUR PFAENDER 
VIRGINIA SPECK FLAD GLENN PHELPS 
BERTHA CAROLINE FREUND      MARY LEE  PICKEL 
CLARA FROTHINGHAM JOSEPHINE M. PICKERII.L 
ALICE MAUD GLATFELTER MARIE DAVIESS PITTMAN 
*Students who meet the requirements for admission 
degree, and are pursuing fewer than the required number 
TT ** 
MICHAEL HAROLD ALCH 
GERTRUDE  BARROWS 
ELISE BOOGHER 
SUSAN BOOGHER 
ISABEL CREAGAN 
HARRIET REES  CURTIS 
HARRY DAVIS 
CHARLES ERNEST DREES 
ANNE KENNETT FARRAR 
GEORGE HERBERT GREEN 
FREDERICK G. GROSSART 
CLEVELAND X. HENNING 
ROBERT EMMET HUSSEY 
HOWARD DURANT JAMES 
WALKER JONES 
WILLIAM ELLIS KEYSOR 
MABEL MARION PITZELI. 
CLAY PRESTON 
ELSIE KOHN RAUH 
HOMER EARL REED 
FLORENCE MARION SAMMONS 
ANNABEL SIMS 
PALMER STACY 
MARY OAKLEY ST. JOHN 
BABETT STRAUS 
EDITH WRIGHT TAYLOR 
MRS. FORD W. THOMPSON 
THOMAS BYRON WATERS 
CELESTE DOROTHY WEIL 
MARY SPENCER WHITLOW 
EDYTHE VIRGINIA YOUNG 
but are not candidates for a 
of courses. 
BEN WILLIAM LEWIS, JR. 
MARGARET MCKITTRICK 
RACHEL STIX MICHAEL 
WILLIAM OWEN 
RUTH ALINE  RAPHAEL 
TOM RANDOLPH, JR. 
BELLE TRACY SMITH 
DOROTHY S. WERNER 
completed a four years' high "Students not candidates for a degree (a) who have 
school course or its equivalent,  but lack preparation in some one subject;  (b)  or are 
of  mature  age  and  general  culture. 
School of Engineering 
FREDERICK CHAMBERLAIN        JOHN CALVIN GRIFFITH 
BERNARD GEORGE PROETZ 
MARTIN HUTCHISON HARRIS 
ARCHIBALD ELMER ALBERT 
SIDNEY EMILE BEARS 
BERTRAND H. BRATNEY 
PAUL BUNNELL 
LELAND CHIVVIS 
School of Architecture 
CHARLES DONALD CUTHBERT 
GEORGE HAROLD HARGITT 
WILLIAM LEWIS JACKSON 
GEORGE WALTER KAHRS 
WILLIAM PERCY LODGE 
KATHERINE MIDDLETON 
JOHN HOBBS MILES 
WILLIAM EDWARD SUEHRK 
HUMPHREY F. WOOLRYCH, JR. 
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William Samuel Curtis, LL. B., LL. D. 
^yiILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, LL. B., LL.D., Dean of the Law Faculty; born 
ri 1 Wayne County, Indiana, 1850; A.B., Washington University, 1873; LL.B., St. 
^~*S Louis Law School, 1870; practiced law in Omaha, Neb., with firm of Curtis and 
Keysor, later Curtis and Shields; LL.D., Washington University, 1905; Dean of 
Law Faculty in Washington University since September, 1894. 
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WILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, A.B., LL.B., LL.D. 
WILLIAM WINCHESTER KEYSOR, LITT.B., LL.B 
FREDERICK AUGUST WIZLIZENUS, A.B., LL.B 
TYRRELL WILLIAMS, A.B., LL.B. 
ARTHUR BEHN SHEPLEY, A.B., LL.B. 
ATARION C. EARLY, LL.B. 
EDWARD CRANCH ELIOT, A.M., LL.B. 
PERCY WERNER, B.S., LL.B.     . 
CHARLES P. WILLIAMS, A.B. 
HARRY CLYDE FAIR       .... 
Dean of the Law School 
Professor of Law 
Professor of Law 
Professor of Law 
Madill Professor of Equity 
Madill Professor of Contracts 
Lecturer   on   International   Law 
Lecturer   on   Insurance   Law 
Lecturer on  Constitutional Law 
Librarian 
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Grover  C.  Sibley 
Officers 
President    . 
Vice-President 
Secretary    . 
Treasurer 
Sergeanl-at-Arms 
Hatchet Representative 
GROVER C. SIELEY 
LOUIS E. TRIESELER 
HARRY SWOPE 
JOHN OEPTS 
ALONZO G. HEMAN 
IRWIN SALE 
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SCHOOL 
HAROLD KINKADE BEERS ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
Students' Practice Court '10, '11, '11'; Law School 
Baseball, '11, '12; Class Baseball, '11, '12, '13. 
Delta  Phi Delta 
ARMIN  CALVIN  BESTE Troy, 111. 
Clerk Student Court, '10; Class Baseball, '11-'12; 
Orchestra; Blackstone Debating Society. 
Nu Sigma Nu, Kappa Alpha 
GEORGE JULIAN BREAKER ... St. Louis, Mo. 
A. B. Jewell College, 1910; Student Life, '10, Ml, 
'11-'12; Business Manager Student Life, '10-'ll; 
'11-12; President Pan Hellenic Association, '11; 
Student Council Representative, '12-'13; Thyrsus, 
'11-'12-'13; Y. M. C. A., '13; Blackstone. 
Sigma  N-u 
AUGUST MATHIAS BRINKMAN .       .       St. Louis, Mo. 
Phi Delta Phi,  Sigma Alpha  Epsilon 
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WILLIAM JAMES  BROWN    ....       St. Louis, Mo. 
B.  S. Washington University,  1906; Acacia  Club 
'11, '12. 
Phi Delta Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
JOHN  CARTER Carthage, Mo. 
ARTHUR CHARLES ECKERT . . . St. Louis, Mo. 
B. S. in Science and Literature, 1910; B. S. in 
M. E., 1912; Glee Club, '07, '08, '09; A. S. M. E. 
Acacia  Club 
JAMES SEDDON GRAY .... St. Louis, Mo. 
Class Basketball, '09-'10, '12-'13; Law Basketball, 
'11-'12, '12-'13, Captain, '12-'13; Manager Varsity 
Football, '12; Varsity Track and Relay Team, '12. 
Student Council, Tl-'12; Civics Club, '11, '12, '13; 
S. C. C; Blackstone; Obelisk. 
Phi Delta Phi, Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
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ALONZO GAYNEL HEMAN ...      St. Louis, Mo. 
S. C. C; Blackstone; W. U. Law Research Society; 
Class Sergeant-at-Arms, '13. 
CHARLES DIXON LONG     .       ...       .       St. Louis, Mo. 
Class Baseball,  '11, '12; Blackstone, '10, '11, '12. 
JOHN OEPTS Jennings, Mo. 
Class  Treasurer,   '13;  Chess  and  Checkers  Club; 
Class Baseball, '10, '11, '12; Practice    Court, '10, 
'11;  Blackstone;  S.  C.  C. 
Delta  Phi Delta 
IRWIN SALE St. Louis, Mo. 
A. B. Missouri University, 1910; Acacia Club, 
'11-'12, '13; Treasurer, T1-T2; Class Hatchet 
Representative, '13; Practice Court, '10, '11, '12, 
Secretary, TO; Civics Club, TO, '11, '12, '13; 
Chess and Checkers Club; Blackstone; S. C. C. 
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GROVER  CLEVELAND  SIBLEY    ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
Class  President,  '13;  Blackstone  Debating  Club; 
Debating Council. 
■   Phi Delta  Phi 
ALFRED T. SIHIER St. Louis, Mo. 
Varsity Football, '09, '10, '11; Class Football, 'OS, 
'09; Class Basketball, 'OS, '09, '10; Class Baseball, 
'OS, '09; Class Track, '09; Law School Baseball, 
'11, '12, '13; Student Life Association, '08-'09-'10; 
Glee Club, 'OS, '12; Sophomore Show, '09; Thyrsus, 
'OS, '09, '10; Asst. Treasurer, '09; Treasurer, '10; 
Quadrangle Club; "Quadrangle Town", '09, '10; 
"Pierrette", '12; Editor-in-Chief "Hatchet 1912"; 
Civics Club, '12; Talisman; Blackstone; Lock and 
Chain; "13", Pralma. 
Phi Delta Phi, Beta Theta Pi 
LLOYD QUINCY BLACKSTONE St. Louis, Mo. 
HARRY SWOPE Mankato, Kan. 
Class   Basketball;   Class  Track;  Manager  Track, 
'13; Class Secretary,  '13; S.  C.  C; Blackstone. 
Phi Delta Phi, Phi Delta Theta 
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Louis ERNEST TRIESELER       ...       St. Louis, Mo. 
A.   B.  Washington  University,   1911;   Class  Vice- 
President,   '13;   Acacia   Club,   '08-'13;   President, 
'12; Blackstone. 
Delta Phi Delta 
FORREST MONTGOMERY VAN DYKE 
Kappa Alpha 
East Lc 
ROLAND HENRY WIECHERT .       Belleville,  111. 
Illinois Law Club; Civics Club; Debating Club; 
Blackstone; S. C. C; Secretary-Treasurer Prac- 
tice Court; Football, '12; Class Baseball; Class 
Basketball; Middle Weight Wrestling Champion, 
Ml. 
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Mentor Class ^istorp 
^^*^WENTY-FIVE years ago, on or about June the twelfth, 
t C~\ 1913, the Dean of the Law School presented to the 
^^y Chancellor, twenty-one of his then young hopefuls 
whom he, as well as his colleagues of the faculty, had 
often pronounced the most systematic and consistent labor 
savers that had ever darkened the portals of the St. Louis Law 
School. To trace the diverse paths which their various careers, 
during the past quarter of a century, have taken, would be 
impossible, but the writer will attempt to give some of# the 
results of the extra-ordinary energy displayed in the pursuit of 
their studies, especially Roman Law. This branch had been 
their favorite course because the territory from which the 
students of the Law School were recruited was inhabited so 
largely by people with Roman noses. 
~ Beers ("Yea Bo") upon graduation found a philanthropic 
man who paid his expenses to Washington, D. C, where he 
sought to convince the Supreme Court that "the rule of reason 
in the Standard Oil and Tobacco cases was erroneous. They 
soon convinced him, that, although a vigorous dissenter, he 
was not a Judge Harlan. He profited by this lesson and is now 
writing dissenting opinions on the Missouri Supreme bench. 
He is also a legal writer of some note, his chief work being, 
"Estoppels in Law School Catalogues." 
Beste practiced for three months, and then, because of his 
handsome figure, became a model in a local haberdashery of 
which he is now the owner. . 
Breaker's first ten vears were spent in a collection office 
where he became thoroughly versed in the law of garnishment 
and attachment in which he soon became so proficient that he 
found five years' time to study law. Having learned the value 
of relevancy, and to rid himself of an excess of superheated 
nitrogen and oxygen (commonly called air), he has for the past 
ten  years  been  very  successful. 
Brinkman practiced real property law as a side line tor a 
few years but soon became the owner of the St. Louis Cardinals, 
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in which his old  side partner Gray owns  quite  a large block 
of stock. 
Wm. Brown ("Old Squire") forged gradually to the front 
by modest perseverance and is now chief counsel for the United 
Railways. 
Carter ("P. J.") is a prosperous land owner of Jasper 
County, Missouri and has been mayor of Greater Carthage four 
consecutive terms. Our old friend "Charlie" Williams always 
predicted a great future for "Mr. Cah-tah." 
Eckert, a famous patent lawyer, contributed to the pro- 
fession, a patented "Electric Fee Collector," for which he was 
elected  a  life  member of the  Coke-Blackstone-Kent-Marshall 
Society. ' 
Gray ("Jim") soon retired from the law to become a basket- 
ball coach. He is jointly interested in the Cardinals, his legal 
training availing him "muchly" in his numerous controversies 
with his managers. He is also author of "Mancipatio, or the 
Origin of Striking a Bargain." 
Heman ("Lonnie") is still married. His wife finally con- 
vinced him that they could not live on his fees so he went 
into the contracting and building business. He still plays his 
cards face up. 
Long, immediately upon graduating, entered upon his 
career as adviser to Supreme Courts. His contributions to 
legal writings are, "My Opinions," and the "Law as I See It." 
Oepts ("Banker John") found the metropolis of Jennings 
too narrow a field, so returned to St. Louis, and is now the 
president of a "real" bank which he erected on the site of the 
old Park Hotel. Much to the astonishment of Prof. Wizlizenus 
he was an early success as a real property lawyer. 
Price became a judge of the county court of St. Louis 
County. He is now a wealthy man, and when last seen 
remarked, "The Dean should worry." 
Sibley, as prophesied by his Law School work, became a 
good lawyer. For certain principles which he was supposed to 
hold, he was elected President of the Supreme Council of In- 
dustrial  Workers,  when  lo!  to  their  great  astonishment  and 
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regret he was after "four" years elected a member of the 
"Pluts" (limited). He is now a contributor to the "Feirb," 
the chief organ of the   'Pluts." 
Sihler ("Si") has continuously smiled his way through the 
past quarter of a century, his countenance having been his 
fortune. His practice has been largely divorce suits, with 
feminine clients his specialty, despite which he was successful 
in not falling into their snares until about ten years after gradua- 
tion, when he became a benedict. 
Slocumb ("L. Quintus") practiced law and became one of 
the most energetic members of the bar (not "Jimmy's" Bar). 
He has recently published a work on the "Downfall of the 
American Republic." 
Swope ("Mankato") ten years after graduation, became 
Governor of Kansas, and is now U. S. Senator. He has recently 
introduced a bill in the Senate making poker a felony, without 
benefit of clergy. He has not practiced law but has contributed 
to the profession a valuable book on "Judicial Notice," a 
subject in which he appeared even as a junior to have a very 
"penetrating"  knowledge. 
Trieseler ("Looie") rose rapidly in political fields until he 
finally succeeded "Tub" Becker as committeeman from the 
eighth ward. He is now a Justice of the Peace in "Sout Saint 
Looie." He still keeps "de law in his note books. ' He says 
that in another twenty-five years he will be on the Supreme 
Bench of Missouri, but his old friend Oepts says, "he wou'nt 
'cause he cou'nt." 
Van Dyke finished and Waters still organizes. 
Wiechert practiced in Belleville and soon purchased a 
brewery. He has called a meeting of "Shakespeare" for next 
year and has invited all of the old guard. 
The writer of this review would fondly ramble further into 
the realms of past recollections; but he must discontinue to 
resume labor on a book which he has been writing for the past 
twenty-five years, entitled "The Place of the Dean's Moot 
Court in Our Scheme of Judicial Tribunals." 
-I. w. s. 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-Arms 
Hatchet Representative 
Ira J.  Underwood 
Officers 
IRA UNDERWOOD 
A. M. GASKILI. 
G. H. MOHLER 
A. BARG 
VERNE W. GOULD 
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ifltbble Hato Class 
GEORGE RICHARD ANDERSON 
HAROLD JAMES  BANDY 
PAUL AFTON BECKETT 
FREDERICK HENRY ESCHMANN 
HARRY CLYDE FAIR 
CHARLES OSCAR GALLENKAMP 
ARCHIBALD MUELLER GASKILL 
VERNE WILLIAM GOULD, A.B. 
LLOYD HAGOOD, PH.B. 
ROY HAMLIN 
CHARLES HAPPEL 
CHRISTO DIMITROFF KAPIDENCHEFF 
JOHN SHEPLEY LIONBERGER, A.B. 
JAMES JOSEPH MCMULLEN 
FRANK JOHNSON MERRYMAN, A.B. 
GLEN HALL MOHLER 
MILTON MURPHY 
HENRY CLAY PATTERSON, A.B. 
Louis JACKSON PORTNER, A.B. 
ROBERT ALFRED ROESSEL 
ELWOOD MILLER STOKES STEWARD, A.B. 
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3n &el ftfje Jfltbblemen 
"^^fc-^HEIR mission is one of peace. Not "to pluck the berries 
£ C] harsh and crude of war" do they come, but to sow the 
%^p^ olive seeds from which the olive branches grow is their 
task. And who are those whose brows are white in this 
great cause, indeed whose battle cry is. "pax vobiscum ?" The an- 
swer is, the Middlemen. Tis of them this is penned. But mark 
you, there is no purpose here to lift the gentle leaflets of obscur- 
ing modesty from off the blooming, blushing, unseen violets of 
potential genius.    No, no.    Res ipsa loquitur. 
Votaries of the goddess "Justitia" are the Middlemen. At 
her shrine for nearly two years agone, link by link, they have 
been forging for themselves the mailed armor of the Law. At 
the worthy, well-worn anvils of Curtis, Wizlizenus, Keysor, 
et al, out of the stern metal of Greenlief, Tiedeman, Benjamin, 
et al., have they been forging said links. 
Last year they came with faces fresh and youth was in 
their veins. In their eyes glowed the eagerness to know. In- 
trepid they plunged into the crystal current of the legal Empy- 
rean, impatient to drink deep of her sapient waters. Daunt- 
lessly they swam toward the first,   faint rays of the rising sun 
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of Rights, Wrongs and Remedies. And out of the darkness the 
light "came. For last year they saw said ^ f^uJXads " 
there were those among them whom some called bone-head^ 
But color of truth only is said allegation. We shall ferret out 
its falsity. Indeed we specifically deny that there is any truth 
in it     And now to verify. .  .    , -n 
Ask of these Middlemen, severally or jointly as you will, 
and have the cash to pay for brains, ~nc?7in8 ^eT^S" defying power of an "agency coupled with an interest, indeed 
would vou know how shifts or springs a use or the why o a 
"statute de donis conditionally", ask the Middlemen May- 
haps no body of men in esse can with greater finesse and form 
lead you through the tangled labyrinths of the "special traverse 
han^an the Middlemen! Qui fecit per ahurn fee* per■ se avow 
the Middlemen. Especially if you are a horse trader Caveat 
emptor, warn the Middlemen. Would you ascertain how far to 
"retreat" before vou take a solar plexus wallop at your adver- 
sary and, if he is a better man than you are what you can 
cohe'et for his superior fistic faculties-ask the Middlemen^ 
And to any or all of vour rogations, they whose advice you 
seek will laugh, ha, ha, at your ignorantia a"d-«nder you an 
equivalent for your money. And_ by the bye if you are a 
doting papa anticipating the inevitable termination of things 
here, and would defeat the financial claims of coverture of 
some gold seeking swain who would woo and win the hand ol 
your Beauty, the Middlemen can tell you how to annex.the 
swain and save a fortune. Marvelous, you exclaim. The Middle- 
men admit it. Fittingly do you stand in awe. For backed by 
the authority of res adjudicata and stare decisis of thousands ol 
perused pages, and some unperused ones, armed with their tools 
of buckram, and clothed in the aforesaid, well forged armor, 
the Middlemen stand with their faces toward the supreme 
tribunals of the nation.    Selah. 
As most years do, last year sped by. With the Cheops of 
Egypt has it taken its place in the temples of recollection. 
Last September came. Back came the Middlemen. But ah, 
their ranks were depleted.    One had become a party to that 
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most solemn and binding of contracts (where creditors haven't 
even a look in), for some the current was too strong. Indeed, 
when the roll was read out of the old gray book, but twenty-one 
out of the old guard of thirty answered "here." 
Feelingly do we tread past the milestones of the last few 
months agone. In pace requiescat. Real property—Evidence. 
To those who know why need more be said. What means the 
vindictive fire burning in those eyes wherein once did lurk the 
aforementioned youthful glow? What bodes those onerous 
lines on the erstwhile youthful physiognomies? This year the 
Middlemen learned why so many lawyers have hard faces, why 
so many lawyers charge high fees.    Reason—quantum, velebat. 
Yes we are, numerically speaking, twenty-one. But, lest 
we forget, not how many, but how good is our criterion. Yet 
we would have this lisped by other lips and told by other 
tongues than ours, for, we would have it remembered—we are 
modest. 
—V. W. G. 
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funtor Cla&s ^istorp 
nOWDY! To all ye highbrows of the Hill we slant-heads 
of legal learning hereby make our official salutation. 
Behold, ye, the Legal Mind! It is said the Legal 
Mind occurs only once in many generations. Like the century 
plant, it blooms but a single moment in a hundred years. 
Primordial ages and eons of weary years, we feel conscious-, 
have been necessary to produce this priceless product which 
collectively, we exemplify. 
'Comes across our historic recollection a certain banquet 
hall, where, painful to relate, we were held in duress vile, 
while a greedy, blonde haired demon took from each of us 
a silver dollar'. Alms, for Allah, it was worth the coin, this 
banquet! There was grub, to be sure, but the thing that 
pleased our gullet most was the spiritual food that followed. 
In heroic grandeur stood Abraham Lincoln DeMott Modisette 
and crammed us full of oratory. From Victor Henry "Dusty" 
Rhodes we learned how the cow goes.    The   Legal Mind dis- 
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played itself in many ways on this eventful night, but not more 
brilliant in any one" instance than in the notable achievement 
of Samuel Schieffelin DeKins. There was an oration on the 
"Young Attorney" by Sam DeKins, and a sermon on the same 
subject by Samuel S. DeKins. Then another member of our 
class, S. S. DeKins, depicted the bloody horrors of a great prize 
fight, while S. Schieffelin DeKins played interlocutor in the 
Modisette-DeKins minstrels. 
Among us there are such immortals as Charles Lewis Graham, 
our billiken, "the god of things as they ain't"; Michael Jeremiah 
Hart, "other girls may have their beaux whom they really like, 
but I'll do anything for the love of Mike"; Edward Augusust 
Henske, the Bowery kid with the red necktie; Theodore Frank 
Leilich, the knight of the mailed fist who handles the law with 
gloves; Alexander Sloan Oliver, "where the Sam hill IS Cape 
Girardeau?" Maurice Paul Phillips, a replication de injuria 
from the common law wilds of Illinois; Evan Lemuel Searcy, 
the doubled named youngster, "Searcy, where is Sarcy?"; 
Richard Homer Eckert, whose hard headed sense comes from 
the rock that's in his feet; Ira Augustus Hunt, who has Rip Van 
Winkle with his 20  year sleep  faded a mile. 
Chester William Kotsrean, our beardless, skirtless femme 
sole, and George Palmer Stacy, the wingless cupid. We call 
your attention to the iron cage on the right where sits, in solitary 
confinement our champion traverser, Russel Crawford Hudler, 
convicted of trespass, the application of direct force, vie et armis. 
In the museum compartment there is perpetual motion, Albert 
Louis Wiebe, who jigs while he sleeps. Also we here call your 
attention to the appendix of Bill Gustave Bauman, the loss of 
which he charges to mayhem. In the next tier you will note 
the gentleman holding the world aloft. That is Merritt Carter 
Barrell, our Hercules of labor, whose favorite pastime is studying 
law in the quiet hours just before dawn. But of all the immortal 
names in our cannery there is none more worthy to be preserved 
than that of Flavius Tosephus Fight, the old Roman gladiator. 
Such is the Legal Mind. —W. C. G. 
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Kandeler Portrait 
Eugene L. Opie; M. D. 
e fUGENE L. OPIE, M.D., Professor of Pathology, and Dean of the Medical School; A.B., Johns Hopkins University, 1893, and M.D., 1897; Resident House Officer, Johns Hopkins Hospital, 1897-98; Fellow, Assistant Instructor and 
Associate in Pathology, Johns Hopkins Medical School, 1897-1904; Associate 
and Member of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, New York, 1904-10; 
Pathologist to the Presbyterian Hospital of New York, 1907-10; Co-editor, Journal of 
Experimental Medicine, 1904-10; Pathologist to the Washington University and St. 
Louis Children's Hospitals. 
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ONCE upon a time Sixty Earnest Young Men,_ impelled 
by an Honest Desire to Aid Humanity, decided that 
they would be Doctors. Not the Kind of a Doctor 
that comes to Town every Spring with a Min- 
strel Show and sells "Herb-Root", guaranteed to _ cure 
Everything from the Cigarette Habit to a Passionate 
Desire for Automobiles—or even a Tooth Doctor. No indeed. 
These ambitious Young Men would be Regular Doctors, with 
an Office next Door to the Drug Store, and a Nobby little 
Medicine Grip to carry back and forth from Home. To that 
end they descended upon the Washington University Medical 
School in the Fall of 1909, and decided to allow the Professors 
to Impart Real Gems of Wisdom to them during their Spare 
Moments. After a Few Months of Imparting, a number of the 
Prides of their Respective Cities decided that Medicine was a 
Course best adapted to Sharks and Boobs. So, being too 
Proud to Admit that they were the Latter, and having been 
told frequently for the Past Few Weeks that they were Em- 
phatically not the Former, they packed their Carpet-bags for 
the Christmas Holidays, and blew—to return No More. This 
was an Awful Blow to the Interests of Science, but She managed 
to Worry Along with the Few who were left. 
This Weeding-out Process continued throughout the Term, 
and by the beginning of the Second Year scarcely Forty of the 
Original Sixty were on hand to Gloriously Advance in the 
Cause of Learning. By the end of their Sophomore Year they 
had begun to take Themselves Seriously. Any Day you could 
hear one of them call another one "Doctor", and never turn a 
Hair. At this Time it was discovered, however, that a Few of 
Them were then being Taken Seriously only by Themselves, 
and every time their names were Mentioned at Faculty Meeting, 
some Member of the Staff Ground his Teeth in Silent Rage. In 
other words, they were In Dutch, and it required no Clair- 
voyant to know that the Only Way they would  ever get  a 
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"Doctor" in front of their Name, would be to Bribe a Sign- 
painter, and escape from the Community before the Board of 
Health got Hep. 
During the Third Year, the Thirty who Remained after the 
Reaper had gathered the Fair Young Flowers and passedthem 
on to St. Louis U., et cetera, assumed that degree of Dignity 
and Indifference seen only in Street Car Conductors and 
Hospital Internes. They let it be Generally Understood that 
the Bloodiest Operations were Nothing to them, (which was 
Unqualifiedly True) and professed an Intimate Acquaintance- 
ship with Osier, which if true, would have made his Immediate 
Family appear as Perfect Strangers. They were, as a matter 
of fact, quite ready to Start Out on Their Mission of Mercy, 
and practice Medicine, but Decided they would return the 
Following Fall for Another Year, the same being Customary 
and Doubtlessly needed by other Classes of Marked Inferior 
Intelligence. 
At the Beginning of their Fourth Year of Confinement, the 
Remaining Twenty-eight Benefactors of Humanity gathered 
together and talked Learnedly of Operations and Cases seen 
during the Summer Months. It was only possible to tell them 
from Real Doctors by the Way they Acted when Addressed as 
Such. All that was needed for their Permanent Establishment 
was a Location and Practice, both of which, it was thought, 
could be found lying Around Loose on Any Off Day. 
But by the End of the Year a Great Change appeared. All 
those who "had, up to a Short Time Ago been Perfectly Prepared 
to handle a Ten Thousand Dollar Practice, now began Surrep- 
titiously to Inquire when the City Hospital Examination would 
be, while Others evinced a Hitherto Unknown Willingness to 
help make this a Greater Washington. In Other Words, they 
were all Looking for a Place to Light. At Present any sort of 
a Job affording Free Food and Shelter is Entirely Apt to be 
Looked Upon Favorably by any Member of the Class of 
Thirteen. 
Moral: It Never Looks the Same when you Get There as it 
did  Before vou  Started. —J. B. B. 
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 JUNIORS! It sounds big, but nevertheless it's true. 
^ 1 After seeing our numbers gradually diminish, from the 
\^r" original sixteen which entered the Medical School as 
Freshmen almost three years ago, to a bare eight last 
June, few of us thought that we should ever have the honor of 
being called Juniors. We feel that we have passed the most 
trying parts of the Medical curriculum, and believe that, in 
another short year, we shall be able to sign our names as Doctors 
of Medicine. 
All of the men of last year's class are with us again this 
year except Albert Grassel who on account of ill health, was 
unable to return. We deeply regret that he was forced to give 
up the study of medicine and sincerely wish that he was still 
one of us. 
We were very fortunate however in receiving into our 
midst several new and aspiring Ehrlichs, Salkowskis and 
Metschnikoffs. Three wise men have come to us, not from the 
"East" but from Missouri State University. In Ellsworth E. 
Moody we have gained an eminent pediatrician, at least he tells 
us so. Sam H. Snider and Thomas E. Cooper, considering the 
fact that they come from "Mizzoo", are exceptionally good 
looking, unusually intelligent, and are sure to bring honor to 
the class of " '14" in years to come. 
Herbert S. Maxwell is our representative from the "Jay- 
hawker" state. Herbert Spencer attended the University of 
Kansas which is the best that we can sav for him.    He is the 
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Touchstone and the Esau of the class, and at present is trying 
to grow a moustache. George D. Kettelkamp, our other new 
member, returns to Washington after a year's vacation, he 
having formerly been a member of the present Senior class. 
As for the old members, the less said the better. The 
shovels used last year are sadly bent, but aided by new 
ones run by "gas" and operated by Moody, Snider, Green and 
Company, we shall not fall below the record. "Call me Kiddo" 
Denison has developed into quite a favorite with the Sopho- 
more class and has entertained them delightfully on several 
occasions. Bredeck, our worthy President, is rapidly accumu- 
lating a library which he will some day give to the University, 
while Smith, the staid and steady, has become the best anato- 
mist in the school. "Fritzie" Abbott and "Gilly" Gilbert, the 
two minister's sons, are model young men, whom the rest of 
the class pattern after. McLarney and Jackson are still doing 
yeoman service in the shovel gang, while "little Mac"McKit- 
trick is still as much a bureau of information as ever. 
—A. A. G. 
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Class of 1914 
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Lux H. Bock 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Hatchet Representative 
Lux H. BOCK 
CHARLES CURTIS ALLEN 
FRED F. ALSOP 
E. R. KELLERSBERGER 
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§>opi)omote Q^cDical Class 
CHARLES CURTIS ALLEN 
FREDERICK FRANKLIN ALSOP, A. B. 
EDMOND BECHTOLD 
Lux HUGO BOCK 
ELLIOTT KNIGHT DIXON 
LISTER IRENAEUS FOULON 
LEVI HARRISON FUSON 
HAROLD HOUSTON JONES 
EUGENE ROLAND KELLERSBERGER 
JAY M. KUHNS 
HERBERT SIDNEY LANGSDORF 
ROYAL H. MCCUTCHEON, A.B., A.M. 
DALTON  KEATS  ROSE 
JULIUS ALBERT ROSSEN 
HARRY WATSON SQUIBB 
JOSEPH EMMERSON STRODE 
ROBERT VINYARD 
SAMUEL FRANKLIN WENNERMAN 
WILLIAM THEODORE WILKENING 
g>opf)omore Clas& ^t^torp 
'FTER all the hard work of the last year and the intimate 
acquaintances formed through constant association, it 
was almost a family reunion when we came back this 
Fall hungry for more of the wonderful facts revealed 
to us during our Freshman existence. The Fates decreed that 
eight of the original family of twenty-five should not return. 
After the trials, worries and midnight labors of the first 
year, we felt that our safe return was a good omen for the future, 
and, as the interested reader pours over these pages now and in 
after years, he will say:    Truly that was an unequalled class. 
We have welcomed into our class four new men this year. R. H. 
McCutcheon, H. H. Jones, Robt. Vinyard  and Harry Squibb. 
After one year's rubbing together the family has not failed 
to show its individual characteristics. The following is an 
itemized account of how each member sees the others: 
"Right Away" Bechtold, "Spearmint" Rose, "Fatty" 
Wennerman, "Kleinie" Allen, "Slick" Alsop, "Slim" Strode, 
"Germany-Webfoot" Wilkening, "Honolulu" Kuhns, "Curly" 
Fuson, "Doctor" Dixon, "Sandy" Vinyard, "Scrubb" Squibb, 
"Casey" Jones, "Hermann" Langsdorf, "Shorty" Rossen, 
"The Original" Bock, "Goat" McCutcheon, "Kelly" Kellers- 
berger, and "Pop" Foulon. 
One of the interesting events of the year was the organiza- 
tion of the "Married Man's Club." "Texas" Kellersberger 
sneaked off down to Texas and brought her back. The con- 
tagion spread and "Curly" Fuson became a "benedict". "Pop" 
Foulon and "Fatty" Wennerman secretly confided their hearts' 
desire on the subject. Down in the secret depths of the hearts 
of some other Sophomores the benedict idea is brooding. 
"Webfoot" Wilkening spends a large part of his time around 
the mail box, and "Slick" Alsop is the happy recipient of good 
home-made fudge very often. Even bashful "Slim" Strode 
has fallen a victim. 
This record would not be complete without mentioning 
some of the very notable contributions offered to science by 
some members of our well known class. The most recent and 
beyond doubt the most startling and original contribution to 
science was made by Dr. Strode on "The Functions and the 
Location of the Sciatic Nerve." This article alone would give 
a sufficient idea of the type of men represented, but further 
mention must be made of Dr. Dixon's work, who signally hon- 
ored the class through a successful completion of advanced 
research work in neurology during the summer. Soon to be 
published is Dr. Bock's contribution on "How to Cure Infec- 
tious Diseases." Space does not permit to mention the many 
other contributions of note published, or in process of publi- 
cation.    They speak for themselves. 
The Class Party was pulled off on February 8th and every- 
body had  a big time.     Several practical  applications  of some 
• of the principles illustrated by Dr. Jackson in his lectures, were 
successfully carried out and the whole class benefitted by them. 
In the midst of all these thoughts, there comes a serious 
one that finally outweighs them all—the vision of the Ideal 
Physician—to heal the sick, to care for the poor and the fallen, 
and ever to remember that as physicians we have a life work 
that should call out the very best that God has given us, be- 
cause we are dealing with human beings and not things. May 
each man ever have a vision of the Ideal Physician. 
—E. R. K. 
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Noble D. McCormack 
Officers 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Hatchet Representative 
NOBLE D. MCCORMACK 
FRANK B. WEIK 
WALTER L. HENNERICH 
PAUL H. STEVENSON 
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WALTER EMIL HENNERICH 
NOBLE DUBOIS MCCORMACK 
PAUL HUSTON STEVENSO> 
FRANK BENJAMIN WEIK 
Jfre£f)man Clas& 2|tetorp 
"Q kAUCITY" is the word that most aptly characterizes the Freshman Class of the Medical School. Whether it be in numbers, good looks, or morals, "not much" is the 
phrase strictly adhered to. When King Servy sum- 
mons his subjects to the throne room, there appears before him an 
Iowan farmer who can always be heard even when not seen, a 
Dutchman from south St. Louis who studies only when he 
hasn't a date out on West Pine Boulevard,, a canny Scotch- 
man (four-fifths Irish, by the way) called "Mac" who has one 
redeeming feature which we are unfortunately unable to think 
of at this time, and lastly the possessor of an oriental mug who 
would be unable to stand the test were he to apply for admission 
to the human race.    That's all—these four and no more. 
The characteristic brevity first manifested itself in connec- 
tion with the morals of this abbreviation of a class. When a 
class organization became necessary the members gambled for 
the various positions. "Mac", by virtue of his being far ahead 
of the rest of the class in the fine points of the art, won the 
opportunity of having his picture in the "Hatchet" as President 
of the Class. The remaining positions fell to the lot of the 
other members of the class in direct proportion to their lesser 
degree of crookedness. 
To admit of a humble beginning seems to be required of 
all persons or classes which afterwards attain greatness. With 
this in mind, the class cheerfully admits the humbleness of its 
origin, in order to lay claim with greater assurance to its future 
greatness. In the brains and the originality of the class are 
found the two exceptions to the characterizing brevity. Already 
the discovery of the thirteenth cranial nerve and many other 
equally remarkable improvements in the anatomy of man 
presage extraordinary heights of fame for the members of the 
class in the field of Surgery and Medicine.        —P. H. S. 
IHHI 
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Gerhard Portrait 
John Hanger Kennerley, D. D. S., M. D. 
*"■—I'OHN HANGER KENNERLEY, D.D.S., M.D., Dean of Dental Faculty and 
ff 1 Professor of Clinical Dentistry; member and Ex-President of Missouri State 
^—^ Dental Association; member and Ex-President of the St. Louis Dental Society; 
member of the National Dental Association; Ex-President and Ex-Secretary of 
the National Association of Dental Faculties; member of the Central District Dental 
Society of Missouri; corresponding member of the Illinois State Dental Association; 
Ex-President of the  Institute of Dental  Pedagogics;  Delta  Sigma  Delta. 
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JOHN HANGER KENNERLY,D.D.S.,M 
HERMANN PRINZ, D.D.S., M.D.    . 
WALTER MANNY BARTLETT, D.D.S. 
BENNO EDWARD LISCHER, D.M.D. 
BLAND NIXON PIPPIN, D.M.D. 
GUSTAV F. DECKER, LL.B. 
OLIVER HOWARD CAMPBELL, M.D. 
VILRAY PAPIN BLAIR, A.M., M.D. 
JEROME EPSTEIN COOK, M.D. 
JAMES ALEXANDER BROWN, D.D.S. 
EWING PAUL BRADY, D.D.S. 
MARSH PITZMAN, M.D. 
JESSE DUNCAN WHITE, D.M.D. 
LEGRAND MARVIN COX, D.D.S., M.D. 
LOUIS GEORGE NEUHOFF, D.D.S. 
Louis PHILLIP THOMAS, D.D.S. 
JOHN RICHARD PENDLETON, D.D.S 
FRED JOHN BROCKMAN, D.D.S. 
WILEY ANDREW WRIGHT    . 
DELAFAYETTE REID 
SAMUEL RHODE      .... 
GREENFIELD  SLUDER    . 
RUSSELL DANIEL CARMEN, M.D. 
HERMANN PRINZ, D.D.S., M.D. 
D.,Dean Professor of Clinical Dentistry and Dean 
of the Dental School 
Professor of Materia Medica, Therapeutics 
and Dental Pathology 
Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry 
Professor of Orthodontics 
Professor of Operative Dentistry 
Professor of Dental Jurisprudence 
Professor of Physiology 
Professor of Oral Surgery 
Professor of Bacteriology and General Pa- 
thology 
Professor of Histology 
Professor of Chemistry 
Professor of Anatomy 
Associate Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry 
and Lecturer on Crown and Bridge Work 
and Porcelain Art 
Lecturer on Anesthetics and Extraction 
Associate   Professor   of Dental   Anatomy 
and Instructor in Technic 
Clinical Instructor in Operative Dentistry 
Clinical Instructor in Operative Dentistry 
Clinical Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry 
Assistant in Histological Laboratory 
Assistant in Anatomical Laboratory 
Assistant in Chemical Laboratory 
Special Lecturer on Diseases of the Nose 
and Throat. 
Special Lecturer on Roentgenology 
Librarian 
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Harrv L. Gruner 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Hatchet Representative 
Officers 
HARRY L. GRUNER 
FLOYD A. HAYS 
CHARLES A. EBLING 
C. E. BERRYMAN 
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CHARLES EDGAR BERRYMAN    .       .       .      Piedmont, Mo. 
Class Hatchet Representative,  '13. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
HARVEY HENLEY BONDS 
Class Vice-President,  '11. 
Delta  Sigma Delta 
Brunswick, Mo. 
FRED JOHN BROCKMAN        ....       Nokomis, 111. 
Class Secretary-Treasurer, '11-'12. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
MARVIN BURTON 
Class President,  '11. 
Xi Psi Phi 
Urbana, Va. 
DENTAL 
SCHOOL 
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DENTAL 
SCHOOL 
WILLIAM CLAUDE CARTER 
Xi Psi Phi 
Moscow Mills, Mo. 
CHARLES ALBERT EBLING      . 
Class Secretary and Treasurer,  '13. 
Pa. 
J. WALTER FERGUSON 
Xf Psi Phi 
Mt. Pleasant, Tex. 
JOSEPH TOWNSEND FUNKHOUSER 
Delta Sigma Delta 
111. 
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CAMPBELL HOPSON GI.ASCOCK      .       .    New London, Mo. 
Class Vice-President,  '12;  Class  Secretary-Treas- 
urer,  '11. 
Xi Psi Phi 
HARRY LEE GRANIER 
Delta Sigma Delta 
HARRY LEE GRUNER 
Class President, '13. 
Delta  Sigma Delta 
FLOYD ALVIN HAYS 
Class Vice-President, '13. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Raymond,  111. 
Farmington, Mo. 
Mo. 
DENIAL 
.SCHOOL 
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FDEMTAL 
♦SCHOOL 
HOMER T.  KEMPER       .... 
Class  Secretary-Treasurer,  '12. 
Xi Psi Phi 
Fulton, Mo. 
A. Ross MEADOR 
Delta Sigma Delta 
Buda, Tex. 
DE LAFAYETTE REID 
Xi Psi Phi 
Mt. Vernon, 111. 
BOYD LEE SMITH  Albany, Mo. 
Class Hatchet Representative, '12. 
Xi Psi Phi 
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CHRISTIAN STROH 
Xi Psi Phi 
.     St. Louis, Mo 
ROBERT AI.PHONSO SUTCLIFF      .       .       .   Mankato, Kan 
Class  President,   '12;  Class  Hatchet  Representa 
tive, ll. 
Delta Sigma Delta 
THOMAS EDWARD THOMPSON 
Delta Sigma Delta 
WILEY ANDREW WRIGHT 
Ore. 
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1NCE the date October 3, 1910, when we matriculated 
and received the customary name of "red-necks," good 
fellowship and congeniality have been the words 
characterizing our class. 
The Freshman year, crowded as it was, with events, resulted 
in each of us except Funkhouser and Berryman, receiving nick- 
names. Burton was called "Greek" because of his color and 
brogue, although he is strictly Virginian and civilized. "Irish" 
Hays and "Foolish" Bonds have nicknames, appropriate in 
every sense of the words. "Texas" Meador hails from the 
Lone Star state but "Mickey" Wright's name has very little 
significance when applied to him. "Doll Face" for a man of 
Granier's physique is not at all appropriate. "Noisy" Reid 
always displays his wonderful high tenor. Ebling received the 
name "Sister" on account of being modesty personified. 
"Dutchman" Stroh is a native of this city. "Shorty" Smith 
is the "littlest man" but is not "short" in his studies. Thompson 
is the "Dad" of his class; with Glascock, we use the latter part 
of his name with an "ie" attached. "Mule" Carter is so called 
because of the rather large sized aural appendages. 
At the beginning of our Junior year, we lost Karabashia 
and Haworth, but Kemper, Ferguson, Gruner and the two 
Thompsons increased our number to twenty. 
Our Senior year, is, of course, the most important to us, 
and, with the indication of the mid-year grades before us, 
the prospects seem very good for new dentists. On June 13, 
1913, we shall receive our degrees of Doctor of Dental Surgery, 
and issue forth into the world to practice the science which we 
have learned during our three years of schooling. When that 
day arrives, and we depart for our scattered homes, we will all 
realize that we are leaving a number of very desirable acquaint- 
ances, and when the time for last farewells comes, everyone 
will wish everyone else a most successful future. 
—C. E. B. 
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Charles  F.  Elder 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer   . 
Hatchet Representative 
Officers 
CHARLES F. ELDER 
C. A. ALCORN 
H. O. WEIR 
IRA T. MAUPIN 
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CLARE ALEXANDER ALCORN 
JAMES MUNFORD ASHLEY 
JOHN FRANKLIN BABER 
ISAAC OWEN BIRD 
ORIS B. BRITE 
ROSCOE THOMAS BURNS 
ALBERT WILLIAM CAPLIN 
MAURICE HAROLD  CAPLIN 
HARRY HENDERSON CHAPMAN 
WILLIAM LIGHTNER CONRAD 
CHARLES  FISHER ELDER 
GRANT CLAYBORNE GENTRY 
VICTOR DALE GRICE 
MARDIROS HAGOPIAN 
CHARLES BROWN HARRISON 
JAMES ANTHONY HEIECK 
OSCAR JOHN HIRTH 
OSEE MELVIN HUX 
ELMER HENRY JACOBSMEYER 
SAITARO KAGEYAMA 
FRANCIS M. KANE 
CHARLES ELVA LINE 
IRA THOMAS MAUPIN 
JOHN ALBERT MCCARROLL 
GEORGE ARGUS MILLER 
DEWILTON HEWES MILSTEAD 
PAXTON MORRISON 
WALTER FRITZ NEUHOFF 
HENRY NOMURA 
JOHN THOMAS OBERT 
WILLIAM EDWARD POOLE 
SAMUEL JOHN RHODE 
CLIFFORD ALLEN ROSS 
OTTO SCHLICHT 
HARRY ROBERT SHANLEY 
WILLIAM THOMAS SIMMONS 
CLYDE PRICE SPRINGGATE 
CHARLES OWEN THOMPSON 
JAMES TITTERINGTON 
HAROLD OWING WEIR 
HENRY FRED WESTHOFF 
JOHN H. WHITE 
VICTOR DALE WINTERS 
LLOYD  BREW WRIGHT 
MARION JAMES YOUNT 
JAMES V.  ZANESHEFF 
fi 
Junior Cla&s iJtetorp 
'ORTY-SIX students, coming from eight different states 
and two countries across the pond, make up the Junior 
Glass of 1912-'13. 
On the morning of October 2, when we assembled at 
the school for the second year's instruction there was little 
change in personnel from the Freshman year. The look of 
fright and strangeness worn by most of us at our first appear- 
ance had changed to a bolder one by which each seemed desirous 
to impress the ."red necks" that the Juniors were to be the 
principal actors around there, and were ready to stage a better 
and more important show this year. 
While our class was large in number, the first year,  it is 
larger this year due to the annexation of four boys from the 
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St. Louis Dental College, one from California and one from 
Tennessee, making a total of forty-six, the largest class Wash- 
ington Dental School has had in ten years. 
As a class we will not only make some enviable records as 
tooth pullers, but in several athletic organizations we are well 
represented. H. E. Weir, C. A. Ross, and W. E. Poole did 
much to win fame as kickers with the football delegation, while 
H. R. Shanley was lined up with the ball-tossing squad, and 
played with the Browns the past season and will go to Detroit 
this year. We are also represented in basketball circles by 
I. A. Bird and G. C. Gentry, the latter being captain, and under 
his  leadership  the  team  has  become  near  professional. 
In regard to our work, the class is making a good showing, 
and manifests a keen interest in all the new features with which 
we have to deal, and in most cases the efforts of able instructors 
are being rewarded by signs of a better and broader understand- 
ing, also some "real human intelligence" is being shown. 
There is still much more to be done in the few months 
which remain of our Junior year, and from the present forecast, 
ample opportunity will be given each one to dispense with all 
surplus energy in the real work of making good and so prevent 
their name from being forgotten when the roll is called next 
year. 
As a few closing remarks to this class-history I might add 
that a feeling of good-fellowship exists between each and every 
member of the class, which seems to strengthen as the end of 
our association draws nearer, and when time destines that we 
shall each go our way, may this tie continue through the years 
to come. —I. T. M. 
H. R. Duncan was drowned in the Mississippi river, July 
21, 1912, while in swimming. Duncan was a member of the 
Junior Dental Class during the Freshman year and had intended 
entering again this year. He was an intelligent, courteous and 
gentlemanly student and a memory of the pleasant associations 
with him is borne by each of his former classmates. 
[in 
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H.  E.  Stevenson 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-Arms   . 
Hatchet Representative 
H. E. STEVENSON 
J. L. QUILLMAN 
R. P. BLANCHARD 
M. L. BRADBURY 
F. W. HENSELMEIER 
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BENJAMIN HARRISON  BARTON 
RAYMOND  BLANCHARD 
HENRY FRED  BOHLE 
EARL A.  BOHNER 
MARION LESLIE BRADBURY 
OTTO WILLIAM  BRANDHORST 
LON ASHMORE BRAZELTON 
ARCHIE STERLING BROWN 
ROGER Q. MILLS  CHANDLER 
JAMES WILLMOTT COLEMAN 
HANSON MARION  CONNER 
HARRISON HYRAM CORNWALL 
JOHN HARRY DAWE 
DAVIS BEDELL DORON 
MAURICE GREDINGER 
IGNATIUS GROSS 
FREDERICK WILLIAM HENSELMEIER 
BENJAMIN WASHINGTON  KAPPLEMAN 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN KELLER 
EDWIN FRANCIS KOHM 
ROBERT LARKIN  LOWRY 
ELMER MACE 
GUY ARCHER MAGRUDER 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN MANN 
DYSART BENJAMIN MOORE 
JOHN PANTELE 
CHESTER BUMGARDNER PARKINSON 
JAMES LEONARD QUILLMAN 
LINCOLN SANDERS 
HUGH EDWARD STEPHENSON 
HENRY AMBROSE TAYLOR 
SAUL WEISS 
RUDOLPH WILD 
HERBERT CHRISTIAN WILL 
JESSE ALBERT WILLIAMS 
HARRY EDWARD WUEST 
Jfregfjman Cla&s Utetorp 
^TT^E regret very much that we must confine the noble and 
I   II  I    eventful history of the Freshman class to a few lines. 
V^y/    Our class is not the largest in the history of the school, 
but what it lacks in number it makes up in the quality 
■ of its students. 
We constitute the only class which possesses a reverend 
father, who, clothed in a simple yet dignified robe of white, 
visits us bi-weekly to give his benediction. The class is honored 
by having as leading officer, the Professor of Science from the 
University of Sparta. That most of us pass the exams is due 
largely to his valuable assistance. The bright stars of the Swiss 
mountains are here. One especially deserves honorable men- 
tion, for how often have we not been charmed by his vivid 
presentation of life in every European city! One of the youngest 
Freshmen has become quite proficient in target practice during 
his leisure moments in Prosthesis. It is to be regretted that 
he has a natural aversion for the foreigners. 
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The entire class has joined the Freshman Choral Club 
conducted by one of the leading professors of Alton Conserva- 
tory. Although there was great difficulty at first, the members 
have gained enough proficiency to sing grand opera with such 
perfection that our Dean rushes back from dinner so that he 
may stand at the foot of the stairs and hear the melodious 
strain. 
Our Class Football Team, because of its able manager, has 
never lost a game! A brilliant record. It is rumored that we 
are to organize a Base Ball Team also. May the same success 
attend them. 
The Basket Ball Team is really "the thing" of the Dental 
School. The fellows have toured the Eastern and Western 
States, and were only once defeated—if I remember rightly, by 
Harvard. It is rumored that the officials of the University 
proper are thinking very seriously of having this team represent 
it next year. 
The Freshman Class is the pride and glory of the entire 
family. They attend regularly, are always on time, exercise 
great honesty in all their work, never "cut up" and make 
brilliant marks in Chemistry. If the fellows keep up such good 
habits for three years what may they not develop into! There 
is no doubt but that they will become great Dentists, who will 
do   honor   to   their  Alma  Mater  and  their chosen  profession. 
—F. W. H. 
jTres&man Dental Jfootball Ceam 
E. MANN—C. 
G. MCGRUDER—Q. B. 
J. DOLL—L. H. 
M. GREDINGER—R. H., 
L. SANDERS—F. B. 
H. TAYLOR—R. G. 
J. PANTELLI—L. G. 
J. WILLIAMS—R. T. 
F. KOHM—L. E. 
L. QUILLMAN—L.   T.,   Captain 
L. WILD E. H. BOHLE—R. E. 
jfresijman basket 15all Ceam 
G. GENTRY— C, Captain D. DORAN—R. G. 
R. LOWRY—L. F. I- BIRD—L. G. 
J. COLEMAN, R. F. D- MOORE—L.   G. 
W. HENSELMEIER, Manager 
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Edmund Henry Wuerpel 
el 'DMUND HENRY WUERPEL, Director of School of Fine Arts; First Sellew 
Medal, Manual Training School; Secretary (1891-1893) and honorary member 
(1894), American Art Association, Paris; Recording Secretary, Paris Advisory 
Committee, Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893; Member of Jury of Selection, 
American Section, Universal Exposition, Paris, 1900; Member Jury of Selection and Jury 
of Awards, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, St. Louis, 1904; Active Member and Vice- 
President Society of Western Artists; President St. Louis Artists' Guild, 1897-1898; 
President 2x4 Club, 1895-1897; Silver Medal, Louisiana Purchase Exposition, 1904; 
Silver Medal, Lewis and Clark Exposition, Portland, 1905. 
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EDMUND H. WUERPEL, Director 
CHARLES P. DAVIS 
HENRIETTA ORD JONES 
CORDELIA T. BAKER 
DAWSON DAWSON-WATSON 
GUSTAV VON SCHLEGELL 
GuSTAV   F.   GOETSCII      . 
VICTOR S. HOLM   . 
MARGARET E. BARNES 
FREDERICK G.  CARPENTER 
ANNA L. KASPER 
ESTELLE BOWLES 
FANNY E. PERKINS 
Lecturer  and  Instructor   in   Composition 
and Artistic Anatomy 
Instructor in Antique and Metal Work 
Instructor   in    Ceramic   Decoration   and 
Pottery 
Instructor in Bookbinding and Leatherwork 
Instructor in Drawing, Painting and Wood 
Carving 
Instructor    in    Drawing,    Painting    and 
Monotypi.ng 
Instructor in Drawing, Painting, Etching 
and Illustration 
Instructor in Modeling 
Instructor    in    Decorative    Design    and 
Applied Art 
Instructor    in    Drawing,    Painting    and 
Joinery 
Instructor in Saturday Drawing Class 
Librarian 
Secretary of the School 
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cmor*—June, 1912 
Miss BAILEY    . 
MR. GRONEMEYER 
MISS THERESA JONES 
MISS MOSBY 
Black and White 
Silver Medal 
Bronze Medal 
Honorable Mention 
Honorable Mention 
MISS BRINGHURST 
MISS AMY ISAACS 
MISS FELKER   . 
Color 
Bronze Medal 
Honorable Mention 
Honorable Mention 
MISS MCLELLAN 
Bookbinding 
Honorable Mention 
MRS. G. VON SCHLEGEI.L 
Modeling 
Honorable Mention 
Miss LECRON 
Ceramics 
Honorable Mention 
Certificates for completion of courses were awarded: 
In Design Miss JULIA SECOR 
In  Ceramics MRS. LEOI.A BULI.IVANT 
MISS MADELINE R. FLINT 
MISS HAZEL BEAL 
MISS ANNA KASPER 
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Regular &rt ^tubents 
ARCHIE  E.  ALBERT 
ROSAMOND ANDERSON 
MILDRED LOCKWOOD BAILEY 
ELANOR BARRY 
BEATRICE BASTIAN 
JOHN MARTIN BATSCHY 
HAZEL BEAL 
HELEN BEATTIE 
RHEA CARSON BLAKE 
IRENE MARIE BLONDIN 
GRACE C. BOHN 
GuiLDA BRINGHURST 
WYATT COFFIN BRODIX 
CLARA BKOMEYER 
R. BRYAN 
MARY E. BULKLEY 
MRS. LEOLA BULLIVANT 
PAUL BUNNELL 
DORIS BURGHEIM 
HAZEL ERNESTINE BUSH 
MILLER FRANKLIN C. CANN 
EMMA SUTTON CARTER 
MARGERY E. CHASE 
FRANCES WILLIAMS CLARK 
MARGARET COHN 
GLADYS MARGARET COI.EMA 
MADELINE K. COLFER 
PHILIP A. CONRATH 
RHODA M. COXWELL 
MOROTHY DEANE 
HAZEL DEANE 
MRS. ARTHUR DECAMP 
JOHN DEHNERT 
MRS. W. B. DOUGLAS 
LILLIAN RUTH DURHAM 
HELENE ENSCORE 
JOE E. FEDOR 
RUTH KATEL FELKER 
MADELINE ROSE FLINT 
MARGARET FRANZ 
KATHERINE B. FREDERICK 
EMIL H. FREI, JR. 
WM. HOWARD FRENCH 
JULIUS ANDREW GEWINNER 
WILFRED B. GODDARD 
GERTRUDE D. GOLDWASSER 
MRS. ESTHER B. GOWENLOCK 
HORACE GRAF 
PHILIP A. GRONEMEYER 
GEO. GUSTANTINOPULIS 
MARY PIERS HALLETT 
MRS. WM. JOHN HARRIS 
MRS. HARRY B. HAWES 
LAURA MABEL HEATH 
GUSTAV HASEMANN 
JOHN M. HELLER, JR. 
MILDRED HENKEL 
MAGENTA HILGER 
RAYMOND HILL 
ELIZABETH HOFFMAN 
LOUISE A. V. HOMEYER 
ELANOR MARIE HOPKINS 
MABEL HUTHMACHER 
SOPHIE RUTH ISAACS 
HILDA DUNBAR JAMIESON 
EMILY JUNE 
CHAS. D. JARRETT 
N THERESA JESSEL JONES 
ANNA LOUISE KASPER 
MAUDE KLEIN 
JUANITA KNIGHT 
RUTH NEWCOMER LECRON 
MARGARET D. LITTLE 
HENRY LOHMANN 
LORETTA LONGINOTTI 
GLADYS LYNWALL 
ELIZABETH S. MCLELLAN 
MARGARET MOSER 
LOIS ELLA MAXON 
MARCARET E. MCADOO 
GRACE ADELAIDE MILLER 
MOLLIE MUELLER 
MILLY OERTEL 
NANCY LUCAS O'FALLON 
JOSEPHINE OLIVER 
GEORGE PAPPAS 
MARJORIE HEWITT PEASE 
MRS. JOSEPH A. PRICHARD 
WALTER EDW. QUERMANN 
PERCY E. RAMSAY 
EUGENIA LUCILLE RANDALL 
ROWENA RAY 
SAMUEL ROMERO 
BEULAH RUTH 
GLADYS SALMON 
MRS. ALICE ETHEL SANFORD 
KATHERINE T. SEMMES 
JOSEPH HAROLD SENNE 
MRS. VIVIAN L. SHAW 
GEO. LEONARD SHULTZ 
LAURENE F. SHUMATE 
JOHN H. SMITH 
IRENE SPERRING 
RUBY SPURI.OCK 
DOROTHEA STAHL 
MRS. NAOMI STEVENS 
WM. EDW. SUEHRK 
MINNIE STOECKER 
BABETTE STRAUS 
DAISY TAAKE 
MRS. GEO. J. TANSEY 
JULIUS E. TARLING 
EDITH WRIGHT TAYLOR 
HOWARD AUGUST THAIN 
LILLIAN THOLE 
MARY AGNES THOMSON 
FREDA CATHERINE UDE 
MRS. G. VON SCHLEGELL 
EDNA LOUISE VOSSLER 
DOROTHY E. WALLACE 
HATTIE AUGUSTA WANGELIN 
OWEN TRASK WARD 
HILDEGARD WEINHAGEN 
CARL WALTER WILLI 
CLEO ADELE WOLF 
GENEVA YOUNGS 
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w 'HY do art students decide to study art? This is a ques- tion at all times largely discussed in our midst and we find students are actuated by several distinct reasons. 
First, of course, are those, and fortunately they are in 
the minority, who come because of a conviction (fostered by 
doting parents and friends) that they possess real talent—nay, 
even genius. But alas, one can be so easily wrong about this 
matter of genius, and, even having it, it is very problematical if 
it will ever be recognized, for are there not cases in plenty of 
those who have been here in the past having a very real and 
recognized ability and who yet remain obscure in spite of it? 
Then there are those who come because they cannot be 
happy unless they do; they love art and some force within 
pushes them on and they will find some way to get to study. 
They will fight through against all odds and no amount of dis- 
couragement will discourage; no obstacle obstruct. It is surely 
a case of "love will find the way," for having this single hearted 
devotion they will gain the looked-for end—it is inevitable. In 
almost any other profession one can, provided he exercises pa- 
tience and industry, achieve some sort of success but not so in 
art. No amount of patience and industry, unless combined 
with enthusiasm, love and a very real conviction that his choice 
is the only right one, can make even a third-rate artist. For 
even the smallest success one must work "con aniore." The 
student who works in this spirit blesses himself and all those 
around him, for he feels the zeal of a creator, and this happily 
is not at all in proportion to the greatness of the creation, for 
whether a masterpiece or the most abortive infant effort, he is 
possessed of that joy which is the reward of all sincere produc- 
tion. Nor are these students grinds, for it is not the grind who 
turns out the brilliant things. They may be single minded re- 
garding their work, but they are not at all one idea-ed. They 
can enter into the student activities with eagerness. Often 
those who play the hardest work the hardest too, for all work and 
120] 
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no play produces very dull efforts in art. Often one hour of 
spontaneous work, prompted by enthusiasm or inspiration, will 
accomplish more than a full half day or even a week of laborious 
effort. But there is a time to work and a time to play and 
the right kind of student feels it no temptation to play at the 
wrong time. 
Then there are that large number who come to study art 
in order to make a living out of it, and these perhaps stir things 
up the most, at least in words. Can one make a living out of 
it? Yes, but to all who would study art with a view to making 
money we would look at with pitying eyes for they are sure 
to be disappointed. To such we would say, "Go into commer- 
cial life, run a picture show or open a hotel," for rich artists are 
the exception all over the world. But if one is satisfied with 
mere comforts and doesn't demand the luxuries, then we can tell 
with pride of the many painters, designers and craft workers 
now scattered all over the country in schools, colleges and pri- 
vate studios, from one old student, now one of the Faculty of 
the New York Art League, to another successful teacher in San 
Francisco, who are making a comfortable support from loved and 
congenial labor. So if you love money and the ease that money 
brings more than anything else, do not study art hoping to gain 
it, for it is a rare thing to find an artist who has made a fortune 
from his art. But if one can be satisfied with less, surely there 
is no happier life on earth than to rise each morning to a day 
filled with the   work  one loves. 
So to any thinking of coming to us we would say, be an all 
around good student, have your name every morning among the 
few posted in the entrance hall for punctuality, have your work 
good enough to be shown sometimes in the gallery for a month 
after passing the criticism of that terrible jury, a faculty meet- 
ing. Join the Art Students Association. Attend our social 
affairs, be friendly and get in touch with the teachers and 
students, work and play and be one of us. 
—M. K. F. 
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George Thomas Moore, A. M., Ph. D. 
eEO] 
I 
r RGE THOMAS MOORE, Director Henry Shaw School of Botany; B.S., 
Wabash, 1894; A.B., Harvard, 1895, A.M., 1896, Ph.D., 1900; Asst. Cryptogamic 
laboratory, Harvard, 1897-9; instructor cryptogamic botany, Radcliffe, 1898-9; 
in charge botanical dept. Dartmouth, 1899-1901; physiologist and algologist, 
Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, 1901-2; in charge of laboratory 
plant physiology, 1902-1905; Prof. Plant Physiology and Applied Botany, Henry Shaw 
School of Botany, and Plant Physiologist, Missouri Botanical Garden, 1909-12; Engel- 
mann Prof, of Botany, Washington University, Director Henry Shaw School of Botany 
and Director Missouri Botanical Garden, 1912-. Instructor cryptogamic botany, Marine 
Biological Laboratory, 1896-1907, head Dept. botany, 1907-; lecturer "Contamination of 
Water Supplies", Thayer School of Eng. 1900-2; "Economic Botany", Dartmouth, 
1901-2. Fellow American Association for Advancement of Science; Secy. Botanical 
Society of America, 1910-; Pres. Engelmann Botany Club, 1912-;Pres. St. Louis Biologi- 
cal Club, 1912. Member of Society of Bacteriologists; Philosophical Society, Washington 
Academy of Science; St. Louis Academy of Science. Published "On the Contamination 
of Water Supplies by Algae", "The Fixation of Free Nitrogen by Root Nodule Organ- 
isms", "Morphology and Physiology of the Algae." 
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Officers of Instruction 
GEORGE THOMAS MOORE, PH.D., Director, 
Engelman Professor of Botany 
BENJAMIN MINGE DUGGAR 
Professor of Plant Physiology 
SAMUEL MONDS COULTER 
Assistant Professor in Botany 
WILLIAM WOODWARD OHLWEILER 
Teaching Fellow in Botany 
ELLEN  C.  CLARK 
Assistant at Mary Institute 
^tuOents in t&e ^ctjool of ISotanp 
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with major in botany 
C. 0. CHAMBERS W. H. EMING 
J.  S.  COOLEY W. W. OHLWEILER 
A. R. DAVIS L. O. OVERHOLTS 
MARGARET DEMERITT J. R. SCHRAMM- 
MILDRED W.  SPARGO 
Candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy with minor in botany 
A. M. BROWN 
Candidate for the degree of Master of Arts 
AUGUST NOLTE 
Graduate students not candidates for a degree 
RUTH BEATTIE 
MARY BRYAN 
F.  B. MORGAN 
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(general Statement 
XN June 1885, Mr. Henry Shaw, of St. Louis, authorized 
the Chancellor of Washington University to place be- 
fore the Corporation the following plan: — With the 
concurrence of the Corporation, to endow a School of 
Botany as a department of Washington University, by donation 
of improved real estate yielding over $5,000 revenue, and to 
place it in such relation to the Missouri Botanical Garden and 
Arboretum as practically to secure their best uses, for scientific 
study and investigation, to the professors and students of said 
School of Botany, for all time to come. 
The plan was accepted and The Henry Shaw School of 
Botany established in the Fall of 1885. 
Work in the Shaw School of Botany is broadly divided into 
undergraduate instruction, graduate instruction and research. 
The undergraduate work is designed to meet the needs of the 
University represented on the Quadrangle, emphasis being placed 
on the fundamental principles of botanical science rather than 
on special phases of the subject. While this is true in general, 
the work in sanitary engineering meets a special requirement 
of the chemical engineers. 
The graduate instruction and research work are carried on 
in the Missouri Botanical Garden because of the very unusual 
opportunities and facilities offered to advanced students in 
botany in the way of collections of living plants, experimental 
greenhouses, out door experimental grounds, herbarium and 
library. The instruction is planned with a view toward supply- 
ing the individual needs of graduate students. In the research 
work, endeavor is not limited to one or a few phases of botany. 
As much freedom as possible is given the students engaged in 
research work to follow up lines of investigation for which they 
are peculiarly fitted, either by previous training and contact or 
by natural inclination and aptitude. 
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George Benjamin Mangold, A.B., A.M., Ph.D. 
ei 'EORGE BENJAMIN MANGOLD, A.B., A.M., Ph.D., Director School of Social Economy; A.B., Cornell College, 1901; A.M., University of Chicago, 1903; 3h.D., University of Wisconsin, 1906; Instructor in Economics, Washington 
State College, 1903-04; Instructor in Sociology, University of Pennsylvania, 
1905-07; Associate Director, St. Louis School of Social Economy, 1908-12; Director, 
School of Social Economy, 1912-. Member American Economic Association, American 
Association for Labor Legislation, National Conference of Charities and Corrections; 
Chairman, Children's Committee of Missouri State Conference of Charities and Correc- 
tion; Secretary, Social Service Conference of St. Louis; Secretary, Board of Civil Service 
Examiners for the Juvenile Court, St. Louis.    Author of "Child Problems." 
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Dfficets of instruction 
GEORGE B. MANGOLD, PH.D. 
Director 
THEODORE W. GLOCKER, PH.D. 
Associate Director 
CHARLES E. PERSONS, PH.D. 
Assistant Director 
ORA A. KELLEY, A.M. 
Assistant in Research and Adviser of Women 
BERTHA BEATRICE LASH 
Supervisor of Physical Education 
The  Young Women's Christian Association, Lecturer, 1912-. 
CHARLOTTE RUMBOLD 
Secretary, Public Recreation Commission, Lecturer, 1912-13 
EDITH SHORT 
Librarian 
ANNA HENKE 
Secretary to the Director 
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tubents m tfje ikijool of Social 
Cconomp 
SOPHIE ABRAMSON 
CLAIR E. AMES 
MRS. J. S. ANDERSON 
SARAH BAIR 
MARY BELL BARLOW 
BLANCHE BASS 
HELEN BERNARD 
JENNIE BLUSTEIN 
FRIEDA E. BOWEN 
MRS. ANNA BRADLEY 
MRS. MAUDE BRADY 
WANDA CLOTILDA BROWN 
ERNEST F. BUSH 
ELSA M. BUTLER 
MRS. D. K. CATLIN 
EVA M. CLARK 
ANNA M. CLINTON 
ABBY WILLIS COBB 
RUTH B. COBB 
LILLIE E. COLBY 
WILLIAM A. CROSSLAND 
BERTHA A. DAY 
MRS. ADELE C. DANFORTH 
MISS DEERSON 
MRS. R. HOLLIDAY DOBBINS 
BERTIE DREY 
ALICE M. DUCKWORTH 
CATHERINE R. DUNN 
ANNE EVANS 
A. FAIRBANK 
MRS. J. G. GERTIG 
JACOB GEORGE FERTIG 
ANNE PALMER FISHER 
JANNETT G. FLANAGAN 
MARGARET FLEISHMAN 
JANE FRANKENTHAL 
ANNA FREIN 
LOUISE FRIEDMAN 
IDA L.  GERDING 
BESSIE GLASSMAN 
LULU ELIZABETH GORDON 
MARY GUNN 
C. L. GURNEY 
LEONORA HABIHORST 
ANNA L. HARRIS 
JOSEPHINE R. HAY 
IDA HEGEL 
ANNA HENKE 
MRS. MARK HOLLINGSHEAD 
MRS. G. L. H. HOLTON 
CHARLOTTE HOWLAND 
C. M. HUBBARD 
MRS. G. I. HODGES 
WILLIAM E. HUDSON 
MRS. HARRY JANUARY 
MRS. PHOEBE KELLEY 
ELIZABETH BARTLETT KELLY 
LUCILE LEDERER 
MRS. OSCAR LEONARD 
CHARLOTTE LOMAX 
ANNA LOVE 
LOUISE E. LOWE 
LOTTA LUCKOW 
CORA AGNES MCKELLIP 
CONSTANCE MADISON 
MARY MAGUIRE 
J. W. MAJOR 
EVELYN MILIUS 
MARGARET MOLLOY 
MRS. J. F. MOLNEY 
HARRY R. MCCLAIN 
MARGARET MCCLURE 
M. LOUISE NIVIN 
MRS. M. H. NOONAN 
GEORGIA A. O'NEILL 
PETRINA OVERLAND 
ANNA E. PARRISH 
MRS. W. H. PATE 
CECELIA RAZOVSKY 
JOHN M. ROCHE 
MISS ROGERS 
MRS. MARTHA ROOS 
ISABEL RUSSELL 
EDITH M. SHORT 
FRANCES SHOUSE 
HELEN PILLEY SHULTZ 
ANNABEL SIMS 
JESSE PHELPS SMITH 
MRS. OLGA S'RENCO 
SIGMUND S'RENCO 
CLARA L. STEIN 
JULIA C. STIMSON 
ANNA STRUCKMEYER 
GEORGE SUTHERLAND 
CLARA TAYLOR 
MELINDA J. THIAS 
M. GENEVIEVE TIERNEY 
Lou E. TILLSON 
EDNA EUGENIA SWITZER 
LAVINIA THOMAS 
ANNIE L. THOMSON 
MRS. BELLE T. TRACY 
JOHANNA M. WALSH 
STELLA WASSERMAN 
BENJAMIN CLAY WEAKLEY 
MRS. MINNIE D. WEISS 
LOUISE HELEN WENZEL 
ANNIE L. WHITTAKER 
LAURA WILLITS 
WlLMA B. WlSLOCKA 
LILLIAN D. WRIGHT 
DR. EULAI.IE WOOD 
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(general Statement 
"^^^-^HE School of Social Economy had its beginning in a 
■ ^ J series of round table meetings of the workers in the St. 
^^^^ Louis Provident Association, from which it developed 
into the St. Louis School of Philanthropy and became 
affiliated with the University of Missouri. In 1909 this affilia- 
tion terminated and the School was transferred to Washington 
University, with the incidental change of name to the St. Louis 
School of Social Economy. In February, 1913, the School was 
made a department of the Washington University, and will 
hereafter be known as the School of Social Economy of Wash- 
ington University. 
The aim of the School is to provide training for charitable 
and social workers, and to carry on research and investigation 
for the purpose of social betterment. 
The work in the school is divided into the Departments of 
Instruction, Practice and Research. This last Department, 
through its co-operation with the Russell Sage Foundation, af- 
fords unusual opportunities for work in original social investi- 
gations. 
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JFootfiall 1912 
JOSEPH PRENSKY, '13 
PAUL E. NELSON, '14 
SHEPARD BARNES, '13 
LEO MCCARTHY, '13 
ULRICH POTTHOFF, '15 
LINDLEY MILFORD, '15 
HAROLD WEIR, '14 
RUSSELL HUDLER, '15 
WILLIAM POOLE, '14 
JOSEPH E. VOLLMAR, '13, Captain 
GEORGE F. SCHERER, '14 
WALLACE HARDAWAY, '14 
BEN MOREELL, '13 
GEORGE C. HETLAGE, '15 
ALBERT ROSS, '13 
JAMES Gray, '13, Manager 
basketball 19124913 
JAMES S. GRAY, '13, Captain NORMAN CHIVVIS, '13 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 ELMER LACEY, '13 
DEMOTT MODISETTE, '15 EDMUND C. DONK, '14 
JOSEPH E. VOLLMAR, '13, Manager 
Crack 1912 
JAMES GRAY, '13 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 
ARTHUR W. LAMBERT, '12 
EDWIN T. NIPHER, '12 
BEN MOREELL, '12 
PAUL NELSON, '14 
Cenrtts 1912 
WYATT C. BRODIX, '14 ELMER C. ADKINS, '12 
jFfnancfal Manager 1912 
LEWIS A. MAVERICK, '13 
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FOOTBALL 
r>RECORD 
Manager. 
Assistant 
Captain. 
Coach 
JAMES GRAY, '13 
r     A. W. BRADY, '14 
JOSEPH W. VOLLMAR, '13 
F. M. CAYOU 
The Team 
Left End  TOSEPH PRENSKY, '13 
Left Tackle     ...... PAUL NELSON, '14 
Left Guard  SHEPARD BARNES,   13 
Center  LEO McCarthy, '13 
Right Guard   ...... WILLIAM POOLE, T4 
Right Tackle  .      .      .      .      ■      ■ JOSEPH VOLLMAR, Captain, 
Right End  GEORGE SCHERER, '14 
Quarter Back  WALLACE HARDAWAY, '14 
Right Half Back  LINDLEY MILFORD, '15 
Full Back  BEN MOREELL, '13 
Left Half Back  ULRICH F. POTTHOFF, '15 
Substitutes 
RUSSELL HUDLER 
JOHN RANSON 
HAROLD WEIR 
MOULTON GREEN 
ALBERT ROSS 
GEORGE C. HETLAGE 
ELWOOD STEWARD 
RICHARD SOUTHER 
Octobcr 
October 
October 
October 
November 
November 9. 
November 16. 
November 23. 
Schedule of Games 
ShurtlefF College—Francis Field 
Illinois University—Champaign 
Westminster College—Francis Field 
Rolla School of Mines—Francis Field 
Drake University—Francis Field 
Drury College—Francis Field 
Missouri University—Columbia    . 
Arkansas University—Francis Field    . 
Summary of Scores 
1910—Washington 
1911—Washington 
1912—Washington 
78 
107 
162 
Opponents 
Opponents 
Opponents 
'13 
48— 0 
0—13 
54— 0 
13— 6 
13-33 
27—13 
0—33 
7—13 
132 
28 
111 
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Reason 
'T the close of the 1912 season, prospects for as good a 
team for this year as last, seemed dim.  The entire back- 
field and a lineman had been graduated and one of the 
regular ends had dropped out of the University, neces- 
sitating the developing of six players for regular positions. 
By the first game, however, this had been accomplished 
and Shurtleff was defeated in a slow but well played game, 
showing plenty of fumbles and an absence of team work. By 
the following Saturday these defects had been eliminated and 
Washington played by far the best game of the season; the 
line charged uniformly, opened up holes for the back/field and 
broke up Illinois' plays before they were well under way.    The 
[ 139; 
Capt. J. Vollmar 
Right Tackle 
Leo McCarthy 
Center 
tbackfield played well together, gave 
their teammates good interference and 
ran back punts better than the Illinois 
backs. In other words the team out- 
played Illinois and, but for breaks in 
luck and lack of judgment at times, 
should have won the game. Then came 
the game with Westminster, when it 
reached the highest point of its devel- 
opment, plays were executed perfectly, 
the ball handled with an entire absence 
of fumbles and the defensive play in- 
vincible. 
The Rolla game showed the first 
backward step; the players seemed to 
have lost the vigor and aggressiveness 
of former games and played sluggish 
football; this was thought to be a temporary relapse or 
due to an "off day," and indeed this seemed to be a fact until 
the last quarter of the Drake game, when, leading by the score 
of 13-12, the team seemed suddenly to go to pieces and become 
disorganized. As Drake was a much 
heavier and better conditioned team, 
it was a case of wearing down a team 
without capable substitutes to replace 
the tired men. 
Drury was defeated in a game in 
which the ends seemed unable to break 
up the forward pass. Then came Mis- 
souri, the team we would rather beat 
than all the rest on our schedule. Leav- 
ing St. Louis, with the hope, not so 
much of winning but of holding them 
to a small score, Washington was swept 
off its feet in the first few minutes of 
play and in the first half was outplayed 
at every angle.    Coming back strong B. Moree!l Full Back 
S. Barnes 
Left Guard 
140 
Ei 
P. Nelson 
Left Tackl 
Wm. E. Poole 
Right Guard 
in the second half, it was able to prevent 
further scoring. The one bright and 
shining light in this game was Hetlage. 
Many pounds lighter than the lightest of 
Missouri's men, he played with such 
gameness that, although forced to take 
time out on several occasions, he played 
through the entire game and time and 
time again brought the Missouri rooters 
to their feet by stopping Knoble, their 
star player. 
As in the Illinois game, the breaks 
went against us and Arkansas won the 
last game of the season by the score 
of 13-7. 
Of the individual players, it can be 
said that the four were Capt. Vollmar and McCarthy in the 
line and Moreell and Milford in the backfield. These men 
played consistently good football during the entire_ season and 
outplayed their opponents on almost every occasion. Capt. 
Vollmar showed wonderful defensive ability and broke through 
and stopped plays time and again; he was 
fast for his weight and often got down 
the field with the ends on a punt or kick- 
off. McCarthy seemed to instinctively 
know where the opponents' plays would 
be directed and would always be there to 
break it up. He never made a bad pass 
and never allowed the opposing center to 
get the jump on him. Moreell was the 
best full-back Washington has had in 
years; he was the most consistent player 
on the team and could always be relied 
upon to make the required number of 
yards on the last down; he had the knack 
. of   running  low   and   picking   his   holes 
Quart" BICI     through   the   line.    Milford  was  an  ex- 
/5 
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* 
J. Prenslev 
Left End'* 
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Ulrich Potthoff 
Left Half Back 
n 
* \ 
Lindley Milford 
Right Half Back 
Both were 
cellent defensive man and a hard line 
plunger; he went through the Drake 
and Missouri lines for five and ten 
yards at a time. 
The regular guards were Barnes 
and Poole, though Green would 
have supplanted one of them had he 
not been injured early in the season. 
Of the three, Green was the more 
aggressive and the quicker, while the 
other two were on par and both 
played a steady game. Nelson, who 
played the opposite tackle from Capt. 
Vollmar did not reach his true form 
during the entire season, though he 
played brilliantly in the Illinois game. 
Prensky and Scherer were the 'varsity ends. 
fast men down the field on a punt, but allowed themselves to 
be too easily  blocked by the enemy's backs.    Prensky was a 
good tackier, but Scherer seemed to be out of place at end and 
did not have the faculty of leaving his feet when hitting a man; 
he would have been a star at tackle or 
attfL guard.    Hetlage, though developed late 
''•*|f in the season, was  the  best  end  of   the 
three; he was fast, aggressive and a sure 
tackier. 
At quarter back, Hardaway showed 
ability at directing the team and was the 
hardest tackier on the team; no man 
ever got by him when he stood between 
him and the goal. 
j. Potthoff, who, at the beginning of 
the season, promised to be the star of the 
team, seemed to be become overtrained 
and slowed down, but'nevertheless was a 
brilliant player and a strong open  field 
Geo. F. Scherer ^     J b       ^ 
Right End        runner. 
James Gray 
Manager 
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Of    the    substitutes,    Hetlage, 
Ross,   Weir   and   Hudler   were   the 
best.    Ross was an excellent punter 
and a fast man, but as a quarterback 
he was inclined to slow the team up 
by hesitating in calling the signals. 
Weir   was   a   good   sub-center   and 
Hudler a good man to put 
in at either end or halfback. 
All four of these men will 
be with us next   year and 
should give a good account 
of themselves. 
Ranson and Steward, 
who played in several games, must not be overlooked. 
Ranson, though new at football, shows promise of being one of 
the coming star linemen, and, in fact, seems to be a good man 
to take Vollmar's place. He played so hard in the Missouri 
game that he had to be assisted off the field. Steward should 
be heard from next year and should fill in the hole left by 
McCarthy. 
Souther, Bryan, 
Wiechert, Long and 
Bernard, though 
light, were hard 
workers and did a 
great deal toward 
building up the team 
by coming out every 
night and "scrub- 
bing"   against    the 
I 
varsity. 
-JAMES S. GRAY, 
MANAGER. 
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•r JOSEPH VOLLMAR, '13 
Assistant Manager   CHARLES GALLENKAMP, '14 
Captain JAMES S. GRAY, '13 
Coach F. M. CAYOU 
The Team 
Forwards 
ELMER LACEY, '13 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 
NORMAN CHIVVIS, '13 
Guards 
JAMES GRAY, '13 
EDMUND DONK, '14 
Center 
DE MOTT MODISETTE, '15 
GEORGE JACKSON, 
GEORGE SCHERER, 
'13 
'14 
Substitutes 
F. L. BERRYHILL, '14 
Schedule and Scores 
1913 Basketball Season 
ALBERT H. ROSS, '13 
GRANT C. GENTRY, '14 
January 11. Centra Wesleyan—Francis Field 66- -33 
January 13. Ames— -Francis Field 28- -20 
January 14. Ames— Francis Field 20- -15 
February 1. Shuttle ff—Francis Field 29- -11 
February 5. Missouri University—Columbia 29- -11 
February 6. Missouri University—-Columbia 36- -13 
February V. Kansas University—Lawrence ■ 44- -26 
February 8. Kansas University—Lawrence 62- - 8 
February 17. Missouri University—Francis Field 23- -15 
February 18. Missouri University—Francis Field 33- 31 
February 28. Kansas University—Francis F ield    . 29—28 
March 1. Kansas University—Francis F ield    . 42- -29 
Summary of Scores 
1912 
Washingtor . .      .      313 Opponents     ....      275 
1913 
Washington .      .     324 Oppo lent s 377 
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Reason 
STARTING the season with but two of last year's letter 
Basketball men and a limited supply of able sub- 
stitutes, the Washington team finished its schedule in 
a fashion unlike championship style only in percentage. 
It cannot be said that Washington was not well represented 
in the Missouri Valley Conference, for Big Chief Cayou had his 
men trained to play at top speed and only weight and inexperi- 
ence kept them from gaining more distinction. When we con- 
sider losing to Kansas by a single point and by two lone points 
to Missouri, we wonder why Dame Fortune could not have 
boosted us one more basket, thereby rewarding our team for 
their hard and consistent work. Then, again, Coach Cayou had 
his troubles in picking a final team. Berryhill's absence at the 
first of the season and the exclusion of two good candidates as 
a consequence of the mid-year exams, caused considerable delay 
in selecting the five men. 
In  spite of these handicaps, the first game of the season, 
played with Central Wesleyan, was easily won.   This game was 
148 
simply one of practice and most everyone on the squad 
was given a show in the fray. The following week the 
Ames team showed up at our gymnasium and our 
team took two games from them in handy fashion. 
From the style of play showed in these games much 
was expected from the locals. 
Next came Shurtleff, and we defeated them one 
Saturday as a brush up for the trip, the team leaving 
for Columbia the following Wednesday morning. That 
night Washington met her first defeat. The following 
evening a like result was obtained but at the 
hands of men outweighing us 25 pounds per 
man. In both these games, the team had 
trouble in keeping their feet on the slippery 
floor and at the same time playing a game of misnamed 
football. The following two nights, Kansas put over 
the third and fourth defeat for the Pikers. In the first 
game, Berryhill was crippled and due to the fact that 
the remaining men had not played together previous 
to the trip, Coach Cayou was forced to try several 
combinations which resulted disastrously in the last 
game. Here the team felt that they had been beaten 
fairly and squarely, but returned home fully 
determined to show Kansas and Missouri 
some basketball at home. 
After a week's rest, Missouri arrived. 
In two fast and brilliant contests they barely won the 
edge in each game. The following week, Kansas, by 
some exceptionally brilliant team work, won the first 
game by an advantage of one point, while the second 
was in our favor until the middle of the second half. 
So we ended the schedule, not discouraged but proud 
that our team held its own at the very end with the 
odds against them. 
The following men deserve credit for their hard, 
consistent work on the squad, e. g. Captain Gray, 
Maenner,  Chivvis, Lacey, Donk, Modisette,  Scherer, 
T. Maenne 
Forward 
ft 
II 
N. Chivvis 
Forward 
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D.Modisette 
Center 
jfe» Berryhill, Jackson and Ross.    Capt. Gray was noted 
for his speed and aggressiveness and his ability in tak- 
ing the ball up the field. Also, he and Donk, who 
ably filled the other guard position, followed their men 
closely,  intercepting many a pass.    Lacey, the midget 
• of the team, proved to be an A No. 1 utility man. 
His work at guard, hindered as it was by his lack of 
height, was exceptionally good, while his ability at 
forward made other men hustle to guard him. His 
quickness at recovering the ball and his hard playing 
won for him the popularity of every audi- 
ence. Maenner's work at forward.showed 
him as a hard and consistent worker and 
anyone could pick Ted out as a veteran at 
the game. The other forward position was 
filled by Chivvis, Berryhill and Jackson 
successively, they dividing honors about equally. 
Chivvis played the greater part of the season as the 
regular forward and it was he who threw seven 
baskets in the second half of the first Kansas game. 
"Minute-and-a-half" Berryhill, due to his lateness in 
reporting for the team, his sprained ankle, and his 
broken rib, was kept from repeating his 
record of last year, although he, as well as 
Jackson, played the forward position re- 
markably well. At center, Modisette proved 
a tower of strength. He invariably got the jump off 
and his work on the field was exceptional for the first 
year in 'Varsity circles. His substitute, Scherer, was 
always ready and capable, but, like Ross, was seldom 
used, except at the end of the game, and did not have 
as many chances to show his real ability. 
At the close of the season, Maenner was elected 
captain for the next year and to him we wish the best 
results for the 1914 season. 
E. Donk Jos.   E.   VoLLMAR,   MANAGER. 
Guard 
J. Vollmar 
Manager 
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Manager 
Assistant Manager 
Captain 
Coach 
.      J. NEBE, '12 
. HARRY SWOPE,  '14 
A. W.  LAMBERT, '12 
F. M. CAYOU 
The Team 
JAMES GRAY, '13 EDWIN T. NIPHER, '12 
THEODORE MAENNER, '14 BEN MOREELL, '12 
ARTHUR W. LAMBERT, '12 
Substitutes 
PAUL NELSON, '14 
GEO. JACKSON, '14 ED. WINFREE, '14 
ARTHUR CUTTER, '14 
Drake ejntoersitp tis, auasirington Onftergftp 
May 4, L912 
. 
Won by Drake, 64^ to UV2 
100 yard Dash Dyson (D) First Redfern (D) Second Time   :10 1-5 
One Mile Run Feike (D) First Redfern (D) Second "     4 46 2-5 
120 yard Hurdles  . Bishop (D) First Nipher (W) Second " 16 2-5 
440 yard Dash Moreell (W) First Havens (D) Second " 53 
220 yard Hurdles   . Simmons (D) First Maennei (W) Second a 26 
Two Mile Run Redfern (D) First Thomas (D) Second "   10 45 
880 yard Run Leibsle (D) First Feike (D) Second "     2 03 1-5 
Pole Vault Lambert (W) First fCutter (W)U        A ' /Second 
.   '       lift. I Roe (L>) 
Discus Simon (D) First Nelson (W) Second 
.       114| ft. 
Running High Jump Nelson (W) First Cutter (W) Second .   5 ft. 5 in. 
Shot Put    . Nelson (W) First Crull (D) Second . 38 ft. 1 in. 
Running Broad Jump Hardesty (D) First Jackson (W) Second 21 ft. 3Hn. 
One Mile Relay     . Maenner, G ray, I\ ipher, Moreell (W) Tim e 3:33 
[153; 
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Eebteto of tfje 1912 ^racfe Reagan 
^■^ITH no baseball for the Spring of 1912, a great effort was 
I If made to re-establish track work as a major sport at 
Vflx Washington. Coach Cayou found great difficulty, how- 
ever, in getting men to try out and did not have a large 
number from which to pick his team. He developed a good 
relay team and some of the men showed promising signs of de- 
veloping into sprinters while Nelson and Lambert were already 
developed in previous work. 
At the Relay Carnival held at Des Moines, April 20, 1912, 
we were represented by a team composed of Nipher, Moreell, 
Gray, Maenner" and Winfree, (substitute). This team won 
second place in the 880 yard race which is quite worthy of 
praise since most of the schools of the Big Eight Conference 
were represented by teams at this meet. In the mile relay, we 
were running a strong third when a Kansas runner directly in 
front of Moreell stumbled and fell, tripping "Big Ben" and cost- 
ing us a good chance to place in   this event. 
The Annual Field Day served more as a tryout for the 
Drake Meet than as a real field day. On May 4, 1912, Drake 
met us on Francis Field in a dual meet and carried away the 
honors to the tune of 64^ to 44^- Paul Nelson was our indi- 
vidual star scoring 13 of our points. He won first place in the 
high jump and the shot put, and took second in the discus throw. 
As usual, Lambert took the pole vault, doing 11 feet without 
serious competition. Our relay team easily won the relay race 
establishing a record for Washington of 3 minutes and 33 seconds. 
All of the men except Nipher and Lambert are returned 
this year and, with the experience they have had supplemented 
by good coaching, should develop still further this year. 
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Washington Umbersrttp Annual 
{Eennte tournament 
May 1912 
1st. Round            2nd. Round            3rd. Round            4th. Round            5th. Round            Gth. Round            7th. Round 
Donk              I Donk              | 
Hardaway     j     Default      .1 Jackson 
Rosborough  ] Jackson                6-4,7-9,6-3 
Jackson          j   4-6, 6-2, 6-0 J Adkins 
Adkins            lAdkins 6-0, 6-0 
McNally        j    Default Adkins 
Nebe               -1 Hewitt 6-0, 6-0 
Hewitt           j    6-1, 6-2 Brodix 
Barnes            1 Barnes 9-11,6-4,6-2 
Patton           J    6-4, 6-4 Stifel 
Stifel               1 Stifel Default 
Stockton        j    6-1,6-3 Brodix 
Wismath        1 Brodix 6-0, 6-4 
Brodix            J     Default 
Brodix 
R. Sparks     1R. Sparks • 4-6. 7-5.7-5 
F. Coste        J 4-6, 10-8, 7-5 Gallenkamp 
Wilhelmi       1 Gallenkamp 6-0, 6-0 
Gallenkamp J     Default Hoerr 
Blatterman   1 Blatterman 
'    ■ 6-0, 6-2,6-4 
Scherer         }    6-2, 6-3 Brookes 
Brookes         IBrookes Default 
Sihler                  6-0. 6-2 Krookes j          '              ' 6-3, 6-1 
Leilich            jMerryman 
Merryman          6-3, 6-7 Hoerr 
Default 
Conrades       1 Sell 
Sell                 |    6-4,7-5 Hoerr 
Lohman          1 Hoerr 6-1, 6-4 
Hoerr                    Default Hoerr 
'    6-1, 6-4 
Lockwood     jLockwood 
Ryan               j     Default Wright 
Bauman          1 Wright Default 
Wright                 6-4,5-7,7-5 Lionberger 
~                                         j 6-1,6-8,6-2 
Boettler         lMcCormack 
McCormack j    6-2, 6-3 Lionberger 
Widman          1 Lionberger '    2-6,6-2,6-2 
Lionberger 6-1, 8-6 
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Varsity Tennis Team 
ELMER C. ADKINS, '12     WYATT C. BRODIX, '14 
Substitute 
CHARLES GALLENKAMP, '14 
Varsity Tennis Champion 
ROLAND HOERR, '15 
Conference Tennis Tournament at Columbia, Mo. 
Singles 
1st. Round 2nd. Round 3rd. Round 4th. Round 
Burnett, K. 
Cannon, M. 
Cannon 
(6-4, 6-2) Cannon 
Nicholson. Adkins (6-1, 11-9) 
Adkins, W.         j (6-2, 6-2)       J 
Chang, M. 
Cave, A. 
Cave 
(7-5, 6-2) 
Jackson, D. |  Jackson Brodix 
Summers, A. J        (6-3, 6-3) Brodix (6-2, 6-3) 
Nees, K. !   Brodix (6-2, 6-3) 
Brodix, W. 1    (2-6, 6-3, 7-5)    , 
Doubles 
Washington Washington 
Drake (6-1, 6-3) 
» Washington 
Ames (6-3,6-4,6-1) 
Kansas 1   Kansas Kansas 
Missouri J    (4-6, 6-5, 6-4) (6-1, 6-2) 
Cannon 
(6-3, 6-1, 6-2) 
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W 1 1912 tennis Reason 
W. Brodix 
Varsity Team 
E.C. Adkins 
Varsity Team 
The 1912 Tennis  season  showed that 
Washington continues to send out some of 
the best men in the Missouri Valley Confer- 
ence to compete for laurels under her name. 
The excellent work of Brodix and Adkins 
at the Conference Tournament at Columbia 
brought back championship  honors for us 
at the expense of four competing Universi- 
ties.     They won the doubles championship 
handily from the strong Kansas  team and 
captured first place with 9 points  to Mis- 
souri's  6, the nearest competitor.    In the 
singles, Brodix worked  his  way out  to the finals, but was de- 
feated  by  Cannon  of Missouri,  the  state Champion, who had 
also defeated Adkins in  the previous round after hard fighting. 
The local Annual Tournament was quite successful, thirty- 
six men contesting in  it.    Hoerr  took the   final  from  Brodix, 
6-0,    6-2,    6-4,    after   the    latter 
had won two very   stiff   matches 
«from Adkins and Gallenkamp. 
Stifel and Lionberger also showed 
good form, the latter getting into 
the semi-finals. 
Although we have lost Adkins, 
one of the best men in the Valley 
when he gave his attention and 
time to the game, we have left 
men who are fully capable of up- 
holding Washington's name in the 
Valley, and it is to be hoped 
they will have a chance at 
schools outside the Conference this 
season. 
9 Hb 
C. Gallenkamp 
Substitute 
R. M. Hoerr 
Champion 
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Class Teams 
ELMER LACEY, L. F. 
NORMAN CHIVVIS, R. F. 
1913 
SHEPARD BARNES, C. 
GEORGE JACKSON, C. 
JAMES GRAY, R. G. 
ALBERT ROSS, L. G. 
HARRY SWOPE, L. G. 
1914 
THEODORE MAENNER, L. F.      IRA UNDERWOOD, C. EDMUND DONK, R. G. 
EUGENE FRENCH, R. F. CHARLES GALLENKAMP, L. G. 
PAUL HEWITT, L. F. 
HARRY BROOKES, R. F. 
1915 
DF.MOTT MODISETTE, C. 
CARL ALTHAUS, L. G. 
RUSSELL HUDLER, L. G. 
H. GRUENWALD, R. G. 
WILLIAM BERRY, L. F. 
SAMUEL MAY, R. F. 
1916 
M. C. LEWIS, C. JOHN CROCKER, R. G. 
EDWARD SCHAUMBERG, L. G. 
The Schedule 
SOPHOMORES 
December 11 
.      22 SENIORS   . 
January 4 
.      68 
December 14 
14 FRESHMEN 
January 8 
8 
JUNIORS   . .      54 SENIORS   . .      33 
FRESHMEN 
December 18 
10 SOPHOMORES 
March 6 
14 
SENIORS   . .      26 SOPHOMORES .      55 
JUNIORS   . .      12 FRESHMEN 3 
SENIORS—Class of 1913 
SOPHOMORES—Class of 1915 
JUNIORS—Class of 1914    . 
FRESHMEN—Class of 1916 
Summary of Games 
Won 
3 
Lost 
0 
Percentage 
1.000 
2 1 .666 
1 2 .333 
0 9 .000 
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'First Game .7 Baseball 1912 (First Game. 9 
aopnomores^ c         . ^          „ [Second Game, 0 r resnmen  c         j <~>          • [Second Game, t 
VAN RAALTE 3rd Base BARTHELS 
MCCORMACK Catcher   . HENSKE 
COSTE 2nd Base . HEWITT 
HARDAWAY Pitcher     . HOERR 
BRODIX 1st Base  . ALTHAUS 
FINCH   . .      Left Field JONES 
MAENNER . Short Stop MlLFORD 
STOCKTON  . Center Field   . BROOKES 
DONK . Right Field    . CUMMINGS 
Track 1912 
Sophomores, 45 Freshmen, 63 
WINFREE MODISETTE 
NELSON 
          POTTHOFF 
MAENNER    . 
      BAUMAN 
Football 1912 
Sophomores, 0 Freshmen, 14 
BERNARD—S UCK      . Left End LEUKING 
HAYES Left Tackle KAMMERER 
DEVORKIN Left Guard WERNER-LILLINGSTON 
JEHLE Center MCMATH 
MILLER Right Guard GREGG 
COGGESHALL Right Tackle   . LEWIS-JONES 
HEWITT Right End BERRY 
WEHELMI-FERGUSON Quarter Back . CHENERY 
HETLAGE  . Left Half Back GRAY 
MCELHINNEY Right Half Back ELROD 
GRAHAM    . Full Back . JONES-LEWIS 
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BroSten Cup Series 
Won by the Freshmen (1915) 
•\^i -'HE Drosten Cup series, which is a series of contests each 
£ C~\ year between the Freshman and Sophomore classes, 
^^^/ was won in the Spring of 1912 by the class of 1915— 
then Freshmen. By their victories in the three de- 
partments of sport—basketball, baseball and track—the win- 
ners gained the privilege of having their numerals engraved on 
the Drosten Cup which is  kept in Francis Gymnasium. 
A tie was the result of the football game which the 1914 
men wanted to continue until one side or the other scored. 
The Freshmen would not consent, however. In basketball, the 
1915 men found little trouble in taking two out of three games, 
while in basebaH only two games were necessary to determine 
their supremacy. In the field meet, the first-year men were 
clearly the victors, winning by a score of 63 to 45. 
Washington vs.  Arkansas. 
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Women's Itfjlettcs 
THLETICS, among the women, are, at present, composed 
of three branches; Gymnasium, which includes floor- 
work, fencing, and aesthetic dancing, Basketball, and 
Tennis. 
In the gymnasium work, there is an Annual Interclass 
Indoor Meet held each Spring. In basketball, the four class 
teams compete with each other in a series of games, the winning 
team having its numerals engraved on the Association Basket- 
ball Cup. For the further honor of being proclaimed Cham- 
pions of the University, however, the winning team must play 
the post graduate and the Art school teams. With the advent 
of Spring, indoor athletics are abandoned and practice for the 
Tennis Tournament begins. The winner of the tournament has 
her name engraved upon the handsome Brookings Cup. There 
is also a Class Tennis Tournament, the winners of which are 
awarded medals.* 
At the close of each season the Athletic Association gives a 
banquet which all the members are expected to attend. 
Robert proofeings' Cup Eennt£ tournament 
Julia Sisson 
Julia Krausnick 
Louise Wenzel . 
Margaret Sharpe  . 
Mary McDonald   . 
Marjorie Schroeder 
Ruth Pickel      .     . 
1912-13 
Julia Brookes !   D 
T,,I:„ c :.,„„„ f -D rookes 
Krausnick 
Sharpe 
Pickel 
[   Brookes 
I 
\   Pickel 
I 
Pickel 
Juniors   . 
Sophomores 
Interclass Tennis Tournament 
1912-13 
1 
[ Sophomores 
■ J 
Sophomores 
Freshmen    . 
Seniors   . 
Sophomores 
1 
f Sophomores 
Sophomores 
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Annual Snboor iWeet    1912 
1st place 
2nd 
1st place 
2nd 
3rd 
Won by the Class of 1914 
Traveling Rings 
DOROTHY CALMAN, '14       .       .       .       .       . 
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13  
Running High Jump 
DOROTHY CALMAN, '14 
JESSICA YOUNG, '14    . 
JULIA BROOKS, '12 
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13 
MARGARET MANLEY, '13    . 
47 rings 
37 rings 
45 in 
42 in 
40 in 
Shot Put 
1st place 
2nd 
3rd 
1st place 
2nd 
3rd 
1st place 
2nd 
3rd 
1st place 
2nd 
3rd 
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13 
DOROTHY CALMAN, '14 
ELSIE  UEBERI.E,  '14 
Standing Broad Jump 
DOROTHY CALMAN,  '14       .... 
E. MCLELLAN, Art  
JESSICA YOUNG, '14  
Combination Jump 
DOROTHY CALMAN, '14 .... 
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13 .... 
MILLY OERTEL, Art  
Horse Work 
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13 
JESSICA YOUNG, '14 
HELEN DAWLEY, '14 
Pole Climbins 
22 ft. 
21 ft. 
18 ft. 4| in 
6 ft. 7 in 
6 ft. 0 in 
5 ft. 8 in 
60 in 
54 in 
DOROTHY CALMAN, '14 8 min. 1 sec. 
Standing High Jump 
1st place        DOROTHY CALMAN,  '14       . 
2nd E. MCLELLAK, Art     .       .       .       .       . 
3rd JESSICA YOUNG, '14  
LORRULI RETHWILM, '13    .... 
39£ in. 
39   in. 
37   in. 
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Seniors 
MARGARET MANLEY, Forward 
LORRULI RETHWILM, Forward 
ALICE JEHLE, Center 
ANNIE ADEI.E SHREVE,  {Capt.) Guard 
HELEN RICHARDS-ANNA MILLS, Guard 
Juniors 
DOROTHY CALMAN, Forward 
FLORENCE SISLER, Forward 
JESSICA YOUNG, Center 
ELSIE UEBERLE, Guard {Capt.) 
RUTH PICKEL, Guard 
RUTH PRITCHARD, Forward 
HELEN SHRYOCK, Forward 
JULIA SISSON, Center 
GRACE RODGERS, Guard {Capt.) 
JULIA KRAUSNICK, Guard 
HILDA JAMESON, Forward 
MILDRED OERTEL, Forward 
ELIZABETH MCLELLAN, Center 
MARGERY CHASE, Guard 
GUILDA BRINGHEARST, Guard 
Sophomores 
Art School 
Feb. 14 Seniors 
Feb. 21 Juniors 
Feb. 28 Seniors 
Feb. 14 Juniors 
Feb. 21 Seniors 
Feb. 26 Sophomores 
Schedule 
10 
13 
9 
13 
9 
ADELE  SEIFERT 
ALICE MCCI.EVEY 
DOROTHY CHILDS 
LUCY NEWTON 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
MILDRED DECOURCY 
ETHEL PARKS 
FLORENCE WUENSCH 
MILDRED GLEDITZSCH 
MARGARET DEGARMO 
MARGUERITE MOTT 
MILDRED BAILEY 
Sophomores 
Sophomores 
Juniors 
Art School 
Art School 
Art School 
March  5    Juniors ]0 Sophomores 
March 5    Juniors  10 Sophomores 
College Champions—Juniors-1914 
Challenge Game—Juniors vs. Art School, forfeited by  Juniors 
11 
8 
12 
6 
.12 
8 
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Established 1910 
President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Officers 
LEO MCCARTHY 
RALPH  BRYAN 
EIWOOD STEWARD 
GEORGE  BREAKER 
RALPH BRYAN 
FELIX COSTE 
PAUL COSTE 
NEAL DAVIS 
WALLACE HARDAWAY 
Members 
JAMES TULLY 
GALE HENDERSON 
DONALD LAMM 
LEWIS MAVERICK 
LEO MCCARTHY 
PAUL NELSON 
ELWOOD  STEWARD 
LEO MCCARTHY 
Honor Committee 
NEAL DAVIS FELIX COSTE 
The "Student Council" is a representative body chosen from the men of the 
Department of Arts and Sciences, and has complete control of all matters pertaining to 
the Student Body. 
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Organized 1910 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Officers 
MADIE KLOTZ 
ADELE SEIFERT 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
CAROLYN LONG 
Senior Representatives 
ADELE  SEIFERT 
MARGARET MANLEY 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
Junior Representatives 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
Sophomore Representative 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
School of Social Economy Representative 
LOUISE WENZEL 
School of Fine Arts Representative 
MADELINE FLINT 
Honor Committee 
MADIE KLOTZ RUTH PRITCHARD     DOROTHY SAMUEL 
The Woman's Organization is composed of all women students in all departments 
of the University. It acts in all matters pertaining to their welfare. It is governed by 
a council consisting of a President, seven representatives from the different classes and 
departments, and the President of McMillan Hall. 
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Officers 1912-13 
President  LEO MCCARTHY 
Vice-President  RALPH BRYAN 
Secretary  JOHN T. RAGSDALE, JR. 
Treasurer      DR.  F.  H.  EWERHARDT 
Financial Manager  LEWIS A. MAVERICK 
Managers 
Football  JAMES S. GRAY 
Basketball  JOSEPH VOLLMAR 
Track  HARRY SWOPE 
Baseball  WALTER WILL 
Athletic Council 
DR.  F. H. EWERHARDT, Chairman              PROF. W. E. MCCOURT, Secretary 
DEAN WM. S. CURTIS LEWIS MAVERICK 
FIUGH   M.   FULLERTON,   'OS LEO MCCARTHY - 
JAMES GRAY HA RRY SWOPE 
DEAN A. S. LANGSDORF JOSEPH VOLLMAR 
WALTER WILL 
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Organized 1911 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Director 
MILDRED BAILEY 
MARIA BAIN 
KATHRIN BAKER 
GRACE BISSLAND 
ELSIE BOOGHER 
MARIETTA BOON 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
GILDA BRUNKHURST 
HELEN BRYARS 
HAZEL BURCH 
DOROTHY CALMAN 
HAZEL CARTER 
DOROTHY CHILDS 
ISABEL CREAGER 
MARJORIE CHASE 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
HELEN DAWLEY 
HELEN DONNELLY 
HELEN DUFFETT 
MILDRED DECOURCY 
MARGARET DEGARMO 
ELSIE FACKT 
VIRGINIA FLAD 
CLARA FROTHINGHAM 
MILDRED GLEDITZSCH 
ETHEL GRANT 
GRACE GREGORY 
LOUISE HALDEMAN 
BINE HAWKEN 
RUTH HERRING 
MARY HIGGINBOTHAM 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
LOUISE ANNA HOMEYER 
Members 
HILDA JAMESON 
ALICE JEHLE 
BEATRICE JENNINGS 
EDITH JONES 
LUCILE KLEIN 
MADIE KLOTZ 
LILLIAN KOLB 
JULIA KRAUSNICK 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
CAROLYN LONG 
MARGARET MANLEY 
MILDRED MASCHMEIER 
RUTH MEINHOLTZ 
ANNA MILLS 
RUTH MOBLEY 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
MARGUERITE MOTT 
MEREDITH MCCARGO 
ALICE MCCLEVEY 
MARY MACDONALD 
ELIZABETH MCLELLAN 
HELEN MCMACKIN 
ADA NICHOLSON 
DOROTHY NICHOLSON 
HARRIETT NEWMAN 
LUCY NEWTON 
MILDRED OERTEL 
ETHEL PARKS 
ERMA PERHAM 
RUTH PICKEL 
MARGUERITE PIERCE 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
LORRULI RETHWILM 
ALICE JEHLE 
RUTH PICKEL 
GRACE RODGERS 
MISS FLORENCE GRANT 
VIRGINIA RHODES 
HELEN RICHARDS 
GRACE RODGERS 
LAURA ROEHRICH 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
ESTHER SCHNEIDER 
CARRIE SCOTT 
ADELE SEIFERT 
BARBARA SENSENEY 
ANNIE ADELE SHREVE 
THEODORA SHREVE 
HELEN SHRYOCK 
FLORENCE SISLER 
JULIA SISSON 
HELEN SMART 
ANNE SOUTHER 
HENRIETTA STEINMESCH 
HELEN STEVENS 
SYBIL TATE 
EDITH TAYLOR 
MARY VIRGINIA THOMAS 
HELEN THOMPSON 
EMMA THUENER 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
ELSIE UEBERLE 
IDA UPDIKE 
MARIE UPDIKE 
MARY VOOHERS 
MATHILDE WATSON 
LETA WRIGHT 
WLNONA WUERTENBAECHER 
FLORENCE WUENSCH 
JESSICA YOUNG 
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Washington University Dramatic Club 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Assistant Treasurer 
Business Manager 
Assistant Business Managers 
Sergeant-at-Arms   . 
EARLE AMOS 
JOHN BATSCHY 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
ARTHUR BRADY 
GEORGE  BREAKER 
RALPH BRYAN 
HAZEL BURCH 
FRANK CANN 
WILLIAM CARSON 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
MILDRED DECOURCY 
SAM DEKINS 
WALCOTT DENISON 
ROYAL DICKIE 
FRANCES DUFFETT 
PAUL EI.LMAN 
PAULINE BROOKS 
FANNIE CUSHING 
MR. CARSON 
MR. DEKINS 
MISS DECOURCY 
MISS GORDON 
Officers 
Members 
HAROLD ELROD 
LULU GORDON 
MOULTON GREEN 
GEORGE JACKSON 
KENNETH LARKEY 
ROLLAND MEYERS 
LEO MCCARTHY 
RUTH MOBLEY 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
RALPH MOONEY 
ADA NICHOLSON 
ELIZABETH NIXON 
JUNE OEHLER 
JOSEPH PATTON 
HARRY PAYNE 
ERMA PERHAM 
Waiting List 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
ESTHER LUCAS 
WINONA WUERTENBAECHER 
Wearers of the Mask 
MR. GREEN 
MR. MCCARTHY 
MISS MONTEATH 
MISS PERHAM 
Organized 1904 
C. EUGENE SMITH 
ERMA B. PERHAM 
EMMA K. THUENER 
ARTHUR BRADY 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
M. F. CANN 
HAROLD ELROD 
ROLLAND MEYERS 
PAUL ELLMAN 
MARGUERITE   PIERCE 
PERCY RAMSAY 
GWYNNE RAYMOND 
ROBERT ROESSEL 
PALMER ROGERS 
CARRIE SCOTT 
MARGARET SHARP 
EUGENE SMITH 
GORDON SOMMERS 
SALLIE   LEE   SPARKS 
ORVILLE SUCK 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
EDITH TAYLOR 
EMMA THUENER 
MATILDA WATSON 
HEROLD WEST 
LORA OTTO 
HELEN STEVENS 
MR. ROESSEL 
MISS SCOTT 
MR. SMITH 
MISS WEST 
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BY FRANK DUMONT 
PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE, MAY 10, 13, 
JUDGE HARBECK 
COLONEL SHELBY 
GEORGE FLIMFLAM 
IKEY BLOOMINGAI.L 
MABEL SHELBY 
JACK WILLIS 
LOUISE CLAIRVILLE 
EDGAR HARBECK 
BECKY SHELBY 
SUSIE SPARKS 
AUNT CISSIE 
CLEM PASCOE    . 
SILAS STICKNEY 
MOSELY 
HOLDEN 
SPARKS 
AND 15, 1912. 
HENRY NELSON 
JOHN GARRETT 
WYATT BRODIX- 
FRANK CANN - 
MARY DEGARMO- 
RALPH BRYAN- 
ERMA PERHAM- 
EUGENE SMITH ■> 
ELIZABETH NIXON 
HAZEL BURCH 
PAULA WILHELMI 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
ARTHUR BRADY 
LEO MCCARTHY- 
WILLIAM CARSON 
PAUL ELLMAN 
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Cast:   "Beit Door" 
"I3eit Door" 
BY ELEANOR MAUDE CRANE 
PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE   NOVEMBER 13 AND 14, 1912 
GEORGE CHESTER 
PROF. COURTNEY MARTIN 
MRS. JOSEPH THORNTON 
BETTY ARMSTEAD 
ORANGE      .... 
WILL WEBSTER 
ALICE ARMSTEAD 
KATHLEEN COVINGTON 
FRED HARPER   . 
BOBS  
JOHN BATSCHY 
HAROLD ELROD 
MARGARET SHARP 
EMMA THUENER 
GEORGE JACKSON 
RALPH MOONEY 
ADA NICHOLSON 
SALLIE LEE SPARKS 
PAUL ELLMAN 
HIMSELF 
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PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE, MARCH 26 AND 27, 1913. 
HON. MASON KING 
RUTH HARRINGTON 
JASPER 
MAID 
HENRY C. PATTERSON 
HEROLD WEST 
ROYAL DICKIE 
RUTH MOBLEY 
e@iss Cii)ili?atfon" 
PRESENTED AT THYRSUS THEATRE, MARCH 26 AND 27, 1913. 
ALICE GARDNER JUNE OEHLER 
JOSEPH HATCH 
REDDY, the Kid 
HARRY HAYES 
CAPT. LUCAS 
GEORGE BREAKER 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
JOSEPH PATTON 
HARRY PAYNE 
BY NIRDLINGER 
PRESENTED AT VICTORIA THEATRE, APRIL 9, 1913 
DON ERNESTO ROBT. A. ROESSEL 
DON JULIAN 
DONNA TEODORA, his wife 
DON SEVERO 
DONNA MERCEDES, his wife 
DON PEPITO, their son 
CAPT. BEAULIEU, of the British Legation 
GENARO, concierge  
BUTLER  
EUGENE SMITH 
MISS MILDRED DECOURCY 
SAMUEL DEKINS 
MISS RITA MONTEATH 
WM. G. CARSON 
MOULTON GREEN 
LEO MCCARTHY 
PAUL ELLMAN 
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CHYRSUS closed the season of 1911-1912 last May 
with The Night Riders, the most exciting and blood 
thirsty melodrama in its history. Miss DeGarmo 
made a very realistic and highly emotional heroine 
and her soft Southern accent fitted naturally into the "Kain- 
tucky" setting of the play. Mr. Brodix was a typical Yankee 
"speculator", and Mr. Cann created a furore in his role of the 
Hebrew peddler, Ikey Bloomingall. Mr. Bryan was a heroic 
hero who appeared always just in the nick of time and saved the 
heroine. Miss Perham was the sensation of the play in her 
part as the lady adventuress. Mr. Smith was a well hissed villian. 
The opening play this year was "Next Door", which was 
presented in November. Miss Sharp, as Mrs. Joseph Thornton, 
had a very pleasing and dignified stage presence. Mr. Batschy, 
as George Chester, Mr. Elrod, as Professor Courtney Martin, 
and Miss Thuener and Miss Nicholson, as Betty and Alice 
Armstead, were consistently good. Mr. Mooney, who repre- 
sented Will Webster, and Miss Sparks, who played the part 
of Kathleen Covington, were the most attractive and their 
work is especially to be commended. The comedy role was 
admirably filled by Mr. George Jackson, as Orange the colored 
gentleman. 
The March performance witnessed an innovation in Thyr- 
sus dramatics. Two separate plays were presented, each one 
being one act long. "Embers" and "Miss Civilization", were 
the two plays, the former a serious play and the latter a farce. 
The work of Mr. Patterson and Miss West in "Embers" 
was up to their usual high standard. Mr. Dickie, as the son, 
played his initial performance before Thyrsus audiences very 
creditably. 
Miss Oehler, as Alice Gardner, and Mr. Suppiger, as 
"Reddy the Kid" carried off the honors in "Miss Civilization", 
Mr. Suppiger carrying almost the whole of the comedy of the 
play on his shoulders. 
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ON April 9th, at the new Victoria Theatre, Thyrsus pre- 
sented the most ambitious and the most successful 
dramatic performance in the history of Washington. 
The Dramatic Club has, almost since its inception, 
borne a reputation for ambitious undertaking and successful 
achievement, but the performance of "The World and His Wife" 
was so surpassingly good that, as its result, Thyrsus takes its 
just rank as the most considerable dramatic organization in 
St. Louis, and establishes a standard which cannot but assure 
us of superior work in the future. 
The play was one of modern society, its scene being laid in 
Spain. The cast was, in the main, very cosmopolitan, though, 
with one or two exceptions, Spanish in name, and the play was 
one which was very applicable to life in any cosmopolitan society. 
The acting was, throughout, of professional quality; sure, 
finished, sustained. Some small defects in the speaking of lines 
were now and then visible, but of such forcefulness and compell- 
ing magnetism was the acting that they were hardly to be 
noticed. The whole presentation had about it a refinement of 
taste, a delicacy of suggestion, which differentiated it complete- 
ly from the usual amateur performance, and from previous 
Thyrsus performances^ even from so good a one as "The 
Enemy of the People". The perfect balance of the acting, the 
well-rounded and nice interpretation of character, spoke more 
plainly than words of the intense application, the earnest endeavor 
to realize the feeling of the part, which, under such experienced 
and critical training as that of Mr. Solari, resulted in the attain- 
ment of truly professional playing. A large and not easily satis- 
fied audience expressed its appreciation in the fullest terms; rec- 
ognized authorities praised the play with sincerity, and all 
Washington was proud of Thyrsus. If future annuals maintain 
the high standard set by "The World and His Wife," Thyrsus 
will long hold without dispute the position which her talent and 
her persistent endeavor have won. —E. K. H. 
[185; 
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Green Brodix Proetz Perham 
Perham Smith Proetz Harrison Bryars Gorse 
Organized 1910 
The purpose of Quadrangle Club is to present each year a play, written, staged and 
acted by Washington men and women.    This year's play was "The Sun of O'Gun." 
Director 
Business Manager 
Secretary 
Officers 
ARTHUR W. PROETZ 
ROBERT A. ROESSEL 
C. EUGENE SMITH 
Members 
SPENCER THOMAS, '10 
WYATT C. BRODIX 
MOULTON GREEN 
ARTHUR W. PROETZ, '10 
C. EUGENE SMITH 
KENDALL HARRISON 
MISS ALICE L. MCCLEVEY 
MISS HELEN BRYARS 
MISS HELEN GORSE, '10 
Miss ERMA PERHAM 
HARRY PAYNE 
PAUL COSTE 
RALPH BRYAN 
HAROLD ELROD 
MISS MARIE GALLENKAMP 
MISS HARRIETTS NEWMAN 
MISS JULIA SISSON 
MISS MARGUERITE PIERCE 
MISS MARIE BACON 
MISS HELEN STEVENS 
MISS W. WUERTENBAECHER 
MISS MILDRED FOX 
MISS SALLIE LEE SPARKS 
MISS MARY BROTHERTON 
MISS DRUE SMALLING 
MISS HAZEL CARTER 
MISS MILDRED DECOURCY 
MISS EDITH TAYLOR 
MISS ALMA TIEMANN 
MISS SENTA RETTER 
MISS GERTRUDE MAY 
MISS HAZEL SHELP 
MISS JOSEPHINE PICKERILL 
MISS MILDRED SEARCY 
MISS HAZEL BURCH 
MISS EMMA CARTER 
JOHN BATSCHY 
HARVEY ALBAN 
H. K. JACKSON 
R. H. SPARKS 
EARLE AMOS 
JOHN W. DEHNERT 
ARTHUR POSS 
WILLIAM CARSON 
H. B. JACOBSON 
RALPH MOONEY 
WALTER G. HAENSCHEN, '12 
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'OR he's a romping, roaring Sun of O-Gun, he rules the 
earth and he runs the sun"and so he ruled the big 
audience which filled the Odeon on February 13, 
to witness Quadrangle Club's fourth production "The 
Sun of O-Gun". The play, novel in its plot, clever in its pre- 
sentation, was an unqualified success, so much so that the 
Princess Company realized its professional qualities and re- 
produced it. 
The play justified its success as it possessed not only va- 
riety, but clever situations and catchy music. Opening with 
the thunder's crash, the roaring of the wind, the lightning's 
flash, with the dirge, the death dance, and the funeral pro- 
cession of the late monarch, it suddenly changed to laughable 
comedy. The two comedians, Ali Moh'd and Ali Carte blown 
into the temple by the storm, proceed to tell the audience what 
they would do if they were King. These two roles as presented 
by Mr. Moulton Green and Mr. Wyatt Brodix succeeded in 
winning their audience. Their drunken scene and Mr. Green's 
scene with the ponies culminating with the "Tea Time Tete 
Tete" song were features of the performance. 
Miss Erma Perham as Morgiana, the captive Princess, 
performed excellently; her "Dance of the Dawn" was exquisite 
in its grace and wonderful  in its effectiveness. 
Miss Alice McClevey as the Princess Ahmee, daughter of 
the late King, was consistent in her rendition of her part and 
pleasing in her interpretation. 
Dr. Arthur W. Proetz, as Tommy Tucker, the American— 
"the ripping, roaring Sun of O-Gun, who rose up out of the 
roaring sea and fixed everything as it ought to be", presented 
a character whose effectiveness was hampered by Dr. Proetz's 
laborious  duties  in  directing the production. 
The big successes of the evening were the Ponies and the Oc- 
tet. The former, as usual, won immediate and deserved attention 
by their "Death Dance" and closed with the "Tea Time Tete 
[188] 
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Tete" which called forth six encores. The latter, in their 
song and dance, "Woo-Woo," acted, danced and sang a diffi- 
cult song which rivaled the "Tete-a-Tete" in applause. The 
artisans in their songs "Why" and "Slang" were well received 
and succeeded in creating quite an impression. 
Mr. Eugene Smith, Mr. Spencer Thomas, Miss Helen 
Gorse, Mr. Kendall Harrison and Miss Helen Bryars, all did 
excellent work and contributed materially to the ultimate suc- 
cess   of  the   show. 
"Let credit be to whom credit is due" for Quadrangle 
Club, in producing the "Sun of O-Gun," did something which 
few Universities have attempted—they gave a play, written, 
acted, staged, and the music orchestrated by Washington men 
and women, and for this they are to be commended. They 
undertook an enterprise of large proportions, they successfully 
completed it, and by so doing reflected credit not only on them- 
selves  but  also  on  Washington  University. 
-R. A. R. 
"Cbe ^un of fMStm" 
Music by A. W. PROETZ 
Book by A. CARTER WEBB 
RUSTUM, KAHN  EARL THOMAS 
PRINCE,SS AHMELI  ALICE MCCLEVEY 
ALI KARTOUM  WYATT BRODIX 
ALI MOHAMMED  MOULTON GREEN 
TOMMY.TUCKER  DR. A. W. PROETZ 
PROF. STONINGHAM       .      . C. EUGENE SMITH 
MORGIA.NA  ERMA PERHAM 
ALGERNON BELLAIR  E. KENDALL HARRISON- 
ELAINE. BELI.AIR             HELEN BRYARS 
SYLVESTRIA PARKHURST  HELEN GORSE 
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President  
Secretary       
Treasurer      
Business Manager 
Librarian and Sergeant-at-Arms 
Director  
ARCHIE ALBERT 
CHARLES GALLENKAMP 
FRANK BILLS 
WYATT BRODIX 
WALKER BROTHERTON 
PAUL COSTE 
EDMUND DONK 
MARTIN HARRIS 
EMANUEL HAHN 
LAUNCELOT LUEKING 
EARLE AMOS 
RALPH BRYAN 
JOHN DEHNERT 
MOULTON GREEN 
HUBERT JACKSON 
HARRY JACOBSON 
JOHN BATSCHY 
AUGUST BRINKMAN 
H. A. CONRAD 
B. LANDIS ELLIOT 
HAROLD ELROD 
WALLACE  HARDAWAY 
FORREST P. HAYES 
Organized 1911 
Officers 
RALPH  BRYAN 
MOULTON GREEN 
CHARLES GALLENKAMP 
HENRY LOHMANN 
HAROLD ELROD 
MR. GLENN WOODS 
First Tenors 
HARRY PAYNE 
Second Tenors 
WM. HAYDOCK 
GEORCE LAMAR 
First Basses 
STEWART MCCORMACK 
DEMOTT MODISETTE 
JOHANNES PESSEL 
BERNARD G.  PROETZ 
HARVEY RAMSAY 
KENNETH ROBERTSON 
A. C. STANHOPE 
ERNST STRAUB 
HENRY LOHMANN 
GEORGE METCALFE 
FRANCIS R. MCMATH 
ARTHUR POSS, JR. 
CARL  STIFEL 
CHARLES STUDT 
Second Basses 
ROLAND HOERR 
FRANK INGALLS 
HOWARD E. LILLINGSTO^ 
GRAHAM  ROSBOROUGH 
PALMER STACY 
ELWOOD STEWARD 
First Tenor 
HARRY PAYNE 
Glee Club Quartette 
Second Tenor First Bass 
WYATT BRODIX MOULTON GREEN 
Second Bass 
WALLACE HARDAWAY 
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Organized 1911 
Director 
Assistant Director 
Librarian 
Business Manager 
Officers 
HARRY STOCKER 
ALLEN JEHLE 
CHARLES STUDT 
MILTON RUSSELL 
ARTHUR BRADY 
HUBERT JACKSON 
BERT LANRECK 
First Mandolins 
CARL STIFEL 
HARRY STOCKER 
W. E. SUEHRK 
BERT BRATNEY 
RAYMOND PERRY 
Second Mandolins 
MILTON RUSSELL 
CHARLES  STUDT 
Guitars 
CLIFFORD TAUSSIG ALLEN JEHLE 
FRED R. HAMMOND 
THOMAS FERGUSON 
Banjos 
BERT LANRECK 
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Organized  1912 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Librarian 
Director 
ERNST FREUND 
ESTHER LUCAS 
KIRK MCFARLAND 
DAVID TURK 
Viola 
EMANUEL HAHN 
First Violins 
IVER NELSON 
LORRULI RETHWILM 
EMANUEL HAHN 
ERNST FREUND 
KIRK MCFARLAND 
HARVEY RAMSAY 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
CARL STIFEL 
LORRULI RETHWILM 
CHARLES HAPPEL 
Second Violins 
DELIUS KOTTHOFF 
Contra-bass 
IRL ROSENBLUM 
Clarinet 
GLENN PHELPS 
Flute 
ELIZABETH FACHT 
Cornet 
WILLIAM ENSCORE 
Trombone 
IVER NELSON 
Pianist 
PERCY RAMSAY 
'Cello 
JOHANNES PESSEL 
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President 
Secretary 
Librarian 
DOROTHY CALMAN 
EMMA CARTER 
DELPHINE HAMEL 
CAROLYN LONG 
Organized  1910 
Members 
Sopranos 
MINOR W. STOUT 
HELEN SCHLESINGER 
HARRY  F.  SCHWARTING 
RUTH MOBLEY 
HELEN  RICHARDS 
HAZEL SHELP 
DOROTHY STAHI. 
MILDRED TURNER 
Altos 
RUTH BUSCHART 
MADELINE FLINT 
MA DIE KI.OTZ 
HELEN SCHLESINGER 
FLORENCE SISLER 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
JESSICA YOUNG 
Tenors 
ARCHIE ALBERT 
EDWARD WILLIAM DOLCH, JR. 
Basses 
JOHN BATSCHY 
THOMAS L. BLAKEMORE 
JOHN BORGSTEADT 
ARTHUR DUNHAM 
PAUL M. EI.LMAN 
RICHARD HATCH 
LOUIS FLINT 
ERNST JOSEPH STRAUB 
ELMER NIEMOELLER 
GWYNNE  RAYMOND 
HARRY SCHWARTING 
MINOR STOUT 
PAUL S. STEVENS 
LEROY M. SWEET 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-Arms   . 
Organized 1905 
Officers 
Faculty Members 
RALPH BRYAN 
HENRY LOHMANN 
JULIUS E. TARLING 
RAYMOND E. MARITZ 
PROF. CHAS. ABELLA 
MR.  L.  HILL 
RALPH BRYAN 
JOHN DEHNERT 
PROF. HOLMES SMITH 
Student Members 
1913 
MR. D. C. NICHOLSON 
PROF. J. B. ROBINSON 
GUSTAV A. HASEMANN 
HENRY LOHMANN 
JULIUS E. TARLING 
1914 
MILLER FRANKLIN CANN 
NEAL C. DAVIS 
GALE HENDERSON 
PERCY RAMSAY 
JOHN BATSCHY 
JOHN BORGSTEADT 
HARRY CROCKER 
GRADY GAFFORD 
ROBINSON HAMMOND 
STEWART MCCORMACK 
MACWILLIAMS  REMINGTON- 
JOSEPH  SENNE 
1915 
1916 
THEODORE MAENNER 
RAYMOND E. MARITZ 
PALMER ROGERS 
HARRY PAYNE 
ANGEL RUGARCIA 
EDWARD SCIIAUMBERG 
LUSBY SIMPSON 
JOHN  STECKER 
Ross THIELE 
CLIFFORD TAUSSIG 
ARNOLD TUCHSCHMIDT 
ARCHIBALD ALBERT 
EMILE  BEERS 
HERBERT BRATNEY 
PAUL BUNNELL 
Special Students 
HAROLD HARGITT 
PERCY LODGE 
JOHN MILES 
EDWARD SUEHRK 
HUMPHREY WOOLRYCH, JR. 
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The Civil Engineering Society Established 1906 
Officers 
President  JOSEPH E. VOLLMAR 
Vice-President  JOHN B. CLAYTON, JR. 
Secretary  GWYNNE RAYMOND 
Treasurer  PR°F- E- °' SWEETSER 
Faculty Members 
PROF. J. L. VAN ORNUM ASST. PROF. E. O. SWEETSER 
MR. CHAS. E. GALT 
W. L. BRYAN 
A. G. KELLER 
BEN MOREELL 
JOSEPH N. PRENSKY 
Members 
1913 
GWYNNE RAYMOND 
ALBERT ROSS 
HYMEN SHIFRIN 
JOSEPH VOLLMAR 
WALTER G. WILL 
ARTHUR BRADY 
J. B. CLAYTON, JR. 
WM. T. HAYDOCK 
1914 
ORNI WIDMAN 
W. I. JOLLEY 
MONROE VAN RAALTE 
HARRISON WEBER 
1915 
EDWARD BAKER 
C. E. BECKER 
WILLIAM BERNARD 
BEAUFORT BUCHANAN 
M. M. DEVORKIN 
DANIEL EVANS 
H. C. GRUNEWALD 
GEORGE HETLACE 
WM. D. HOLLAND 
KIRK MCFARLAND 
LlNDLEY   MlLFORD 
NORTON MONTEITH 
ALEX. F. SUSS 
GEORGE WEILMEYER 
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Washington University Branch Organized 1907 
Officers 
Chairman  C. E. WRIGHT 
Vice-Chairman  SHEPARD BARNES 
Secretary-Treasurer  A. S. BLATTERMAN 
Faculty Members 
PROF. A. S. LANGSDORF PROF. G. W. LA-MICE 
MR. C. H. HARDY 
Members 
P. W.  BAKER 
SHEPARD  BARNES 
A.  S.  BLATTERMAN 
A. L. CUTTER 
R. D. DUNCAN 
J. C. GRIFFITH 
F. Al. KANNENSTINE 
L. P. LUEKING 
E.    P.    NlEMOELLER 
B. G. PROETZ 
H.  P. SCHWARTING 
P. S. STEVENS 
E. S. WINFREE 
C. E. WRIGHT 
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AMERICAN SOCIETY 
3 OF MECHANICAL 
=^_ ENGINEERS 
Washington University Branch Organized 1910 
Honorary Chairman 
Chairman   . 
Vice-Chairman 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Officers 
PROF. E. L. OHLE 
DAVID B. SUTHERLAND 
ROWLAND DODSON 
ARMIN O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
PROF. E. L. OHLE 
MR. F. A. BERGER 
Faculty Members 
MR.' A. SEUBERT 
MR. THOS. SMITH 
MR. E. W. MARTIN 
T. L. BLAKEMORE 
K. COPE 
ROWLAND DODSON. 
P. M. ELLMAN 
L.  R.  FLINT 
C.  B. GODWIN 
L. GOOD, JR. 
M. H. HARRIS 
F. M. KANNENSTINE 
Members 
J. K. TULLY 
F.   A.    KOHLMEYER 
E. L. LACEY 
L. A. MAVERICK 
J. G. ROSBOROUGH, JR, 
K.   SCHENK 
A. O. SCHLEIFFARTH 
W. SIEGERIST 
R. SOUTHER 
DAVID B. SUTHERLAND 
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Washington University Branch Organized 1912 
Officers 
President  PAUL NELSON 
Executive Secretary  KENNETH LARKEY 
Faculty Members 
PROF. F. A. HALL, A.M., Liu. D. PROF. WM. H. ROEVER, PH. D. 
PROF. C. A. WALDO, PH.  D. MR. THOS. H.  SMITH 
Student Members 
ARCHIE ALBERT 
A. B.  BENDER 
FRANK BILLS 
THOMAS L. BLAKEMORE 
WM.  C.  BLISS 
JOHN BORGSTEADT 
GEORGE BREAKER 
K. M. COGGESHALL 
KENNETH COPE 
SAM DEKINS 
E. W. DOLCH 
ARTHUR DUNHAM 
R.. H. ECKERT 
B. LANDIS ELLIOT 
THOMAS FERGUSON 
LOUIS  FLINT 
B.  F.  GOLDSTEIN 
J.   W.   GONTERMAN 
J. M. GREEN 
CHAS. HAPPEL 
WALLACE D. HARDAWAY 
KENDALL HARRISON 
RICHARD HATCH 
OSCAR M. HAWKINS 
F. P. HAYS 
J. C. F. WALKER 
GALE HENDERSON 
IRA A. HUNT 
FRANK INGALLS 
GEORGE M. JACKSON 
CHESTER W. KOTSREAN 
D. H. KOTTHOFF 
KENNETH LARKEY 
A. J. LODGE 
W. P. LODGE 
KIRK MCFARLAND 
CLIFFORD MILLER 
PAUL NELSON- 
ELMER NIEMOELLER 
HARRY PAYNE 
J. F. PESSEL 
ULRICH POTTHOFF 
VICTOR H. RHODES 
ROBERT A. ROESSEL 
IRL ROSENBLUM 
LUSBY SIMPSON 
HARRY STOCKER 
MINOR STOUT 
L. M. SWEET 
FRED VANDERHOOF 
P.    T.    VICKROY 
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President 
Vice-Presidents 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Devotional 
Intercollegiate 
Philanthropic 
Social 
Membership 
GERTRUDE PRACK 
ADELE AEGERTER> 
HELEN ANDERSON 
MARIE BACON 
MARIE BAIN 
LEONA BECKMANN 
CLAIRE  BERRY 
HELEN BRYARS 
HAZEL  BURCH 
DOROTHY CALMAN 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
ADELE CLUNDT 
MILDRED COWDREY 
FRANCES DUFFETT 
ALICE ERNST 
GLADYS  FLORSHEIM 
HAZEL FORSYTHE 
MILDRED GLEDITZSCH 
E. GUNDELACH 
HELEN HAGEN 
DELPHINE HAMEL 
BINE HAWKEN 
JULIA HOLT 
FIELEN HUMPHREY 
MARY HIGGINBOTHAM 
BEATRICE JENNINGS 
DOROTHY JENNINGS 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
Organized 1909 
Cabinet Officers 
Chairmen of Committees 
Advisory Board 
EDITH SOUTHER 
Members 
LILLIAN KALB 
MARIE KAMMERER 
LOIS KIEFFER 
MARIE  KIRSH 
LUCILE KLEIN 
DOROTHY LAMB 
CAROLYN LONG 
ESTHER LUCAS 
GERTRUDE MAY 
RUTH MILLER 
ANNA MILLS 
RUTH MOBLEY 
LUCY NEWTON 
LORA OTTO 
MARY LEE PICKEL 
RUTH  PICKEL 
MARGUERITE PIERCE 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
HELEN RICHARDS 
GRACE RODGERS 
LAURA ROEHRICH 
MARIE RUEBEL 
FLORENCE SAMMONS 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
ESTHER SCHNEIDER 
ELMYRA SEWING 
ALICE HAZEL SHELP 
CAROLYN LONG 
/GRACE RODGERS 
\LEONA BECKMANN 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
HELEN RICHARDS 
ANNA ADELE  SHREVE 
MARGARET DEGARMO 
LEONA BECKMANN 
MRS. SELDON SPENCER 
HELEN SHRYOCK 
FLORENCE SISSLER 
HELEN SMART 
FRANCES SPALILDING 
MARGARET STERN 
ESTHER SWINEHART 
SIBYL TATE 
EMMA THUENER 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
ELSIE UEBERLE 
ANTOINETTE WALLIS 
HEROLD WEST 
GEORGIA WITTICH 
MRS. J. A. WHITLOW 
LETA WRIGHT 
JESSICA YOUNG 
RUTH  ZACHER 
ELVIRA ZIMMERMANN 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
FRANCES  FOX 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
MARGUERITE MOTT 
OAKLEY ST. JOHN 
AIILDRED TURNER 
CORINNE WOLFF 
[209; 
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Organized 1911 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Officers 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
HELEN DONNELLY 
MARIE UPDIKE 
ADELE AEGERTER 
CATHERINE BAKER 
RUTH BUSCHART 
DOROTHY CHILDS 
HELEN DONNELLY 
MILDRED GLEDITZSCH 
HELEN HAGIN 
EDITH JONES 
MA DIE KLOTZ 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
CARRIE LONG 
Members 
MARGARET MANLEY 
MILDRED MASCHMEIER 
ANNA MILLS 
RUTH MOBLEY 
MARGUERITE MOTT 
RUTH PICKEL 
HELEN RICHARDS 
LAURA ROEHRICH 
ESTHER SCHNEIDER 
CARRIE SCOTT 
ADELE SEIFERT 
ELMYRA SEWING 
HAZEL SHELP 
ANNIE ADELE SHREVE 
FRANCES SPAULDING 
ADA ROSS 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
IDA DELL UPDIKE 
MARIE UPDIKE 
MATILDE WATSON 
HEROLD WEST 
MRS. FLORENCE USHER 
The Government Club is an organization composed of women students chosen from 
all departments of the University for high scholarship or for unusual ability. Questions 
of broad public significance are studied and discussed. 
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Dunham Gleick Mohle 
Che 3nter=CoUegtate Beating 
Ceam 
ARTHUR DUNHAM GLEN H. MOHLER HARRY S. GLEICK 
Alternate 
THEODORE LEILICH 
Head Coach 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROLAND G. USHER 
Manager of the Debate 
DELIUS H. KOTTHOFF 
Washington held a debate with Drury College on April 11th, at St. Louis, on the 
subject: ,    . , ,    _  .. 
Resolved: "That the Policy of Regulation of Monopoly is Preferable to the Folicy 
of Prohibition of Monopoly." 
Washington upheld the negative. 
axLlasinngton tKnitiersttp Debating Council 
President HARRY S. GLEICK 
Secretary GROVER C. SIBLEY 
Faculty Members 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR ROLAND G. USHER 
DEAN WILLIAM S. CURTIS ASSISTANT PROFESSOR CHARLES E. CORY 
Student Members 
ARTHUR DUNHAM BEN F. GOLDSTEIN 
HARRY S. GLEICK GROVER SIBLEY 
The Debating Council represents all of the debating interests of the University and 
exercises complete control over intercollegiate debates. 
[•21i; 
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Organized 1907 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Sergeant-at-A rms 
Student Life Representative 
ARTHUR DUNHAM 
RICHARD A. HATCH 
DELIUS H. KOTTHOFF 
ARTHUR J. FREUND 
RALPH R. NEUHOFF 
THOMAS R. FERGUSON 
Members 
H. F. BOETTLER 
EDWARD DOLCH 
R. H. ECKERT 
H. S. GLEICK 
B. F. GOLDSTEIN 
J. W. GONTERMAN 
KENDALL HARRISON 
J. A. HUNT 
C. KOTSREAN 
K. C. LARKEY 
T. F. LEILICH 
DEMOTT MODISETTE 
R. R. NEUHOFF 
A.  S. OLIVER 
ARTHUR POSS 
G. C. SIBLEY 
ARTHUR DUNHAM 
R. A. HATCH 
D. H. KOTTHOFF 
A. J. FREUND 
T. R. FERGUSON 
213] 
Organized  1911 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Committeeman 
H. F. BOETTLER 
M. W. STOUT 
F. D. LYNCH 
DELIUS KOTTHOFF 
PAUL E. NELSON 
Members 
Class A 
BOETTLER 
GODLOVE 
HATCH 
KEYSOR 
KOTTHOFF 
LYNCH 
Class B 
BRACEY 
ELLIOTT 
FF.LKER 
GLEICK 
HAHN 
JACOBSON 
Class B 
P. NELSON 
I. NELSON 
ROSENBLUM 
RUSSIE 
SIEGER 
STIFEL 
The team which won the tournament with the University of Illinois was composed of: 
BOETTLER GODLOVE LYNCH 
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Organized 1912 
Officers 
President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
MADIE KI.OTZ 
HELEN STEVENS 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
ADELE AEGERTER 
HELEN ANDERSON 
MARIE BACON- 
MARIA BAIN 
FLORENCE BAIRD 
ANNY BARCK 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
HELEN BRYARS 
MISS BUSHMANN 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
FANNY CUSHING 
MARGARET DEGARMO 
HELEN DONNELLY 
HELEN DUFFETT 
MILDRED GLEIDITZSCH 
BINE HAWKEN 
Members 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
BEATRICE JENNINGS 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
MADIE KLOTZ 
E. KOPPES 
JULIA KRAUSNICK 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
CARRIE  LONG 
MARY MACDONALD 
MARGARET MANLEY 
GERTRUDE MAY 
MISS MCCAULLEY 
ALICE MCCLEVEY 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
JULIA MORSE 
LUCY NEWTON 
ELIZABETH NIXON 
JUNE OEHLER 
RUTH PICKEL 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
NELLIE ROGERS 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
MRS.  SHIPLEY 
HELEN STEVENS 
JULIA SISSON 
HELEN STIX 
MRS. SWIFT 
EMMA THUENER 
ALMA TIEMANN 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
MARIE UPDIKE 
LEONORA WOODWARD 
[2151 
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President 
Vice-President 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Organized 1910 
THEODORE F. LEILICH 
LEO MCCARTHY 
GEORGE M. JACKSON 
Faculty Members 
PROF. ALLYN A. YOUNG, PH.D. ASSOCIATE PROF. ROLAND GREENE USHER, PH.D. 
Members 
WILLIAM G. BAUMAN 
L. A. BUSHMAN 
FRANK M. DEBATIN 
CHAS. H. DUNCKER 
PAUL M. ELLMAN 
THOMAS R. FERGUSON 
ARTHUR J. FREUND 
EDWARD S. GARVEY 
HARRY S. GLEICK 
BEN. F. GOLDSTEIN 
VERNE W. GOULD 
JAMES S. GRAY 
GEORGE M. HAGEE 
CHARLES W. HAPPEL 
GALE E. HENDERSON 
RICHARD HUDLER 
GEORGE JACKSON 
CHESTER W. KOTSREAN 
THEODORE F. LEILICH 
JOHN S. LIONBERGER 
LEO MCCARTHY 
BEN MOREELL 
HENRY C. PATTERSON 
GARNER W. PENNEY 
ROBERT A. ROESSEL 
IRWIN SALE 
C. EUGENE SMITH 
HARRY R. STOCKER 
FRED VANDERHOOF 
ROLAND H. WIECHERT 
[217] 
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The French Club Organized 1910 
Officers 
President 
Secretary 
DOROTHY CHILDS 
LoRRULI   RETHWILM 
KATHKRINE BAKER 
ANNY BARCK 
CLAIRE BERRY 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
ELSIE FACKT 
FANNIE FOX 
BINE HAWKEN 
MADIE KLOTZ 
Membership 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
MARGARET MANLEY 
ANNA MILLS 
RUTH MOBLEY 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
LORRULI RETHWILM 
HELEN SCHLESINGER 
ESTHER SCHNEIDER 
MARIE UPDIKE 
[2181 
President 
Established 1911 
JACOB SCHRAMM (Shaw School of Botany.) 
Executive Committee 
ALBERT M.  BROWN  (Department of Sciences.) 
WM. A.  CROSSI.AND  (School  of Social Economy.) 
GUSTAV LAUTERBACH  (Department of Arts.) 
MILDRED WEBSTER  SPARGO  (Shaw School of Botany.) 
RUTH BEATTIE 
AUCUST J. BROCKLAND 
ALBERT M. BROWN 
MISS MARY BRYAN 
S. A. BURGESS 
ERNEST F. BUSH 
PATTIE M. CLAYTON 
SADIE CONNOR 
J. S. COOI.EY 
WM. A. CROSSLAND 
MARY G. CUMMINGS 
A. R. DAVIS 
FRANK W. DEBATIN 
MARGARET DE MERITT 
WM. A. DITTMER 
W. H. EMIG 
Membership 
MRS. L. R. ESSEX 
ARTHUR E. EWING, M.D. 
ELIZABETH L. FACHT 
ANNE P. FISHER 
ELIZABETH B. FLETCHER 
LULU GORDON 
JULIA B. GRISWOLD 
RUTH M. HARPER 
WILHEI.MINA HEIMBERG 
GEORGE R. HILL, JR. 
ERNEST G. HOFFSTEN 
GRACE E. JENCKE 
C.    C.    KOCIIENDERFER 
GERTRUDE KRAUSNICK 
LUCILE LEDERER 
GUSTAV A. LAUTERBACH 
EMILY MAGUIRE 
CORA MCKELLIP 
FRED B. MORGAN 
AUGUST NOLTE 
WM. W. OHLWEILER 
LEE 0. OVERHOLTS 
ZILA A. ROBBINS 
W.   H.    SCHLEUTER 
JACOB R. SCHRAMM 
HELEN P. SHULTZ 
MARY D. SPALDING 
MILDRED  SPARGO 
SELDEN P. SPENCER, JR. 
BENT.  C. WEAKLEY 
LOUISE H. WENZEL 
HARRIET E. WORTHINGTON 
The Graduate Club was organized in October, 1911, in response to a desire that 
the graduate students of the various schools and departments of the University be 
brought into closer contact and sympathy and to foster among them a spirit of fellow- 
ship and co-operation. 
The meetings, which are held monthly, are designed to acquaint the members with 
the work of other departments, to overcome the lack of articulation between the various 
schools because of their wide separation geographically, to counteract, in part, the 
narrowing effects of specialization and to provide a medium of social contact for all 
advanced  students. 
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Published  weekly  by  the   Students  of  the  University. 
Organized 1S78 
Editorial Staff 
Editor-in-Chief 
Managing Editor 
Business Manager 
Assistant Business Manager 
Circulation Manager 
Associate Editor 
Associate Editor 
Art Editor 
Athletic Editor 
Literary Editor 
Exchange Editor 
LEO MCCARTHY 
WILLIAM CARSON 
ROBERT A. ROESSEI. 
SAM DEKINS 
THOMAS FERGUSON 
CHARLES DUNCKER 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
KENDALL HARRISON 
DOUGLAS MARTIN 
BINE HAWKEN 
MARGARET MANLEY 
Members 
EARLE AMOS 
HAZEL BURCH 
WILLIAM CARSON 
FELIX COSTE 
SAM DEKINS 
CHARLES DUNCKER 
THOMAS FERGUSON- 
MADELEINE FLINT 
MOULTON GREEN 
KENDALL HARRISON 
BINE HAWKEN 
MADIE KI.OTZ 
DELIUS KOTTHOFF 
CAROLYN LONG 
LEO MCCARTHY 
MARGARET MANLEY 
DOUGLAS MARTIN 
PAUL NELSON 
ARTHUR POSS 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
GWYNNE RAYMOND 
P.OBERT ROESSEL 
MILTON RUSSELL 
HELEN SCHLESINGER 
HARRY STOCKER 
ELEANOR TUCKER 
HEROLD WEST 
OTTO WILHELMI 
BLOSSOM BLOSS 
Honorary Members 
DR. A. W. PROETZ 
[221] 
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1914 Hatcltft JBoarfc 
Editor-in-Chief 
Business Manager 
CHARLES H. DUNCKER, JR. 
ROBERT A.  ROESSEL 
EDMUND DONK 
MARTIN HARRIS 
ADA NICHOLSON 
Associate Editors 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
C. EUGENE SMITH 
WYATT C. BRODIX 
Art Editors 
MARY EMILY MACDONALD 
SAM F. TRELEASE 
Photographers 
ROLAND GRIMM 
Arts and Science 
Class Representatives 
1913, HENRY LOHMANN 
1914, HEROLD WEST 
( JAMES TULLY 
I RUTH PRITCHARD 
1916, MAXWELL KENNEDY 
1915, 
Medical 
1913, MEREDITH JOHNSON 
1914, A. A.  GILBERT 
1915, E. R. KELLERSBERCER 
1916, PAUL H. STEVENSON 
Law 
1913, IRWIN SALE 
1914, VERNE GOULD 
1915, GEORGE HAGEE 
Dental 
1913, CHAS. F. BERRYMAN 
1914, IRA T. MAUPIN 
1915, F. W. HENSELMEIER 
Art 
MADELINE K. FLINT 
[223 
T5oatO of publication 
OTTO HELLER, PH.D Chairman and General Editor 
ROLAND GREENE USHER, PH.D  Editor of the Record 
WILLIAM ROY MACKENZIE, PH.D  •* 
FRANCIS Cox WALKER, PH.D  jEditors of the Catalogues 
ROBERT JAMES TERRY, M.D  Editor  of the  Medical  Bulletin 
GEORGE OSCAR JAMES, PH.D  
ALEXANDER SUSS LANCSDORF, M.M.E.          .       .       .       £■,-, t .,    ^      ,    i 
_              „,              _ , (Editors of the Quarterly 
GEORGE THOMAS MOORE, PH.D  
ALLYN ABBOTT YOUNG, PH.D. J 
ROBERT STINSON STARBIRD, A.B. 
MARY BLOSSOM BLOSS Secretary to the Board. 
Series I. The Washington University Record, issued monthly from November to 
May, contains a resume of the principal activities of the University for the period 
covered, together with articles of a non-technical character on literary and scientific 
subjects. 
Series IT. The Catalogues. This series includes the Annual Catalogue of the Uni- 
versity and the individual catalogues of the various departments. 
Series III. The Medical Bulletin reprints papers by members of the Medical School 
Faculty. 
Series IV. The Washington University Quarterly is a series containing technical 
articles  and  monographs upon linguistics, philosophy,  history,  etc. 
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■ nmn LOJIMA/IH 
LEWD MAVERICK 
LEO wKAFfflY 
DC/1 MOREELL 
JOJ1/1 £AG5DALE 
DAVE DVTHEIOM) 
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Honorary Sophomore  Society Organized 1904 
actiue Members, Class of 1915 
WILLIAM BAUMAN 
BEAUFORT BUCHANAN 
ALFRED CLARK 
KENNETH COGGESHALL 
FELIX W. COSTE 
MOULTON GREEN 
ROLAND GRIMM 
WILLIAM HOLLAND 
NORTON MONTEITH 
JAMES WATKINS 
[229] 
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The Honorary Freshman  Society Organized 1904 
active ^emuets, Class of 1916 
EARLE AMOS 
WILL BRAY 
WALDO CLAYTON 
LEE HARRISON 
HUBERT JACKSON 
MAXWELL KENNEDY 
WALTER MEISTER 
GEORGE METCALFE 
CLIFFORD TAUSSIG 
CLARENCE TENNEY 
ARNOLD TUCHSCHMIDT 
[ 231 ] 
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Established 1911 
President First Semester 
President Second Semester 
Secretary    .... 
HARRY STOCKER, Kappa Sigma 
WALLACE D. HARDAWAY, Theta Xi 
MARTIN HARRIS, Kappa Alpha. 
Fraternities Represented 
Phi Delta Theta 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Beta Theta Pi 
Kappa Sigma 
Sigma  Chi 
Sigma Nu 
Theta Xi 
Kappa  Alpha 
The Pan-Hellenic Association is composed of the eight general men's fraternities in 
the Department of Arts and Sciences and exercises jurisdiction ever the affairs pertain- 
ing to the common interests of the fraternities represented. Each year it gives a 
Smoker to which the members of any fraternity are invited. It has passed and en- 
forced, the following scholarship rule: "Any candidate for admission into a fraternity 
of the Association shall pass two quarters work with an average grade.of 'C, or no 
grade below 'D', immediately prior to his initiation." 
[234; 
$an ^ellemc pageball Series; 
1912 
Won by Theta Xi 
1st Division 
2nd Division 
Sigma Nu . . . . 
Sigma Chi . . . . 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
Theta Xi     .     .     .     . 
Kappa Alpha   . 
Kappa Sigma   . 
Beta Theta Pi .     .     . 
Phi Delta Theta   .     . 
Won by 
Theta Xi 
Beta Theta Pi 
Theta Xi 
The Pan-Hellenic Association each spring arranges for a series of inter-fraternity 
baseball games, the winner of which has its name engraved on the Pan-Hellenic Trophy 
and.has possession of the trophy for one year or until another team wins the champion- 
ship.    Theta Xi was the winning team in 1912. 
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Mi ri Gamma  Chapter 
Fratres in Facultate 
DAVID FRANKLIN HOUSTON, A.M., LL.D. 
SAMUEL MONDS COULTER, PH.D. 
GEORGE REEVES THROOP, PH.D. 
JOHN KENNEDY BLACK, B.S. 
JOHN HART BROWN, A.M. 
PIUGENE TOWER SENSENEY, A.B., M.D. 
RALPH WALTER MILLS, B.S., M.D. 
WALTER FISCHEL, A.B., M.D. 
CHARLES PARKER WILLIAMS, A.B. 
FRANCIS MITCHELL CAYOU, A.B. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
Established 1S91 
LEWIS ADAMS MAVERICK 
GARNER WEST PENNEY, LL.B. 
ALBERT SHELBY BLATTERMAN 
1914 
1915 
CLAY PRESTON 
HARRY SWOPE 
CHARLES EUGENE SMITH 
DONALD SANGREE LAMM 
HERBERT GERALD MCELHINNEY 
LINDLEY CHARLES MILFORD 
PALMER DAVID ROGERS 
ROBERT MILTON RUSSELL 
HENRY SPENCE BROOKES, JR. 
FELIX WILKINS COSTE 
PAUL COSTE 
HARRY AUGUST FELDBUSH 
GEORGE CHARLES HETLAGE 
JOHN JAMES SUMMERSBY, JR. 
1916 
LAYMAN BECKETT BROWN ROLLAND EVERETT MEYERS 
LEE HARRISON, JR. RALPH EDGARTON MOONEY 
MONROE CUMING LEWIS 
Pledged 
CYRIL CUNNINGHAM PENNY 
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Missouri Beta Chapter Established 1S92 
Fratres in Facultate 
ALLYN ARTHUR YOUNG, PH.D. 
CHARLES E. GALT, C.E. 
SHEPARD BARNES 
AUGUST M. BRINKMAJ 
JAMES S. GRAY 
WYATT C. BRODIX 
EDWARD S. GARVEY 
MERRITT C. BARRELL 
GALE E. HENDERSON 
WILLIAM A. BRAY, JR. 
WALKER P. BROTHERTON 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
RALPH BRYAN 
NORMAN CHIVVIS 
MEREDITH R. JOHNSTON 
1914 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP 
ROLAND J. GRIMM 
ALBERT E. FRENCH 
1915 
ALLEN G. JEHLE 
DOUGLAS V. MARTIN, JR. 
OTTO J. WILHELMI, JR. 
1916 
ALBERT L. GILBERT 
BENJAMIN LEWIS, JR. 
CHARLES W. STUDT 
Pledged 
L. MARQUARD FORSTER 
FAIRFAX FUNSTEN 
NORRIS B. GREGG, JR. 
PERCY MEIER 
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Alpha  Iota  Chapter Established 1869 
Re-established 1901 
Fratres in Facilitate 
FRANCIS EUGENE NIPHER, A.M., LL.D. 
JOHN LANE VAN ORNUM, C.E. 
LE-ROY MCMASTER, PH.D. 
PAUL YOER TUPPER, M.D. 
JOSEPH W. CHARLES, A.B., M.D. 
JOHN BLAISDEL SHAPLEIGH, A.B., M.D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
HENRY RUDOLPH LOH.MANN 
LEO MCCARTHY 
MILLER FRANKLIN C. CANN 
JOHN BENJAMIN CLAYTON, JR. 
CHARLES HENRY DUNCKER, JR. 
VERNE WILLIAM GOULD 
MOULTON GREEN 
ROLAND MILTON HOERR 
HAROLD CLARK KEYSOR 
JOHN MARTIN BATSCHY 
HAROLD GLENN ELROD 
A. STEWART MCCORMACK 
1913 
1914 
1915 
1916 
ALFRED THEODORE SIHLER 
WALTER GEORGE WILL 
OTTO LEANDER KOCHTITZKY, JR. 
JOHN SHEPLEY LIONBERGER 
HENRY CLAY PATTERSON 
ROBERT ALFRED ROESSEL 
NOBLE DUBOIS MCCORMACK 
DEMOTT MODISETTE 
ROBERT HENRY SPARKS 
GEORGE STRODTMANN METCALFE 
EDWARD GEORGE SCHAUMBERG, JR. 
LUKE SELLS STITES 
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Beta  Sigma  Chapter Established 1902 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
CLIFFORD BURGESS GODWIN HARVEY WALL RAMSAY 
1914 
HARRY RUTHERFORD STOCKER HERBERT L. BARTHELS 
ARCHIBALD MUELLER GASKII.I. ROYAL ALEXANDER DICKIE 
FRED VANDERHOF 
ULRICH POTTHOFF 
SAMUEL DEKINS 
CARL STIFEL 
1915 
PERCY RAMSAY 
WILLIAM D. HOLLAND 
ORVILLE SUCK 
EARLE AMOS 
WALTER FATH 
1916 
MARVIN HUNDLEY 
HOWARD D. JAMES 
Pledged 
KENDALL HARRISON 
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Tau Tau Chapter 
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Frater in Facultate 
ERNEST O. SWEETSER, B.S. 
Established 1902 
ROBERT D. DUNCAN 
FRANK BERRYHILL 
RAYMOND A. PERRY 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
GEORGE M. HAGEE 
FRANK BILLS 
1914 
PAUL E. NELSON 
ORNI WIDMAN 
ELWOOD STEWARD 
WILLIAM G. BAUMAN 
THOMAS R. FERGUSON 
CARTER BLISS 
BERTRAND BRATNEY 
1915 
HARRY D. PAYNE 
EVAN SEARCY 
PAUL HEWITT 
1916 
LEE HARPER 
CLEVELAND X. HENNING 
JAMES BRIGHAM 
Pledged 
ERWIN COZZENS 
ARTHUR POSS, JR. 
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Gamma  Omicron Chapter Established 1903 
Frater in Facultate 
ALBERT MARION BROWN, PH.B., LL.B., A.M. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
GEORGE J. BREAKER, A.B. DAVID B. SUTHERLAND 
JOSEPH E. VOLLMAR 
NEAL C. DAVIS 
1914 
ROWLAND W. DODSON 
SAMUEL F. TRELEASE 
JOSEPH L. PATTON 
EDWIN SCHISLER 
1915 
VICTOR HARRY RHODES 
JAMES A. WATKINS 
CHARLES NORTON MONTEITH 
1916 
WALTER F. MEISTER 
Pledged 
CHARLES L. GRAHAM 
AMBROSE  BRUSSARD 
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Iota Chapter 
Efjeta Xi 
Established 1905 
Frater in Facultate 
CHESTER HARDY, B.S. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
JOHN W. DEHNERT ELMER  L.  LACEY 
WALLACE D. HARDAWAY 
EDMUND C. DONK 
HARRY W. FOSTER 
1914 
BERNARD G. PROETZ 
JOHN C. GRIFFITH 
ARMIN O. SCHI.EIFFARTH 
WILLIAM T. HAYDOCK 
EDWARD L. HORNER 
1915 
CHARLES HARDY 
HERMAN C. GRUNEWALD 
WILLIAM C. BERRY 
RALPH L. GRAY 
KENNETH S. CHENERY 
1916 
JULIUS H. OETTING 
CHARLES H. PROETZ 
MAX S. JONES 
Pledged 
MAXWELL KENNEDY, JR. 
FRANCIS R. MCMATH 
.., -a 
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Beta Theta Chapter Established 1905 
Frater in Facilitate 
WILLIAM  MCKIM  MARRIOTT,   A.B.,  M.D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
GERHART S. SUPPIGER 
GEORGE R. ANDERSON 
EDWARD W. BROWN 
HARRY C. FAIR 
ARMIN C. BESTE 
F. M. VAN DYKE 
1914 
MARTIN H. HARRIS 
THEODORE K.MAENNER 
GLEN HALL MOHI.ER 
RICHARD G. SOUTHER 
ALFRED S. CLARK, JR. 
HAROLD A. CONRAD 
WEBB LOUIS KAMMERER 
1915 
1916 
SOLOMON SUPPIGER 
JAMES K. TULI.Y 
CLARENCE C. TENNY 
Pledged 
KENNETT A. ROBERTSON 
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Cooley Chapter 
Mi ©dta W 
Fratres in Facilitate 
WILLIAM SAMUEL CURTIS, A.B., LL.B., LL.D. 
WILLIAM WINCHESTER KEYSOR, LITT.B., LL.B. 
FREDERICK AUGUST WIZLIZENUS, A.B., LL.B. 
TYRRELL MEADE WILLIAMS, A.B., LL.B. 
ARTHUR BEHK SHEPLEY, A.B., LL.B. 
Established 1882 
AUGUST M. BRINKMAN 
WILLIAM J. BROWN, B.S. 
JAMES S. GRAY 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
GARNERW. PENNEY, LL.B. 
GROVER C. SIBLEY 
ALFRED T. SIHLER 
HARRY SWOPE 
HARRY C. FAIR 
CHARLES O. GALLENKAMP 
VERNE W. GOULD 
1914 
JOHN S. LIONBERGER, A.B. 
HENRY C. PATTERSON, A.B. 
ELWOOD M. STEWARD, A.B. 
IRA J. UNDERWOOD, A.B. 
MERRIT C. BARREI.I. 
1915 
WILLIAM C. GRANT DONALD S. LAMM 
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Alpha Kappa Phi Chapter Established 1900 
Fratres in Facultate 
GEORGE DOCK, SC.D., M.D. 
HENRY SCHWARZ, M.D. 
FRANK R. FRY, M.D. 
GEORGE M. TUTTLE, A.B., M.D. 
ADRIEN S. BLEYER, M.D. 
NATHANIEL ALLISON, M.D. 
MALVERN B. CLOPTON, M.D. 
SAMUEL T. NICHOLSON, M.D. 
ROGER S. MORRIS, M.D. 
PAUL Y. TUPPER, M.D. 
HARVEY G. MUDD, M.D. 
ELLSWORTH SMITH, JR., A.M. 
SELDEN SPENCER, M.D. 
WALTER BAUMGARTEN, M.D. 
FRED FAHLEN, M.D. 
O. H. CAMPBELL, M.D. 
M.D. 
WALTER W. HORST 
GEORGE F. HOURN 
MEREDITH R. JOHNSTON 
PHILIP P. GREEN 
FREDERICK F. ALSOP 
EDMOND BECHTOLD 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
S. W. MCKELVEY 
FRED S. PERRINGS 
OTTO H. SCHWARZ 
LEITH H. SLOCUMB 
1914 
ELLSWORTH E. MOOD-I 
DAVID E. SMITH 
1915 
ELLIOTT K. DIXON 
DALTON K. ROSE 
ROBERT VINYARD 
1916 
NOBLE MCCORMACK 
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Fratres in Facilitate 
Established 1903 
JAMES F. ABBOTT, PH.D. 
"LELAND B. ALFORD, M.D. 
MALCOLM A. BLISS, M.D. 
GIVEN CAMPBELL, M.D. 
NORMAN B. CARSON, M.D. 
W. L. CLAPPER, M.D. 
FRANK L. DAVIS, M.D. 
ROBT. C. DERIVAUX, M.D. 
ARTHUR E. EWING, A.M., M.D. 
FRANK H. EWERHARDT, M.D. 
GEORGE GELLHORN, M.D. 
FREDERICK E 
JOHN GREEN, B.S., A.M., M.D., LL.D. 
JULIUS H. GROSS, M.D. 
LOUIS K. GUGGENHEIM, M.D. 
HARRY McC. JOHNSON, M.D. 
WALTER L. JOHNSON, M.D. 
JESSE S. MYER, A.B., M.D. 
WM. E. SAUER, M.D. 
JOHN B. SHAPLEIGH, A.M., M.D. 
SELIG SIMON, M.D. 
GREENFIELD SLUDER, M.D. 
MEYER WIENER, M.D. 
WOODRUFF, M.D. 
FRED L. GIBBS 
LEO J. KILIAN 
JONAS C. KOPELOWITZ 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
WALTER E. KOPPENBRINK 
EDW. W. RODENHEISER 
OMAR R. SEVIN 
PRESTON THOMPSON 
1914 
FRED B. ABBOTT 
THOMAS E. COOPER 
CHAS. CURTIS ALLEN 
L. H. FUSON 
EUGENE R. KELLERSBERGER 
WALCOTT DENISON 
SAM. H. SNIDER 
1915 
JAY M. KUHNS 
JOSEPH E. STRODE 
WILLIAM T. WILKENING 
1916 
PAUL H. STEVENSON 
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Alpha  Zeta  Chapter Established 1905 
EDMOND A. BABLER, M.D. 
VILRAY P. BLAIR, M.D. 
R. WALTER MILLS, M.D. 
HARRY M. MOORE, M.D., A.B. 
ROBERT E. SCHLEUTER, M.D., PH.D 
CARL A. W. ZIMMERMAN, M.D. 
A. C. KIMBALL, M.D., A.B. 
HERMAN A. HANSER, M.D. 
ALBERT F. KOETTER, M.D. 
R. H. FUHRMAN, M.D. 
Fratres in Facultate 
FREDERICK HALL, M.D. 
M. E. HOGE, M.D. 
G. H. RAITHEL, M.D. 
WILLIAM KERWIN, M.D. 
HENRY BEWIG, M.D. 
I. R. CLARK, M.D. 
PERCY NEWMAN, M.D. 
G. D. ROYSTON, M.D. 
J. MCANLIFFE, M.D. 
R. G. HURFORD, M.D. 
THEO. GRENIER, M.D. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
RAYMOND J. JOSEPH JAMES B. BIGGS 
FREDERICK OSCAR KETTLEKAMP 
1914 
JOHN D.JACKSON GEORGE DAVID KETTLEKAMP 
JOHN T. MCLARNEY 
IRENAEUS L. FOULON 
1915 
HARRY SQUIBB 
1916 
FRANK B. WEIK 
Pledged 
R. BARNEY 
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Omicron Chapter Established 190G 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
FLOYD A. BURGER HARVEY B. SPANGLER 
L. DAVID ENLOE LEROY SANTE 
WILLIAM H. WAGENBACH 
1914 
ALLAN A. GILBERT 
Lux H. BOCK 
HAROLD H. JONES 
1915 
HERBERT S. LANGSDORF 
SAMUEL F. WENNERMAN 
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Tau Chapte 
Fratres in Facilitate 
Established 1901 
WALTER M. BARTLETT, D.D.S. 
BENNO E. LISCHER, D.D.S. 
JESSE D. WHITE, D.D.S. 
EDGAR H. KEYES, D. D.S. 
JAMES A. BROWN, D.D.S. 
Fratres 
DE LAFAYETTE REID 
MARVIN BURTON 
CHRISTIAN STROH 
WILLIAM C. CARTER 
VICTOR GRICE 
HARRY R. SHANLEY 
CHARLES O. THOMSON 
WILLIAM L. CONRAD 
HAROLD E. WEIR 
CLARE A. ALCORN 
DAVIS B. DORON 
CHESTER B. PARKINSON 
HUGH E. STEVENSON 
HARRISON H. CORNWALL 
H 
F. A. NEUHOFF, D.D.S. 
FREDERICK W. HORSTMAN, D.D.S. 
L. G. NEUHOFF, D.D.S. 
V. C. RUCKSTUHL, D.D.S. 
J. C. TRISKA, D.D.S. 
in Universitate 
1913 
BOYD L. SMITH 
CAMPBELL H. GLASCOCK 
J. W. FERGUSON 
E. L. THOMPSON 
T. KEMPER 
1914 
1915 
LLOYD B. WRIGHT 
WALTER F. NEUHOFF 
GRANT C GENTRY 
VICTOR D. WINTERS 
JAMES M. ASHLEY 
IRA T. MAUPIN 
EARL A. BOHNER 
MARION L. BRADBURY 
HERBERT C. WILL 
DYSART B. MOORE 
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Upsilon Chapter Established  1904 
Fratres in Facultate 
JOHN HANGER KENNERLEY, D.D.S., M.D. 
LE GRAND M. COX, D.D.S., M.D. 
EWING P. BRADY, D.D.S. 
LOUIS P. THOMAS, D.D.S. 
Fratres in Universitate 
1913 
CHARLES E. BERRYMAN 
HARVEY H. BONDS 
JOSEPH T. FUNKHOUSER 
HARRY LEE GRAINER 
ARMOUR R. MEADOR 
ROBERT A. SUTCLIFF 
EDWARD T. THOMPSON 
WILEY A. WRIGHT 
JAMES TITTERINGTON 
JOHN F. BABER 
CHARLES F. ELDER 
1914 
FRED H. WESTHOFF 
CHARLES H. BROWN 
DE WILTON H. MILSTEAD 
JOHN S. RHODE 
BENJAMIN H. BARTON 
JAMES L. QUILLMAN 
1915 
LINCOLN SANDERS 
HARRY E. WUEST 
I 
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Washington University Chapter 
President    .       .       .       . 
Vice-President 
Recording Secretary 
Corresponding Secretary 
Treasurer 
Established 1910 
Officers 
W. E. MCCOURT 
R. J.  TERRY 
J. C. RAYWORTH 
E. L. OHLE 
J.  F.  ABBOTT 
Active Members 
JAMES FRANCIS ABBOTT 
A. M. BROWN 
GEORGE DOCK 
WILLIAM HARRISON EMIG 
VICTOR E. EMMEL 
EDMUND ARTHUR ENGLER 
JOSEPH ERLANGER 
A. E. EWING 
CHARLES ELIJAH GALT 
WALTER E. GARREY 
ROBERT A.  GESELL 
R. A. HALL 
CHESTER HARVEY HARDY 
DENNIS E. JACKSON- 
GEORGE OSCAR JAMES 
GEORGE WILLIAM LAMKE 
ALEXANDER SUSS LANCSDORF 
WALTER E. MCCOURT 
LEROY MCMASTER 
GEORGE THOMAS MOORE 
FRANCIS EUGENE NIPHER 
ERNEST L. OHLE 
WILLIAM W.  OHLWEILER 
EUGENE L. OPIE 
JOSEPH  C.  RAYWORTH 
ETHEL LEIGH  RICHARDS 
WILLIAM H.  ROEVER 
PHILIP A.  SHAFFER 
ROBERT JAMES TERRY 
JOHN LANE VAN ORNUM 
CLARENCE ABIATHAR WALDO 
CALVIN MILTON WOODWARD 
B. M. DUGGAR 
G.  R.  HILL 
JACOB SCHRAMM 
Members Elected 1912 
From the Faculty 
ROBERT A. GESELL 
LINDLEY PYLE 
Alumni 
GURDON BLACK 
WESLEY U. HORNER 
Graduate Students 
A. E. EWING 
GEO. L. PELTIER 
A. M. BROWN 
Seniors 
PAUL E. CONRADES 
MARY CORA DEGVRMO 
L. B. MCCARTHY 
EDWIN T. NIPHER 
G.  B. WISLOCKI 
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Alpha Iota Chapter 
DOROTHY HOPKINS 
ELSIE HOOLAN 
Organized 1906 
1913 
CARRIE NOEL SCOTT 
ANNY BARCK 
EMMA THUENER 
MARGUERITE MONTEATH 
1914 
DOROTHY SAMUEL 
ADA NICHOLSON 
LOUISE HALDEMAN 
FANNY CUSHING 
MARIE RUSSELL 
1915 
LEONA BECKMAN 
DOROTHY NICHOLSON 
JEANETTE JENNINGS 
RUTH MILLER 
FLORENCE BASSFORD 
HELEN HUMPHREY 
HELEN MURRAY 
HARRIETTE NEWMAN 
MARIA BAIN 
RUTH ZACHER 
1916 
KATHERINE MIDDLETON 
SENTA RETTER 
HELEN ANDERSON 
LEONORA WOODWARD 
MILDRED SEARCY 
MARIE GALLENKAMP 
MARGARET WINTER 
MARY VIRGINIA THOMAS 
Pledged 
EDITH ROW 
209 " 
Pi TSeta Pi)i 
Meinholtz 
DeGarmo 
Alden 
Fox 
Senseney 
Brown 
Morse 
Ehlers 
Herring 
Duffett 
Taylor 
Kieffer 
Brotherton 
Stevens 
Oehler 
Parker 
Seifert 
Brooks 
Mills 
Sparks 
Clayton 
Otto 
Bacon 
Bryars 
McC argo 
Wuertenbaecher 
Perham 
Smalling 
Shreve 
DeCourcey 
-Gerhard Sisters 
$t Peta Mi 
Missouri  Beta  Chapter Organized 1907 
ALICE MCCLEVEY 
ANNA MILLS 
JULIA MORSE 
1913 
ERMA PERHAM 
ANNIE ADELE SHREVE 
ADELE SEIFERT 
SALLIE LEE SPARKS 
MILDRED DECOURCY 
RUTH HERRING 
MERIDITH MCCARGO 
1914 
JUNE OEHLER 
BARBARA SENSENE-* 
EDITH TAYLOR 
MARIE BACON 
HELEN BRYARS 
MILDRED CLAYTON 
MARGARET DEGARMO 
1915 
RUTH MEINHOLTZ 
DRUE SMALLING 
HELEN STEVENS 
WLNONA WUERTENBAECHER 
PAULINE BROOKS 
MARY BROTHERTON 
FRANCES DUFFETT 
1916 
ELIZABETH EHLERS 
MILDRED FOX 
LORA OTTO 
LOIS KIEFFER 
Pledged 
MONA ALDEN 
AUGUSTA PARKER 
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MARGARET MANLEY 
HORTENSE BOWLES 
LUCY NEWTON 
CLAUDIA LIDE 
MARIE UFDIKE 
NELL ROGERS 
FRANCES FOX 
GRA'CE BISSLAND 
lUeo 
Organized 1909 
1913 
1914 
DOROTHY CHILDS 
ELIZABETH NIXON 
RUTH PICKEL 
HAZEL FORSYTHE 
1915 
JULIA SISSON 
RUTH PRITCHARD 
IDA UPDIKE 
1916 
ALICE ERNST 
MARY LEE PICKEL 
Special 
CHARLOTTE LOMAX 
Pledged 
MARY VOOHERS 
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Pierrette   Trip   to   Springfield.—The   show 
was enjoyed by both of the audience. 
Co-edition of Student Life.—"Heinie" Nel- 
son is the center of attraction. 
Sophomore Minstrels.—Harry Stocker sings 
"In the Shadows." 
Annual    Athletic    Association     Smoker.— 
"Chief" Cayou delivers his annual oration. 
Lock and Chain. 
Greek   Play   "Antigone".—It   may    be   al- 
right but it's all Greek to us. 
Univee Surkuss.—The Campus Cops catch 
our coin. 
Drake-Washington   Track   Meet.—-We   lose 
to the visitors—64J to 44§. 
Open   House   Day.—We   entertain   despite 
the rain. 
McMillan Da;-.—Large Terpsichorean feat. 
Single Tax Passed.—Get ready to part with 
five dollars. 
University  Field Meet.—Pralma 
men. 
Sophomore   Dance.—Automobile 
more attractive than dancing. 
Lock  and  Chain Pledge  Dance.- 
called but few are chosen. 
Pi Phi  Reception for Miss  Smith. 
Senior Week. 
Senior Faculty Baseball Game.—Prof. Cory, 
despite his derby, plays an excellent game. 
Chancellor's  Reception. 
Girl's   Luncheon.—Seniors   see   themselves 
as others see them. 
Class Play and Reception. 
Farewell      Pilgrimage.—Budding      orators 
make their debut. 
Class   Day.—Cherry  Price   arrives   late   as 
usual. 
Commencement. 
Luncheon.—Last  taste  of University  eats. 
Prom.—Curtain falls on the class of 1912. 
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Sept.    2-23 
26 
Oct.     1 
2 
10 
11 
12 
14 
18 
19 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
C. E. Trip. 
Opening of College.—We find Cupid has been 
busy during the summer. 
Sophomore Class Elections. 
Senior Class  Elections. 
Marriage No. 1.—Freshman marries stray 
cur, all present kissing the bride. 
Freshman Class Elections.—Straub pleads 
for his "fair unknown." 
Mrs. Long's Automobile Burns.—"Pinkie" 
to the rescue witha nickel for car fare. 
Shurtleff-Washington Football Game.— 
Shurtleff is defeated, 48-7. 
Barnes Hospital Cornerstone  Laid. 
Mary McDonald and "Sliep" Barnes start 
for Chapel,  but— 
"Omar" begins to versify in Student Life. 
Y. M.  C. A. Organizes. 
Lock and Chain Initiation.—Sophs are unu- 
sually gallant. 
Freshman Party.—Morris routs the Sophs. 
Illinois-Washington Game.—The game we 
almost won, 12-0. 
Architect's Initiation.—Ash pits much in 
demand. 
First Lock and Chain. 
Woman's Mass Meeting.—Much of the 
"feminine of gas." 
Westminster-Washington Game.—We win, 
54-0. 
Brazilian Celebration.—Tree planted to 
commemorate site of Brazilian World's 
Fair Building. 
Woman's Organization Dance. 
Orchestra Organizes. 
Press Feeders Club Organized.—Large 
waiting list. 
Rolla-Washington Game.—A hard game, 
won by 13-6. 
Receptions at McMillan on Sundays inaugu- 
rated  by Miss  McCaulley. 
Strike at Commons.—Dormites leave for 
Mother Bonds where Mabel is kept busy. 
Junior Party. 
Student Life considers giving cigarette cou- 
pons with each subscription. 
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1 Mass Meeting in Gymnasium.—"Yell fest." 
Single Tax Committee  Elected. 
2 Drake-Washington Game.—Drake wins the 
game in last quarter, 33-13. 
4 Senior Party. 
G        The "Colonel" breaks up Bull Moose funeral 
procession. 
8 McMillan Dance for Faculty. 
9 Drury-Washington   Game.—The   game   was 
ours 27-12. 
12        Monkey, in search of higher learning, finds 
his  visit  to  the  Quad  very lucrative,  as 
well as filling. 
14 Sophomore Hats Appear.—The Quad wears 
a verdant aspect. 
14-15  Thyrsus   Monthly    Play    "Next   Door".— 
"This measly dirty little dime." 
16        Missouri-Washington     Game.—The     Tiger 
overwhelms us 33-0; Paul Nelson hurt. 
18 Return   of   Student   Body  from   Columbia. 
"If ,  then " 
20 Freight  Cars  Burn.—Rock Island furnishes 
amusement,  at  least. 
Chapel Services Changed.—University loses 
its religion. 
22 Lock   and   Chain.—No   chaperones. 
23 Arkansas-Washington  Game.—We   lose   de- 
spite a big "snake dance" between halves, 
13-7. 
28        Thanksgiving  Holiday.—University  gets   a 
well-earned rest. 
30 Freshman-Sophomore   Football   Game.—Pi 
Phis root unescorted. 
Sophs remove numerals from caps. 
Dec.     6 Freshman Dance.—1916 makes its debut. 
7 Pan     Hellenic     admits     Freshmen    under 
scholarship    requirements.—Mantel-piece 
meals  much  the  vogue. 
10 Oshkosh High School  will not receive Stu- 
dent Life because of cigarette ads. 
11 Obelisk   Initiation.—Terrible   fatalities   on 
.Quad; many proposals. 
Deo.  to- 
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Dec.   11 
13 
14 
17 
18 
16-20 
20 
21 
Dec22-Jan2 
3 
10 
14-15 
18 
21 
Jan24-Febl 
25 
31 
Feb.     2 
Frank Cann and Edith Taylor "make plans 
for the Junior Prom"—on Lindell Boule- 
vard. 
Lock and Chain. 
Marriage No. 2.—Heman-Smith  affair. 
Obelisk   Dance.—"Tangoing   in   vestibules 
only." 
Mock    Trial.—"Was    Jennie    Brice    Mur- 
dered?" 
Y. W. C. A.  Candy Sale.—"The way to a 
man's  heart is  through  his stomach." 
Mrs.   Heman   bakes   biscuits   and   receives 
recognition. 
Annual Flag Rush.—The two under classes 
show their athletic prowess. 
Christmas Holidays. 
Marriage No. 3.—James, a Freshman elopes 
with   Miss   Pauk. 
Christmas presents become noticeable. 
Lew Maverick mistaken for Daniel Boone. 
Lock and  Chain. 
Washington    defeats    Ames    in    basketball 
scores. 
St. Fatima's Day.—"History of Art catches 
cold." 
Dr.   Usher  vanquishes  the  Irish  in  one  of 
the Ten Decisive Battles of the World. 
Mid-year Examinations. 
Women   receive   larger   locker   room—more 
room for scandal. 
Glee  Club Trip  to Washington, Mo.—Men 
become weary carrying hotel keys. 
Ground hog seen peeping out of Chancellor's 
office. 
Shurtleff-Washington   Basketball   Game.— 
We win. 
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Bon-fire.—Co-eds seek cheerful warmth 
elsewhere. 
Proets-.-can't-sing—Green-can't-d an ce Con- 
troversy. 
Senior Garden Party.—"The Good Old Sum- 
mertime"   re-enacted. 
Missouri-Washington Basketball Game. 
Lock and  Chain. 
Snowball catches up with Prof. Lamke.— 
10 round fight imminent. 
Carson hangs in undignified position to 
advertise Sun of O'Gun. 
Epidemic of green hats on Quad. 
"Sun of O'Gun" Presentation.—The owl goes 
astray. 
Prof. Heller misquoted by Student Life.— 
Fireworks  !  !  !   ? 
Business Manager Roessel wears the "smile 
that won't come off." 
Slavery Debate in History 22:—Herold 
West, "though crushed to earth," rises 
and  vanquishes Harry Stocker. 
Junior Prom.—Beautiful Decorations—the 
best yet—Felix Coste brings Louise Helde- 
man. 
Washington's  Birthday Holiday. 
Theta 'Tea.—Stocker and Amos rival the 
furniture for staying  qualities. 
Glee Club Concert at Y. M. C. A. 
Raymond Perry seen With his Sth fair 
"dame." 
Large donation from University toward 
Athletics. 
Chancellor Houston chosen for Secretary of 
Agriculture by President Wilson. 
Basketball Lock and Chain.—All the "new" 
dances  allowed. 
Section D Orchestra Show. 
Reception to Chancellor on Quad.—We 
shiveringly salute a funeral procession. 
Easter Holidays. 
Thyrsus shows, "Embers" and "Miss Civili- 
zation"; June Oehler successfully wrestles 
with  the burglars. 
"The World and His Wife" at Festus, Mo. 
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^TT^E present for your approval, reader, the following rec- 
1 If orc^' ^Y Pen an<^ picture, of the events of one year 
vM>/ of college life. We hope our poor efforts will serve 
to recall the pleasant and joyous hours spent within 
the walls of our Alma Mater. 
OniDee ^UtkUSS. — Who could read the naming circulars 
announcing a "Dazzling Effulgence of Divers Joyous Diversions 
Delightfully Intermingled in Promiscuous Pandemonium" and 
not attend the Univee Surkuss of May 8th? We, to be sure, 
could not resist the appeal so we entered the Stadium with 
expectations of a jolly good time which were more than realized. 
"Everybody's doing it—slide the slood—taste the joys of 
childhood" barked a leather-lunged individual and we, with 
many others, experienced the exhilarating descent on "Ye 
Olde Back Cellar Door." Then there were the "Careless Coins," 
the ever-popular "Puppet Profs" and the "Univee Celebs". 
We noticed a large crowd surging about the tent in which the 
"Missing Link" was imprisoned and were just about to enter to 
see this celebrated wonder when a heavy hand fell upon our 
shoulder and we were informed by a fierce looking "cop" that 
we were "pinched". We suffered ourselves to be led to the 
"Calaboose" where a solemn looking judge fined us for speaking 
English. Then of course, there were the Sophomore Minstrels 
and the Quartette who catered to the musically inclined, and the 
"Dodging Ducks" as well as the "Magic Wheel" where the usual 
crowd of reckless gamblers enjoyed themselves. We delved deep 
into our pockets for some change when we reached the Student 
Life Booth, and were dumbfounded when presented with a free 
copy of the "Scandal Sheet". To cap it all, we adjourned to 
the nearby Gymnasium, there to "trip the light fantastic toe" 
before boarding the car for home. 
§>Opi)Omore ^)J)0to.—The next event of interest was 
the Sophomore Minstrel Show in which the class of 1914 dis- 
played their histrionic ability. From Brodix's new roach powder 
to Haydock's forty foot corn, the jokes and personalities kept 
the audience in an uproar. The Mandolin Quartette played 
some of the latest songs, and Tandy and Hardaway sang some 
pleasing ballads. After the show was over, the floor was cleared 
and dancing continued until a late hour. 
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3. 3. Smoker. — Never before in the history of the 
Athletic Association has a crowd been seen at an annual smoker 
as large as the one which filled the gymnasium on the evening 
of April 17. Professor McCourt made the principal talk of the 
evening on "Our High Standard in Athletics" and Coach Cayou 
delivered his annual exhortation. Between the addresses and 
reports, the Glee and Mandolin Clubs and the Quartette enter- 
tained with their latest selections. Mr. Gould gave a short dis- 
cussion of the single tax; the football manager announced his 
schedule for 1912; the officers for next year were introduced, 
and the meeting closed with singing the "Alma Mater." 
<&ZZZk PIap,--The Greek department of the University 
gave an excellent presentation of Sophocles' famous tragedy, 
"Antigone" before a large and appreciative audience in Found- 
er's Hall, Mary Institute, April 30. This tragedy has been fre- 
quently portrayed on stages of American Universities, but 
Washington University is one of three to present the play in 
the original Greek. The acting was exceptionally good and 
that with a cast whose dramatic experience was almost "nil." 
By far the most ability was shown by Alice Miller, who filled 
the title role. Mr. Frank Debatin did excellent work as Creon, 
the King. The portrayal of the other characters of the play 
was creditably executed by Miss Helen Donnelly, Mr. Roy 
Stahl, Mr. Richard Hatch, Mr. Goldstein, Mr. Lockwood and 
Mr. Karl Tiedemann. 
2Dpett l^OUSe Dap. —The reception given Saturday, 
May 11, by the Washington University Association to the people 
of St. Louis was one of the most brilliant events of the Spring, 
and, next to Senior Week, the most important. Every building 
and department on the campus was opened and, despite the 
threatening weather,  the grounds were well filled. 
The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra entertained the visi- 
tors on the Quad, the Glee and Mandolin Clubs united in con- 
cert in Old Chapel, and Thyrsus played Lady Gregory's "The 
Gaol Gate" to overflowing houses in the theatre. Graham 
Memorial Chapel was filled far beyond its capacity long before 
the hour for the recital given there by Mr. Galloway and the 
Chapel   Choir. 
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8@CS§lllan pap Dap.— Whether it was due to special 
prayers, the holding of thumbs or what not, the weather was 
ideal for the McMillan May Day, held May 14 in McMillan 
Court. The exercises this year did not consist of the usual 
Shakespearean Play, but were composed of the May Pole 
dance together with folk-dances of all nations, thereby afford- 
ing an opportunity for a larger number of girls to participate, 
without making the burden on any one person too heavy. 
A platform had been erected along one side of McMillan 
Court, and it was here that the Queen of the May, Miss Eliza- 
beth Evans, surrounded by her maids of honor, held court 
and watched the dance given in her honor. From one side of 
the court, twisting, turning, leaping and dancing, came a mot- 
ley crowd, whose light and graceful movements were well suited 
to a Snowstorm dance. Tyrolienne, Russian, Spanish, Dutch, 
Irish and Italian folk-dances followed in quick succession and 
were all justly well applauded, even by those whose stature 
only permitted a glimpse of the performance now and then. 
These unfortunate individuals, however, totally disregarded the 
prohibitory signs, "Do not stand on these Benches" and dared 
the still more ominous frowns of "our Colonel" to mount to 
a point of vantage when Erma Perham danced the hit of the 
evening "The Wind and Wave Dance." Following these dances, 
came the Maypole dance, and so well were the girls trained, that 
nary a ribbon was twisted and nary a foot lost step. 
In the afternoon, the festivities were brought to a close 
by the usual custom of planting the ivy, which signified that 
another group of girls was about to assume the cares and 
mastery of the Kingdom. Mary DeGarmo, vice-president of 
the Senior Class, planted the slip of ivy and Sallie Lee Sparks 
made a very appropriate answering address. 
Single Cai 3D0pteD.—An important event in the history 
of our college life occurred with the passage of the Single Tax on 
A-Iay 15, 1912, by a mass meeting held in Graham Memorial 
Chapel. The system was amended by the Corporation of the 
University so that a large part of its benefits was lost, but was 
nevertheless passed in its amended form bv the Student Bodv. 
1 
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Senior WlZZk. -The first event of the week was the 
annual Senior-Faculty Baseball game which occurred on Francis 
Field, June 8. The students, having old scores to settle, played 
with a determination to completely annihilate the stylishly 
dressed profs. This they did so well that the total score has 
never been correctly tabulated. After the congenial reception 
given by Chancellor and Mrs. Houston, the class adjourned 
to the Algonquin Club where they participated in a success- 
ful banquet, concluding with that song which every Washing- 
ton Student loves best—the Alma Mater. 
On Tuesday, the underclasses gave the Senior girls a ban- 
quet at the Glen Echo Club, where they saw themselves mim- 
icked by their hostesses. In the evening, the class play en- 
titled "Learning How" was presented in a highly creditable 
manner, and was followed by a reception on the terrace of 
the Art School. 
The "Farewell Pilgrimage" around the Campus occurred 
on Wednesday morning, June 12. From the Chapel, the class 
marched to Cupples I where Professor Woodward officiated 
at the planting of the class tree. 
The historical and impressive feature of the week occurred 
on Thursday morning, June 13, when Dean Marshall Snow, 
for the last time in his position as Dean, led the procession of 
professors and Seniors around the main quadrangle and into 
the large tent where the closing ceremonies were held, and the 
presentation  of  diplomas  was made by  Chancellor Houston. 
In the evening, the Seniors held their final Prom in the 
Art School gardens. Amid flowers which shed their fragrance, 
beneath swinging lanterns, the faint hum of conversation min- 
gled with the strains of music and happy couples wandered 
about the gardens, or threaded the mazes of the dance. 
Thus passed the evening, carrying with it the memories 
of an active college life with its anticipations for the future. The 
class of 1912 welcomed its tomorrow unafraid of what the future 
had in store. The Senior Prom was a thing of the past but the 
happy thought remained that old acquaintances should not be 
forgot, for the days of "Auld Lang Syne." 
[287; 
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C d£. C^tfp.—The summer passed all too quickly and we 
were once more back at the "Hill" ready for another year's labor. 
The Civil Engineers' Trip was the chief topic of discussion. 
Most of the C. E's left St. Louis on September 2, picking up 
Mr. Sweetser and Ben Moreell at Chicago and arriving at Devil's 
Lake, Wisconsin, the scene of this year's trip, somewhat later 
that day. Work started in earnest next day. Ben Moreell did 
some very efficient service, for he routed every engineer out of bed 
each morning promptly at six-thirty. At first, the fellows rebelled, 
but soon became so accustomed to this type of inhuman treatment 
that they accepted the inevitable and were so well trained that they 
could distinguish the cross-hairs of a telescope at seven-thirty in the 
morning. From this hour until four in the afternoon, they labored 
hard to locate each tree, fence-post and ant-hill in the immediate 
vicinity, dragging the heavy rods to almost inaccessible places. 
From four to seven was allowed for recreation and seven to 
nine was occupied by computations of the day's work. 
After four o'clock, everybody took a plunge into the lake 
despite the drawback of coming to the surface covered with 
green, slimy vegetation like a second Father Neptune. After 
the computations were finished at night, various forms of amuse- 
ment were indulged in. For instance, Jolley and Clayton were 
writing a few post cards home when Brady and Widman came 
along and decided that a bath was really necessary for the former 
two. During the complications which followed, Mr. Sweetser 
dropped in and remarked that something seemed to be leaking 
through the ceiling of his room, and, in the investigation which 
followed, the bath was forgotten. Sundays were employed in an ex- 
ploration of the surrounding country. Baraboo, the winter quarters 
of Ringling Bros. Circus, and good places to dance were listed 
among the discoveries. At the dance, on one Saturday night, Orni 
Widman coralled most of the girls, regardless of size, but Joe 
Vollmar was the  most consistent "fusser" during the  stay. 
After almost three weeks of this delightful mixture of work 
and play, the bunch packed up, and it was the twenty-second of 
September before the fellows reached St. Louis, ready to start 
in with another year's work at college. 
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jFreSfrman DanCC.—On December sixteenth, the Freshman 
class held their annual dance in Francis Gymnasium. The hall was 
very attractively decorated in the class colors—white and gold, 
and these same colors were carried out in the leather programs. 
Cfte JJ3umetal TBattle. — The flag rush this year between 
the two lower classes witnessed a return to the old style 
tree fight, considerably modified but still retaining the all-night 
vigil. Hostilities began at seven o'clock Friday evening Dec- 
ember 20. From eleven o'clock until four, the Freshmen were 
prohibited from entering the territory and accordingly they 
retired to the vicinity of the gymnasium. Meanwhile, as soon 
as it was certain that the Freshmen had withdrawn, the Sopho- 
mores' platform "gang" set to work and labored for five hours, 
in the low   temperature  to get the platform   built and raised. 
Shortly after daybreak, the dormitories began to stir at the 
news that the Freshmen had set out with their moving van, 
carrying wooden horses, long boards, and other articles of attack, 
to seek the Sophomore flag. By seven o'clock, a large crowd 
were gathered around the tree awaiting the Freshman approach. 
The position of the tree and the construction of the platform were 
both ideal. The tree stood at the foot of a steep embankment 
which surrounded it on three sides, the fourth being protected 
by a creek, thus making it impossible to drive a wagon of any 
kind under the platform. 
The Freshmen brought up their attacking apparatus and 
constructed a platform level with that of the Sophomores. As 
the Freshmen began to clamber up on their platform, the Sopho- 
more reserve forces rushed down, and, in the struggle which en- 
sued, the whole apparatus was upset into the creek. Finally 
all the Sophs were tied up and the Freshmen, wading out into 
the icy water, rescued their paraphernalia, and set it up again. 
Prying off the ramparts of the Sophomore platform, they began 
to charge, but time after time, the Sophomores held firm and 
rolled back the attack. At length, however, above the swarming 
mass of humanity on and about the platform, appeared a Fresh- 
man, Frank Bubb, who slowly climbed the tree and cut down the 
flag to the cheers of the spectators. 
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%t. jTatima'0 Dag.—On Saturday, January 18, St. 
Fatima, attended by her gorgeous retinue, entered the Quad- 
rangle and beseeched aid for the architects in the coming ex- 
aminations. The awe-inspiring spectacle began when a herald, 
arrayed in wondrous splendor, and blowing a musical blast on 
his magnificent horn, announced the approach of that most 
potent of all monarchs—King Ralph Bryan. This stately 
ruler was borne in his triumphal chair to the midst of his admir- 
ing and bowing subjects and then the sleeping form of the great 
Saint, heavily swathed except for two large protuberant pedal 
extremities, was borne before His Majesty. 
King Ralph gracefully descended from his soap box and 
imprinted the Kiss of Life upon the divine lips of the Saint who 
awoke, and, with the King, bowed to Allah for aid. After this 
prayer, King Bryan chose Theodore Maenner as his successor, 
while Senne was selected by the Divine Saint as worthy to fill her 
place. Amid acclamations, and the smoke of incense, the Divine 
Saint fell into a deep slumber and was borne away to repose for 
another year until the architects should again need her aid. 
<S)\W ClUb  Crip.—On January 31,   the  Glee   Club   gave 
their first out-of-town performance at Washington, Mo.    The 
bunch piled into the special car (shared with some convicts and 
their guards), arriving at Washington about 11:30, and, after a 
"Sizzle-sazzle" in response to the huge sign "Welcome Washing- 
ton", repaired to the "hotels", for we were divided  in two main 
parties, while Brady and Lanreck were sent to still another place 
where the beds were somewhat longer.     Our efforts that night 
were well applauded, and the quartette were encored to the full 
extent of their repertoire.    After the performance, the Club were 
the guests at a dance given in their honor.     At the close of this 
entertainment in the wee  sma' hours, we repaired to our igloo- 
hotels.    With the heat of excitement still in us, it wasn't so bad 
turning in, but oh, that cold gray dawn and the ice in our basins! 
Four worthy individuals had stayed awake all night rather than 
experience the cold (we hope)  but the rest of us broke all dress- 
ing records.    Our return home was not as hilarious as our   de- 
parture, but the little recreation was doubly welcome after   the 
strenuous mid-years. 
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3[Utti0t Ptom. — Needless to say. Nineteen-Fourteen's 
was the best Junior Prom yet. Haven't we always distinguished 
ourselves? On the evening of February twenty-first, Francis 
Gym was crowded with the most numerous and joyous throng 
that ever adorned its floor. What a beautiful scene it was, with 
the garlands of dainty sweet peas, and brightly colored lights trans- 
forming its rather ordinary roof into a bower of summer flowers. 
Say what you please there was something vastly romantic about 
that Venetian scene on the west wall of the Gymnasium. 
Contrary to the expectations of several doubters, we really 
did have a good time even if we didn't Tango. For us the 
climax of the evening came when we had real ice cream and 
cake served on real plates. That Nineteen-Fourteen class ranks 
with the salt of the earth. You think so too? Well then, 
here goes—three cheers for the class of Fourteen! 
Houston CeleOratiOtt.^On March 6, President Wilson 
officially announced his Cabinet selections which included 
the name of Chancellor D. F. Houston as Secretary of 
Agriculture. The Corporation granted Secretary Houston a four 
years' leave of absence and made Dean Hall acting Chancellor 
for that period. Professor Lowes became acting Dean of the 
College to fill the vacancy created by the removal of Dean Hall. 
On March 15,themembersof the Student Council with aband 
and parade of automobiles, conducted the Secretary to the Quad- 
rangle, where large crowds were assembled, awaiting his arrival. 
To the salute of bombs, and the click of moving picture ma- 
chines, the automobile procession approached, and the Secretary 
was ushered by the Senior member of the Council to the stand 
erected in the entrance to Ridgely Library. After Mr. Brookings 
had made a short congratulatory address, to which Secretary 
Houston replied, Leo McCarthy as President of the Student Body, 
presented him with a silver loving cup in behalf of the students. 
The large crowd then adjourned to the second Quadrangle where 
the Houston elm was planted with proper ceremonies. To com- 
plete the celebration, the Secretary was accompanied home by the 
crowd, who performed a snake dance to the tune of "Hail, the 
Conquering Hero Comes." 
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The Light ThatFailed—"Candle" Harrison. 
Ten Rights in a Bar-room—A dormite's 
weekly life. 
An Enemy of the People—Morris Boorstin. 
The Man of the Hour—Dr. Houston. 
The Thinking Machine—Percy Torbert 
Vickroy. 
The House of Mirth—Cupples I. 
Annals of a Quiet Neighborhood—Section 
D Tower. 
Our Mutual Friend—Miss Page. 
Heart's  Desire—To fuss. 
Sense and Sensibility—Carrie Long. 
Beyond the Dreams of Avarice—A Good 
Meal  at Commons. 
A Hand-made Gentleman—"Pinkie" Car- 
son. 
Cabbages and Kings—Frosh and Prof. 
A Man Without a Shadow—"Shorty" 
Schleiffarth. 
The Reckoning—Mid-vear and Finals. 
The  Crisis—Three  E's  and  two  F's. 
The Court of Love—The Quad on Chapel 
Hour. 
Tarry Thou Till I Come—Prof. Young's 
request to his nine o'clock classes. 
The Price of Silence—For an estimate, 
see Miss Maginn. 
Where Love Is—The Library  Corridor. 
The Call of the Wild—Modisette's "har- 
mony". 
Men with the Bark On—The Civil Engi- 
neers. 
Seats of the Mighty—South Wall of the 
Quad. 
A Man Who Laughs—Dr. Walker. 
Interrupted Friendship—Cutting In. 
It Never Can Happen Again—P. Coste 
passed in everything. 
A Well in the Desert—Jimmy Smith's. 
Love in Old Clothes—Qbelisk initiation. 
Matrimonial Bureau—Student Life Office. 
Only a Girl—Madie Klotz. 
Passers-by—Felix  and  Louise. 
Prisoners of Chance—The Hatchet 
Board. 
Day-dreamer—Otto Kochtitzky. 
Dear Irish Girl—Mary Brotherton. 
Great Expectations—Week vacation at 
Easter. 
Old Curiosity Shop—Saalburg Collection. 
Egyptian Princess—Erma Perham. 
Folks from Dixie—Emma Carter, Lay- 
man Brown, Margaret Manley, Louis 
Maverick, Drue Smalling, Eugene 
Smith,  Edward Winfree. 
Gentle  Grafter—Dr.  Engler. 
Heavenly Twins—Hazel Burch and Hazel 
Carter. 
Shadow of the Rope—Best part of the 
brand Potthoff smokes. 
Ruling Passion—Starting petitions. 
Silent Places—Section A. Liggett. 
True Love—"Shep"  and Mary. 
The School for Scandal—Washington 
University. 
As A Man Thinks—Student Life Editorials. 
What Every Woman Knows — Magruders. 
A Man's World—Cupples II. 
Baby Mine—Ruby Spurlock. 
Con and Co.—Si-Verno. 
The Inferior Sex— (?) 
The Never Homes—Drue Smalling and 
Mary MacDonald. 
Cease Firing—The plea of those on pro- 
bation. 
His Worldly Goods—"Dug" Martin's top. 
A Maker of History—"Doc" Usher. 
The Man Higher Up—Prof.  Hall. 
The Long Shadow—Brady. 
Kindling—Sandwiches  at Commons. 
Much Ado About Nothing—Philosophy 3. 
A Doctor of the Old School—Prof. Swift. 
The Rivals—Modisette vs. Elrod. 
The Slim Princess—Alice McClevey. 
The Pillars of Society—Brodix, Tully, 
Perry. 
Blue Beard—Noble McCormack. 
World of Chance—Park Hotel. 
Different Girls—Pi Phis, Thetas, Kleos. 
Quaint Courtships—Dr. Dale and Ruth 
Herring. 
Image of Eve—Helen Bryars. 
In the Shadow—Under the Arcade. 
Iron Heel—Dr. Robt. A. Hall. 
Country Doctor—Walcott Denison.- 
To Have and to Hold—Women's offices. 
Just for Two—Gym track during Lock 
and Chains. 
Last Hope—12:15 car. 
Looking Backward—The Hatchet. 
TheGirlofMyDreams—"TheLittleLady." 
Man and Superman—Proetz and Mc- 
Carthy. 
Diary of a Saint—Dunham's note book. 
Happy Boy—Arthur  Freund. 
Three of a Kind—Lynch, Wingfield, Vick- 
roy. 
Raiders—Morris and Stiebel. 
Crooked Trails—The Frosh-Soph Fight. 
Bleak House—The dorms in Christmas 
Week. 
Little Men—Dr. Lowes, M. Abella, 
"Pete" Bender, A. Suss, Ernst Freund, 
"Shorty" Will, "Doc" Cory. 
Wild Animals I Have Known—Starbird, 
Martin, Wolff, Maverick, Fox, Her- 
ring, Mink, Crane, Lamb, Pickerill. 
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Architect (or-ky-tect), n. [V Gr. Orcus, 
King of the Shades Below, and OE tact, 
smoothness, amiability] a cross between 
an Engineer and an Art-school student; 
one ashamed to go openly to art-school 
and with too much self respect to be an 
Engineer. 
Basket-ball n. 1. [Football and track men] 
A pleasant means of passing the   winter. 
2. (Basket-ball Candidates) A cruel 
method of reducing. 
3. (Co-ed) A harmless diverson. 
Beet n. [corrupt form of beaten ,meaning 
humbled] 1. A lowly form of sustenance 
exalted into a foodstuff by Commons. 
2. Material for Editorials [q. v.[ 
Blue-book n. [From Amer. J^e-melan- 
choly and Texan buck meaning to shake.] 
A method of torture used unsparingly by 
the Faculty [q. v.] 
Book-store. A place of isolation sup- 
plied by a beneficent Providence to des- 
pairing fussers. 
Bomb n. [From low Amer. bum meaning 
something useless] a means of dissipating 
class assessments in smoke; used by 
Student Council to herald approach of 
funerals. 
Bond's adj. Of, or belonging to Bond; 
Washington University Dialect for eat- 
ing-house. 
Bonfire n. [From Fr. bon meaning good, 
and ber. Jeier, meaning celebration. 
Ironical Deriv.] A species of insanity; 
an excuse for the imbibing of caustic 
stimulants. Synonym for latter meaning 
Class-fight, [q. v.] 
Class Election n. [From Mod. E. clawss 
a stratum of society, and Lat. eleclio 
meaning choice.] The place at which 
the choice of the select is ratified; often 
a synonym for Class-Meeting, [q. v.] 
Class-fight n. 1. (Underclassmen.) A 
sacrificial atonement. 
2. (Upperclassmen) A gladsome spec- 
tacle. Synonyms, Gladiatorial Games, 
Joust, Tourney. 
3. (Low.) An irresistible temptation to. 
the convivial element. In thi; sense 
synonymous with ben-fire. 
Class-meeting n. An infallible cure 
for insomnia. 
Coach n. A person possessing a flex- 
ible vocabulary and destitute of all 
traits of humanity. 
Coed n. [Mispelling for code.] The 
Law by which social affairs at the Uni- 
versity are governed.   v 
College n. Last stand of learning and 
culture in a University. 
Editorial n. [From editor and yell.] 
1. A loud cry from the Editor. 
2. A futile attempt at reform, the 
biased product of a superheated brain. 
Late synonyms, phillippic, tirade, dogma, 
damphulishness (general meaning.) 
3. Bold strokes of genius, noble 
martyrdom (a highly localized appli- 
cation.) 
Faculty n. ]From Lat. facilis meaning 
"easy." This derivation is much in dis- 
pute.] 1. Unnatural and inhuman afflic- 
tion, paid to abuse students. 2. A 
collective name for a body of intelligent 
men trying to direct crass ignorance and 
stupidity. (These two meanings are 
used by entirely different classes of 
people.) 
Fight n. An indication of the presence 
of Hudler or of Sophomore   Pre-medics. 
Girl's Room n. A philosophic term in- 
dicating the source of disturbance of any 
genial philosophic discussion. 
Gymmie n.   [From   Gr.   gymnasion,   a 
place of exercise.] 1. The Flome of Physi- • 
cal Culture [R.are, Obs.] 
2. The Home of Parties and Dances. 
Lawyer n. [Americanization of Irish 
"loiar".] 1. An exclusively male being 
who delights in profanity and soft-collars. 
PROVERBIAL. "The lawyers are out" 
comment upon strange sounds. "When a 
lawyer studies"— Bromide for "never" 
or "during exam, periods." 
2. A person who is bent on remaining 
at Washington even after graduating 
from College. 
Princess n. A theater which gives pro- 
fessional performances of Quad Club 
Musical Comedies. 
Railroad Crossing n. A place where a 
great   corporation  puts  humorous   signs. 
Shops n. Any mysterious retiring- 
place; invented for engineers. 
Student-Life n. 1. A method of enrich- 
ing the business manager. 
2. An instrument of expression for an 
Editor. 
Sun of O'Gun n. [From low Amer. Son- 
of-a-gun] 1. (Theoretical) The luminous 
effulgent body forming the significant 
symbol of the insular body, or regency, 
of O'gun. 
Temperament 1. [From temper meaning 
passion and Lat. amens meaning without a 
mind.] A violent disposition; when ac- 
companied by profanity, the exclusive 
property of Robert Roessel. 
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BAKER,  P. W.—Paulina  Wilhelmina;   member  of  firm   Sweet,   Stout,   Baker   and   Co., 
sole distributors of "Sweetser's Testing of Materials."    Paulina is also candidate 
for athletic director at W. U. 
BAIN, MARIA—Following the footsteps of Carrie Scott. 
BAIRD,  FLORENCE—Drue's Nurse. 
BARCK, ANNY—Secretary of  Senior  Class   (1913);  Understudy of Emma Thuencr. 
BARNES, MAURINE—Minor partner of Barnes,  Alden  &  Co. 
BARNES,  SIIEP—I am the night clerk, also the house detective and the greater half of 
the working force of A. S. Langsdorf & Co., Mfrs. of Homo-polar Dynamos. 
BASSFORD, FLORENCE—Theta's "best-looker". 
BECKMANN, LEONA—Vice-President of Y. W. C. A., 1913; eternally boosting Y. W. C. A. 
BERNARD,  "BILL"—Known as  "the  Imbecile"  by the diplomatic Mr.  Boorstin. 
BERRY, W.,  "BILL", His favorite occupation is hitting Jones on the head. 
BERRYHILL, FRANK LEMON—Varsity  basketball;   renowned   basket   tosser   and  josher; 
chief occupation: horsing some one. 
BLAKEMORE, THOS.—"Tom" Soprano, Chapel Choir; faithful lover; protector of Louis 
Flint; eats six meals a day, and is still hungry. 
BLATTERMAN,  S. A.—The "Cute One".    Shelby is envied by all his class-mates because 
he needs a shave only once a fortnight. 
BLISS, W.  C.—Never fusses; lucky in drawing names for the "Frosh Party". 
BROTHERTON, MARY—Embodiment of grace. 
BROTHERTON, WALKER—Freshman fusser—on the job every chapel hour. 
BRYAN, RALPH—Chief Chirper of the Song Squad;  Former King to St. Fatima, but now 
a Worshipper of the Goddess. 
BRYARS, HELEN—Occupation, rushing the unknown. 
BUCHANAN,  BEAUFORT ISAAC—Lock and  Chain;  some people  say that B.  I.  B.  means 
born in Belleville, but the owner says Beaufort I. Buchanan. 
CALMAN,  DOROTHY—Star-gazer. 
CARSON, WILLIAM GLASGOW BRUCE—("Pinky," "Bill-")—Student Life Managing Editor; 
Senior Sergeant-at-Arms; plays two phonographs; anxious to meet some of the Co-eds. 
CHENERY,  K.—"Ken", "She's a bear dancer."   The leading comedian of the 1916 class. 
CHILDS, DOROTHY—President of French Club; Professor Douay's Shadow. 
CLAYTON, MILDRED—Secretary of the Sophomore Class; "Like the Sun, she smiles on 
all alike." 
COGGESHALL—Lock and Chain; hails from Webster. 
CONRAD, HAROLD—Prof. Rayworth put the con in Conrad. 
COSTE,  FELIX—Student Council, 1913; Lock and  Chain; owns  a  combination tortoise- 
shell spectacles-goggles- and telescope.   This explains why he lives in the library. 
COSTE, PAUL—Student  Council,  1912-1913; favorite  occupation  is  singing  and  dancing 
"Why".    "Everybody for his own country—Hurrah for H ." 
CUSHING, FANNY—"The stump speaker." 
DEGARMO, MARGARET—Y.  W.   C.  A.   Cabinet.    Favorite  expression—"Simply  payne- 
ful, my dear! " 
DEHNERT, JOHN—Only member of the Architectural School who swears, but it isn't his fault. 
DEKINS,  SAMUEL—"The World  and  His Wife";  owns  the  controlling  interest  in  the 
University since the Annual Play.    "Well now, I'll tell you, here's a chance ." 
DODSON,  ROWLAND—"Rowena" Class Poet; member of Dodson and Co., manufacturers 
of motorboats, marine engines and automatic cravat tie-ers for those having 9 o'clock 
classes. 
DOLCH,   EDWARD  WILLIAM—Tenor (or bass) in Chapel Choir; divides his time between 
trying to get back in Quad Club and arguing with the professor in American Lit. 
DONK,  EDMUND  C.—Varsity basketball; Assistant Editor Hatchet;  member of green 
hat brigade.    He of the satirical smile. 
DONNELLY, HELEN—Whom Grecian robes become. 
DUFFETT, FRANCES—Organizer of "Blue Puppies." 
DUFFETT,   HELEN — Chief   occupation   worshiping   "Fran"    and   bumming   with   Bine; 
ambition in life—to keep from sneezing. 
DUNHAM,   WILLIAM   ARTHUR—Pres.   Debating   Club;   Intercollegiate   Debating   Team. 
"Dunnie's" chief distinctions are his talking abilities and his hat. 
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amorous  attentions; 
"Going! Going!! 
ELLMAN, PAUL M.—Past   President   Pressfeeders Guild; grass widower;  hobby, purple 
suits; understudy to Lewis A. Maverick; prominent Thespian. 
ELROD, HAROLD—"Daddie", a star football player and a famous actor.    Why did  he 
want to trade girls with Jor  for the party? 
FATH, W.—Was called just plain Fath but now Prof. Fath. 
FLINT,  LOUIS R.—Shrimps Club; horrible example of the effects of cigarettes and over- 
study; organ-grinder; ward of Thos. L. B. 
FORSYTHE, HAZEL—The Wonder of the Age—A "logic-al" woman. 
Fox,  FRANCES—Owner of the cheerful smile and the curly hair. 
FRENCH,  EUGENE—The Hard Guy;   chief recipient of the Grinds 
sometimes forgets what he wants to prove. 
FREUND, ARTHUR JEROME—The original of Herpicide's advertisement: 
Gone!!!" 
GAFFORD, GRADY—Some heavy weight; defied the world at the bonfire. 
GLEICK, HARRY—Intercollegiate Debating Team; one of Nelson's greatest admirers. 
GODWIN,  CLIFFORD   B.   "CLIFF" — Long  distance jumper;   Fussers   Club;   Pressfeeders 
Guild, First President; Class Artist, Econ. Shark. 
GOOD,  LOUIS,   JR. — Salmon   pink   hair;   Pressfeeders   Guild,  Sergeant-at-Arms; under- 
study to Fabian Kannensteinmetz; ambitious to succeed. 
GREEN, MOULTON, "Boob"—Lock and Chain; Thyrsus Mask; "The World and His Wife"; 
one-half plus of the Brodix-Green combination.   Has a lot to do. 
GRAY, JAMES—Varsity basketball; no sparking allowed during basketball. 
GRIFFITH,  FREDERICK REECE, JR. — Small   of   stature,   but   mighty   of   intellect;   chief 
occupation studying and looking for more courses in zoology. 
GRIMM,  ROLAND—Hatchet photographer.    Pete spends  his time fussing and  bumming 
with Martin, he of the green hat fame. 
HAGEE, GEORGE—Pres. Junior Law Class—will he bring home the Bacon? 
HAGIN, HELEN—Inventor of Peerless  hair-curler. 
HALDEMAN, LOUISE—Often seen strolling with Felix Coste; rushing the season. 
HAMEL,   DELPHINE—Chief   occupation,   talking   about   little   sister   Hermoid—Cousin 
to "Nonie". 
HARRISON, LEE—Hero of Section D Tower Washday, sacrificed his perfectly good soap. 
HATCH, RICHARD ALLEN—Sky Pilot. 
HAWKEN,  BINE—Literary  Editor  of  Student  Life;  leading  lady  in  the farce-comedy, 
"The Star of English 4". 
HENDERSON,  GALE, "Nervy Joe"—Pres. Sophomore  Class, Student Council,  1912-1913; 
noise provoker and  yell leader. 
HERRING,  RUTH—Heroine of the  "Professor's Romance". 
HOLLAND, WILLIAM,  "Red   Bill"—Lock  and  Chain;  call  him   "Midget   Engineer"  and 
you  will  both see red. 
HUDLER,  RUSSELL CRAWFORD—Varsity Football;  lawyer,  hero and  "regular"  athlete. 
Chief occupation, bowing to the tumultuous applause of admiring audiences. 
JACKSON,  GEORGE MURDOCK—Member of the  Senior Basketball Team.    Ambition—to 
capture a  "W" dead or alive. 
JENNINGS, BEATRICE—Main occupation, trying to overlook a De Balivere sign. 
JENNINGS, JEANNETTE—Ever thoughtful and studious—she should worry. 
JOLLEY, IRVING—He of the purple shirt; human bean pole; habitual lady fusser;  chief 
victim of the ironing treatment given only in the   C. E. department. 
JONES, MAX—"Go jump in the lake."   Easily picked out because of his walk, laugh, and 
hair-comb. 
KAMMERER, MARIE—Keeps the Co-eds posted on Webb. 
KAMMERER. WEBB—President of the Freshman Class; in fact, best president they ever had. 
KENNEDY, MAXWELL—"Irish," Obelisk.     Favorite  occupations  are  blowing  glass   and 
making  class  signs. 
KLOTZ, MADIE—President Consumer's League; President Woman's Council; "Monarch 
of all I survey." 
KOCHTITZKY, OTTO LEANDER, JR.—Occupation, beating the car company out of nickels. 
KOHLMEYER, FRED A., "Arch"—Awful Fusser; Student for the Class; Efficiency Engineer. 
KOTTHOFF, DELIUS—Is racing Hatch for the Long Hair prize. 
LACEY,   ELMER  L.   "Boogey"—Shrimps     Club;    star  basketball  player;   skirt  chaser; 
caught in the wilds of Webster; hobby, red suits. 
LIDE, CLAUDIA—President of the Government Club; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Secretary of 
the Woman's Council.    Main desire is to become a public speaker. 
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LOHMANN, HENRY—Ex-Assistant Editor Student Life and Business Manager of Glee Club. 
Chief occupation is giving advice to the lady architects. 
LONG, CARRIE—President Y. W. C. A. (1912); member of Single Tax Committee; Repre- 
sentative on Woman's Council; Secretary Senior Class  (1912).    "Long" on Y. VV. 
C. A.   "Come, let me whisper in your long and furry ear." 
LYNCH, FREDERICK D.—Alias "Bow-wow".    Debater, chess shark and original village 
cut up.   Noted for his boisterousness.   Claims room in the Hall of Fame because of 
his discovery that Dreamland is not a  moving picture show. 
MCCARTHY, LEO—(1)  President of Student Body; (2)  President of Athletic Association; 
(3)  Editor-in-Chief of Student Life.    As (1) thinks for the University and acts.   As 
(3) Makes the University think as he does.   Senior Week Committee; Three years 
Varsity center; "Pope of the University." 
MACDONALD, MARY—Art Editor of Hatchet.    Author of "How to grow fat on Sundaes." 
MCILHENNEY,  HERBERT—"McNutt".    Owner, manager and chief resident of   Clayton. 
MCMATH, FRANCIS—"Mac", "Woof", he'll be a big help to his mother when he grows up. 
MANLEY, MARGARET—President of McMillan Hall;  Exchange  Editor of  Student  Life; 
Representative on Woman's Council; The tyrant of the "Dorm". 
MAVERICK, LEWIS A.—"Dam," Section "D" Orchestra; F. P. P. G. (Frequent); employs 
"Pinkie" as press agent; gambling fiend and card sharp; understudies for Professors; 
disappointed in love; popular with the Pi Phis; admirer of Miss Buschman; owns 
coonskin  cap. 
MEISTER, WALTER—Obelisk.    Ambition is to become a Pullman car conductor. 
MIDDLETON,  KATHERINE—"Pat",  Reformer of Architects. 
MILFORD, LIN—Varsity football; leader of the Section D Symphony Orchestra. 
MILLS, ANNA—The maid with the frills. 
MOBLEY,  RUTH—Treasurer of McMillan,  1913;  chief characteristic—pouting;  budding 
orator of the History 22 Class. 
MOELLENHOFF, FRED—"The noisiest of the bunch." 
MONTEATH, RITA—Vice-President of the Junior Class; Secretary-Treasurer of the Con- 
sumer's  League; Associate Editor of the Hatchet; Humorist of the Quad,  "How 
happy could I be with either, were t'other fair charmer away." 
MONTEITH, NORTON—Lock and Chain;!   <tD c ,    ,.     ^  ,.      ,, 
ALEXANDER SUSS- }    Before and after takmS' 
NEWMAN, HARRIETTE—The better "half" of the Frosh Program Committee.    "Few of 
us are worth $14." 
NICHOLSON, ADA—Associate Editor of the Hatchet.    The hard worked member of the 
Hatchet Board. 
NIEMOELLER, ELMER—Member of "Red and Nie"; loves to read his slide rule to the tenth 
place with a pocket microscope. 
NIXON, ELIZABETH—Mrs. Tom Thumb; heroine of the "Mellowdramer". 
PATTERSON, HENRY CLAY—All the world's a stage, even the Law School. 
PERHAM, ERMA—Vice-President of Thyrsus; acting on a stage all her own. 
PICKEL, RUTH—Athletic shark.    "The boisterous college rough-neck." 
POTTHOFF, ULRICH—"Boise," Varsity football; thinks he will be a lawyer some day. 
PRITCHARD, RUTH—Y. W. C. A. Treasurer; Treasurer of Women's Council;  "The Life- 
Saver of W. U."    Would lose her head if it wasn't attached. 
PROETZ, BERNARD W.—Official electrician for Junior Proms; uses all his time in lectures 
trying to teach Professors pronunciation of his name. 
RAMSAY,   PERCY—Occupation:  following   in   Brother  Harvey's footsteps. 
RETTER, SENTA—Boosting Kappa Sig— 
RODGERS, GRACE—Vice-President of Y. W. C. A., 1912; President of Y. W. C. A., 1913; 
walking advertisement for athletics. 
ROGERS,  "JACK"—Member of the Section D  Symphony Orchestra.    Palmer David  is 
some Symphony tympanist—accent on the phony. 
ROGERS, NELLIE—"The College Censor."  Known for her bold words towards Dr. Heller. 
ROSBOROUGH,  J.   GRAHAM,  JR.— Pressfeeders  Guild;   somnambulist;   insomniac;   voice 
like the south end of a base horn; awful grind; likes girls. 
Row,  EDITH—Occupation, steering clear of "Mires". 
RUSSELL, MILTON—According to the refreshment committee of the Student Life Asso- 
ciation, a man with an awful appetite. 
SALE, IRWIN—The man who elected Wilson. 
SAMUEL,  DOROTHY—Associate  Editor  of  Hatchet;   Secretary  of Y.  W.   C.  A.; Junior 
Representative on Women's Council; "Sh! They say she wears a K. A. Pin!!" 
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Disliked by all Freshmen 
SCHAUMBERG, EDWARD—"Buzz", "Well, boys, lock up your tools, here comes a C. E." 
SCHENK, K.—Sec. A. Liggett; Pres. Junior Class; understudy to the grind, also E. E. 
shark.   He of the soulful eyes. 
SCHLEIFFARTH,   ARMIN—"Shorty".     His   chief   recommendation   is   his   perfect   chapel 
attendance. 
SCHLESINGER, HELEN—Noted for her pugilistic abilities in Latin Class. 
SCHWARTING, HARRY—"Red".    Famous for his silky locks and pink complexion. 
SCOTT, CARRIE NOEL—Scotland forever!    "Westward Ho!" 
SEARCY,  MILDRED—Occupation, wearing   flowers;  paying  "Bills". 
SEIFERT,  ADELE—Senior  Representative  on Women's  Council.     See  Mills  for  further 
information. 
SHELP, HAZEL—Organizer of the "Black Band". 
SIBLEY, G. C.—President Senior Law Class; a judicial mind—read moot court decision 
number two. 
SMALLING, DRUE—Vice-President of the Sophomore Class; fond of "Bob" sleighing, but 
oh! you Wisconsin Prom. 
SMITH, CHARLES EUGENE—Pres. of Thyrsus, Thyrsus Mask, "The World and His Wife." 
Charles Eugene is an excellent actor. 
SOUTHER, RICHARD—The "Lady Fusser".    His delight is to please his professors by 
coming to class fifteen minutes before the hour. 
SPARKS, ROBERT—"Bob". Green hat brigade; principal occupation and pastime is fussing. 
SPARKS,  SALLIE  LEE—Chief occupation:     Boosting  S.  A.  E.    Charter  member of the 
"Ponies". 
SPAULDING, FRANCES—The epitome of neatness. 
STITES, LUKE—"To the best of my knowledge, it's this way. 
because of his ability to collect class dues. 
STOCKER, HARRY RUTHERFORD—Rutherford  is distinguished  by his  ability to talk on 
any subject.   He is also the envy of all the Co-eds because of his rosy cheeks and 
fair complexion.   Favorite expression, "It's this way, fellows"  
SUTHERLAND, DAVID B.—Married man; teacher's pet; boss of the gang; prominent engineer. 
SUPPIGER, SOLOMON—Solly is a lawyer, but is trying to get over it; he is also known as 
"little  Soup";  this  cognomen  however,  does not arise from  any  connection with 
Miss   Buschman's   establishment. 
TAYLOR, EDITH—Partner to "Shrimp".   If you can't be Frank, be as Frank as  you Cann. 
TENNEY, CLARENCE—Famous for his brain power. 
THACHER, THEODORA—A short branch to a large family tree. 
THOMAS, MARY VIRGINIA—Chief occupation:   Trying to ta-alk. 
THUENER,   EMMA—Secretary  of  Thyrsus;  Vice-President  of  Senior   Class.     Although 
firm in pursuit of knowledge, finds time to stop and "fuss" on the way. 
TIEMANN, ALMA—Occupation: Teaching the Tango; successor to Alice Martin. 
TRELEASE,   SAMUEL  FARLOW—Hatchet  Photographer.     If your picture  in  the Hatchet 
docs not flatter you, see Sam, he's responsible. 
TUCHSCHMIDT,  ARNOLD J.—A  modern  Demosthenes 
Architects. 
TUCKER, ELEANOR—Associate Editor of Student Life 
gossip for Student Life?" 
VANDERHOOF, FRED—"Vannie's" chief glory is his seraphic smile. 
VOOHERS, MARY—Successor to "Cutie". 
WATSON, MATHILDE—The tongue that never speaks.  Occupation:  Fighting for the South. 
WEBER, HARRISON—"Bridgie".    E. E. shark; contractor for new cinder path between 
corners of Liggett and Tower Halls. 
WERNER, E.—"Noisy".    A fusser; ambition is to become a French Prof.    Favorite ex- 
pression is "You know". 
WEST, HEROLD—Thyrsus Librarian; Secretary of the Junior Class; Singer of the famous 
song,  "I've got the Mumps!" 
WINFREE, EDWARD—He of the walk or stride.   Sec. A's peewee. 
WINGFIELD, WILLIAM HARKLESS, JR.—"Willie's" claim to greatness comes from taking 
more courses  than  are  required  and  getting  away with  it. 
WRIGHT, CLARENCE E.—Of banquet fame.   President A. I. E. E.; former Society Editor 
for G. D. 
ZACHER,   RUTH—"Buzzing"   about   a   "Webb". 
I dare say that after reading this  stuff you'll  be inclined  to  remark with  the old 
lady who got the tough bacon at breakfast, "What an awful old bore!" 
He  practices  on   the  Freshman 
My dear, can you give me some 
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The "1914 Hatchet 
contributors who have a 
A. E. ALBERT 
MILDRED BAILEY 
J. M. BATSCHY 
WM. BAUMAN 
S. E. BEARS 
JOHN BORGSTEADT 
ESTELLE BOWLES 
RALPH BRYAN 
PAUL BUNNELL 
WILLIAM CARSON 
C. D. CUTHBERT 
N. C. DAVIS 
J. DEHNERT 
HARRY FOSTER 
W. FRENCH 
A. FREUND 
Board wish to extend their heartfelt 
ided greatly in producing the book: 
CALVIN GRIFFITH 
E. K. HARRISON 
G. A. HASEMAN 
THERESA JONES 
DELIUS KOTTHOFF 
LUCILLE KLEIN 
ARTHUR LAMBERT 
LE MERTHA, Times 
HENRY LOHMANN 
NOBLE MCCORMACK 
STEWART MCCORMACK 
FRANCIS MCMATH 
THEODORE MAENNER 
R. E. MARITZ 
D. V. MARTIN, JR. 
ROLLAND MEYERS 
thanks  to the following 
HARRY PAYNE 
DR. A. W. PROETZ 
GWYNNE RAYMOND 
C. SCOTT 
E. SCHAUMBERG 
j. H. SENNE 
DRUE SMALLING 
R. SPURLOCK 
W. E. SUEHRK 
D. B. SUTHERLAND 
J. E. TARLING 
E. W. TAYLOR 
EMMA THUENER 
JOSEPH VOLLMAR 
M. H. WEST 
W. WOLFE 
Peacon Itgfjte of Utetorp 
"All roads lead to Rome", cried Cicero, "All except the one leading to Magruder's" 
answered Shep Barnes, as he and Mary started out in the direction of the corner. 
Napoleon was flying from Elba. "The only reason I hate to go is that I can't get a 
rebate on my seven day ticket." 
Noah had just entered the Ark. "At any rate we will escape Common's grub for a 
while."    So saying he hastily raised the anchor and sailed away. 
Adam and Eve were being driven from the Garden of Eden. "Miss Maginn is death 
on fussers", they exclaimed wending their way along the arcade. 
"Veni, vidi, vici", cried Caesar. "Me too", answered Drue Smalling, as she heard 
a  machine  turn  into the McMillan  drive. 
Alexander was sighing for more worlds to conquer. "We great men have our troub- 
les", sympathized 'Gene Smith. 
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Amr lX/Ian'c Trl/aolc The man in any walk of life, professional or business, 
x~AIiy IVlclll o lvJCdlo wno is looking for careful, painstaking and correct 
■ tailoring, will find his ideals worked out in Losse Clothes 
Suits to order in 24 hours from $20.00 to $50.00       Trousers to order in 8 hours from $5.00 to $1 5.00 
J. W.  LOSSE 
PROGRESSIVE TAILORING COMPANY, 807-9 N. Sixth Street, ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Geo. Kilgen & Son 
Pipe Organ Builders 
3820-3825 Laclede Ave. 
St. Louis, Mo. 
Builders of Organs— 
Graham Chapel, 
Washington University, 
Over 200 in St. Louis churches, 
and 2000 in all parts of the U. S. 
WRITE      FOR       CATALOGUE 
Large Number of Designs in Stock.   Estimates and Designs 
Furnished on Application 
WINKLE TERRA COTTA CO. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 
ARCHITECTURAL TERRA COTTA 
ALL COLORS 
OFFICE, 502-503 CENTURY BLDG.,  ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Works, Cheltenham, Mo. 
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Boehmer Coal Co. 
Fifth Floor Commercial Building 
S.E. Cor. 6th and Olive Sts. 
"No soot, no clinker, 
But a red-hot fire. 
Superior Coal 
Is what you desire." 
Just The Right Gift 
No Matter What The Occasion 
There is always something new and 
decidedly "different" that will suggest 
the individuality you desire to express 
in your gift, not necessarily costly but 
distinctive. 
Much admiring comment has been ex- 
pressed regarding our beautiful new 
store, and we cordially invite you to 
consider it one of St. Louis' "Show 
Places" and visit it often. 
Wnehn-AehleJfufehinson 
Jewelry Company 
LOCUST   AT   TENTH 
The genius and experience of three generations of practical builders 
is crystalized in 
THE ESTEY PIANO 
It is the attainment of an ambition to create a   piano   befitting   the   name 
The Estey Company      ni6 OLIVE STREET 
312 
o 
. ■ 
... - 
For  Twenty-Three  Years 
For twenty-three years this Trust Company has been known as one 
of the substantially progressive institutions of the United States. Its 
business has grown steadily because it rested on "all possible protection 
and really superior service." 
Henry Semple Ames 
William Bagnell 
John I. Beggs 
Eugene H. Benoist 
James E. Brock 
Murray Carleton 
Horiato N. Davis 
John D. Davis 
DIRECTORS 
David R. Francis 
S. E. Hoffman 
Breckinridge Jones 
William G. Lackey 
W. J. McBride 
Nelson W. McLeod 
Saunders Norvell 
Robert J. O'Reilly, M. D. 
Wm. D. Orthwein 
Henry W. Peters 
H. Clay Pierce 
Henry S. Priest 
Charles E. Schaff 
R. H. Stockton 
Julius S. Walsh 
Rolla Wells. 
Mississippi   Valley  Trust  Co 
Fourth and Pine Streets, St. Louis 
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CHAS. F. THAU EMIL C.  NOLDE 
THAU & NOLDE 
DENTAL SUPPLIES 
TRADE MARK 
506-7-8-9-10 Benoist Building 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 
Fastest   Growing   Dental   House   in   the  West 
Bell,  Main 1101 Kinloch, Central 5762 
M. J. Clarke 
(Successor to A.  Fueger) 
Wig Maker and  Costumer 
COSTUMES FOR CARNIVALS, 
MASQUERADES, BALLS, PLAYS, 
AND   ALL   FESTIVE OCCASIONS. 
Colleges  and Schools 
Special Terms 521 Walnut St. 
Robert Schmidt JP*L 
Costumes 
\>± and Wigs For All Purposes 
Entire Second Floor 
Robert Schmidt 206-208 South Fourth Street 
Costumer St. Louis, Mo. 
Goat and Trousers Gleaned 
and Pressed, $1.00 
Ladies Suits Gleaned 
and Pressed, $1.50 
We call for and deliver work in One Day when necessary 
*±L 
DYEING & CLEANING CO. INC 
S. E. Cor. Whittier St. and Suburban Tracks 
Kinloch, Delmar 595 
Bell, Lindell 2819 ST. LOUIS, MO. 
WE DELIGHT 
IN PLEASING THE 
COLLEGE BOY 
TAILORS 
202 NORTH SEVENTH STREET 
Between Olive and Pine 
Exclusive Weaves 
For College Men 
SUITS OR OVERCOATS 
TO ORDER, $25 - $30 - $35 
Nicoll, The Tailor 
Incorporated 
WM, JERREMS' SONS 
717 OLIVE STREET,    ST. LOUIS. MO. 
314] 
Insurance Against All Risks 
FIRE, LIABILITY,  ACCIDENT 
AUTOMOBILE 
AND ALL  OTHER  FORMS OF  INSURANCE 
With Unexcelled Service 
W. H. MARKHAM & COMPANY, PIERCE BUILDING 
"Follow the Flag' 
Steel train 
service 
to Chicago 
T^HE   difference  between   steel 
-** and wood construction is spelled in 
terms of comfort, as well as security. Steel 
cars are roomier, airier, cleaner, heavier. 
The Wabash Banner Limited leaving St. 
Louis at 1:00 p. m. is solid steel and elec- 
tric lighted throughout—steel coaches 
and chair cars, steel observation—parlor 
car and dining car—it offers a daylight 
trip of perfect comfort, reaching Chicago 
at 8:55 p. m. 
The Wabash 9:17 p. m. train has solid steel coaches 
and chair cars, solid steel Club Car (serving evening 
Luncheon and breakfast) and steel sheeted berth 
lighted sleeper. It reaches Chicago at 7:00 a.m. Two 
other fine trains leave at 8:30 a. m. and 11:42 p. m. 
Tickets: 8th and Olive Street and Union Station 
J. D. McNamara,  General  Passenger Agent, St. Louis 
1315] 
Erker Brothers 
Optical Company 
High  Glass  Optical  Goods, 
Kodaks and Supplies 
Art  Material 
Stereopticons and Slides 
608 Olive St. 511 N. Grand Ave. 
ST. LOUIS 
POWERS & BOYD 
Manufacturers of 
Fire  Proof Metal  Windows 
and Doors 
General Sheet  Metal Work 
W   E 
3614-3616 Laclede Avenue 
DO REPAIRING 
BELL. FOREST 326 KINLOCH. DELMAR 1432 
MORRISON 
   BONDED  
EXPRESS   COMPANY 
4971  Delmar Avenue 
We prepay your   Express Charges 
We advance your Freight Charges 
\\ est End Office for all Express Companies 
„,,.„„.   f BELL. MAIN 288 
rnones.  j KINLOCH, CENTRAL 949 
C. A. BIOOERS, President 
T. «. BIGGERS. Sec. S Treas. 
Morrison Tent $ Awning Co. 
MANUFACTTTliEHS OF 
Awnings, Tents, Flags, Paulins, Mops 
Sidewalk Canopies with Electric Lights 
Carpet Covers and Tents for Hire 
115-117 OLIVE STREET,       ST.  LOUIS, MO. 
St. Louis Helena Salt Lake Des Moines 
J. W. O'Connell Painting Co. 
Painting,   Decorating,   Hardwood 
Finishing, Fine Enameling 
Gen. Office, 1 01 1 N. Broadway, St. Louis,U. S. A. 
We solicit the patronage of the 
Students 
either from Washington University 
or from their homes 
Westminster 
Laundry Co. 
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THIS EDITION OF 
''THE HATCHET'' 
WAS PRINTED BY 
BUXTON   &  SKINNER 
317 
Any engineer, young or old, 
wno is not familiar with 
HEINE BOILERS 
 AND  
HEINE SUPERHEATERS 
should at once send for 
JBoiler Logic and Superheating 
HEINE SAFETY BOILER CO. 
2449-E. Marcus Avenue, Saint Louis, Mo. 
Main 348 Central 205 
Wm.  A.   Gorrao  Electric 
CONTRACTORS AND ENGINEERS 
SAINT    LOUIS 
Geo.  Corrao,  Genl.  Mgr. 
Go. 
1008SYNDICATE TRUST BUILDING 
COTTRELL & LEONARD 
INTERCOLLEGIATE BUREAU 
OF ACADEMIC COSTUME 
Makers  of 
Caps,Gowns and Hoods to the 
American Universities from 
the Atlantic to the Pacific, to 
University of Missouri, Uni- 
versity of Colorado, Yale, 
Harvard and 600 others. 
Class   Contracts   a  Specialty 
~ it 
I    Ill   1 
WEBSTER'S 
I NEW INTERNATIONAL 1 
-THEMERRIAMWEBSTER 
Sj Even as you read this publication you likely = 
s question the meaning of some   new word.    A £ 
= friend asks:    "What makes  mortar harden?" = 
= You seek the location of Loch Katrine  or the = 
= Pronunciation of jujutsu.    "What is white coaf = 
5 This NEW CREATION" answers all kinds of I 
= questionsin Language, History, Biography, Fie- £ 
= tion, Foreign Words,Trades, Arts and Sciences, = 
= with final authority. = 
=§     400,OOOWordsandPhrasesDefined. = 
=     2700 Pages.   6000 Illustrations. 
=      Cost $400,000. 
j| The only dictionary 
= the  new   divided  pa 
= characterized as "A St 
= of Genius." 
= "Write for  spec: 
= men pages,illus' 
=: trations, etc. 
z= Mention this pub- 
==       11 cation and 
== receive FREE  a 
=;      Bet of pocket 
^ mapa. 
1     G. & C. 
|   MERRIAM 
M    Springfield, 
= Mass. 
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Horsman  Tennis Rackets 
NONE BETTER MADE 
Horsman "MODEL A-X" 
embodies the latest ideas, 
and stands in a class by it- 
self. Don t buy until you 
have seen it. If your dealer 
cannot show it,  write to us. 
We are the Sole Agents in 
the United States for the 
CelebratedAyres Champion- 
ship Lawn Tennis Balls. 
1913 Balls now  ready for 
distribution 
Send for Catalogue 
, 365 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY 
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"S one which will increase the charm of 
your office by reflecting your own 
character in its selection, and exert a 
positive influence upon your patients by the 
good impression it creates in your favor, by 
its subtle suggestion of beauty, strength, re- 
liability and endurance. 
And it is the only dental chair made which 
will enable an operator to accommodate 
every class of physically perfect or deformed 
patients. 
This is very important, for a great many 
patients are exceptionally sensitive about 
their physical peculiarities, and in gaining 
their confidence by catering to their wants 
and needs, you will require a chair which 
will aid you in the very best way. Such a 
chair is  The Ideal Columbia. 
KO   the   dentist   who   wants an electric 
engine   of   the  folding bracket  type, 
this new Columbia Model "C" will 
appeal with an irresistible fascination. 
For it combines a more highly perfected 
bracket than any other on the market, with 
the motor supported in a swivel and balanced 
by the main belted arm and short arm, so 
that the motor itself is always away from the 
patient, while the arm and handpiece is most 
convenient for the operator. 
Because of its greater range, smoother 
action and almost universal adaptability, it 
is believed this new type will supersede all 
other makes of this kind on the market. 
Investigate it and you will be convinced of 
this beyond a doubt, when you have seen the 
details of its construction. 
31 West Lake Slreet, CHICAGO, ILL. 
In addition to the highest types of Columbia Chairs and Electric Engines, you can get the furniture 
and other appliances of first-class manufacturers to complete your equipment, on the most liberal instal- 
ment terms,  through your regular dental depot. 
SEND FOR OUR CATALOG TO GIVE YOU FURTHER PARTICULARS 
THE RITTER DENTAL MANUFACTURING CO., ROCHESTER, N. Y 
MILL WORK 
BARNES  HOSPITAL 
( Washington   University) 
WAS FURNISHED BY 
Riddle - Rehbein 
MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
PROPRIETORS OF 
The Mississippi 
Planing  Mill 
13th and O'Fallon Streets 
The  O'Brien 
Worthen  Company 
St. Louis Kansas City Keokuk 
Joplin Quincy Des Moines 
Sioux City Davenport 
Iowa City 
Dubuque 
Tone and Touch 
DE PACHMANN says: 
palbtom  $tano 
Has a tone and touch Like No Other. 
It is a Magnificent Instrument. I play 
two recitals on it with less fatigue 
than one on any other piano I have 
ever used." 
We   invite  inspection,   comparison  and   expert   criticism. 
Considering Quality—they are Not Costly. 
The Baldwin   Company 
Manufacturers 
1111 Olive Street St. Louis, Mo. 
YOU CAN  ALWAYS  DEPEND  ON 
"The Old Reliable" 
St. Louis Dental Mfg. Co. 
(HETTINGER BROS.) 
10th. and Olive Streets 
St. Louis, Mo. 
The largest and most complete 
Dental Depot in St. Louis. 
320 
mm 
Our Photographs Always 
PlcaSC. Because we portray you 
as you are, natural and at ease, not 
artificial but characteristic; we 
portray you as you would look speak- 
ing   to   that   friend   or   dear   one. 
Schwei 
Art Nouveau Studio 
4927 Delmar Boulevard 
PHOTOGRAPHIC     PORTRAITURE 
Three Phones 
All the Photographs in this "Hatchet" were taken by us 
The Very Finest Tools 
and Cutlery Bear This 
Trade  Mark = 
"Dpwojvb EDGE isji QUJUSTTVLEDGE " 
Always look for the Diamond 
Edge Trade Mark. We guar- 
antee all tools and cutlery 
with this brand upon it to be 
good or money refunded .... 
Shapleigh Hardware Co. 
Established 1843 St. Louis 
^^> 
R. M. B. TIDD 
President 
We hold our customers— 
the  real  test of  service 
Send us your printing or 
engraving orders and be 
convinced. 
R.  G. HOPPER & CO. 
Registered Plumbers 
and  Drain  Layers 
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214   SOUTH   TWELFTH   STREET 
Photographs 
Sid Whiting   [Photographer 
Studio located at 520 N. Grand 
INSURE 
WITH 
EDWIN P. SHORT 
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company 
310 Chemical Building 
Central 4880 Main 3306 
MARSHALL BROS. 
Main Office   5263 Delmar AVC 1 FOREST 2174 
>FOREST  204 
No. 4 — 5263 Delmar Ave.J DELMAR i465 
No. 6—1122  Chestnut St. SKFm 
High-grade  Limousines  and Touring Cars 
for hire with careful Chauffeurs 
Also Carriages,  Saddle   Horses  and   light 
Livery at reasonable rates 
I am each day demonstrating 
the fact that Photographs made 
in my Studio have a distinctive 
Quality over all others. 
Student rates on request. 
Lindell 377 
Bell 
Lindell 772 
Bell 
Delmar 1808 
Kinloch 
Dorr & Zeller 
Catering Co. 
Weddings and Parties Supplied 
on Short Notice 
3924 Washington Blvd. Saint Louis 
Veto's Your. Tailor? V 
1AWITZBR0J 
The Right Clothes for the College Man 
Telephones   IfS^Central 1896 714 Pine Street St. Louis,   Mo. 
A. TAIT, V-Pres. and Treas. JOHN HILL, President PHIL C. GRUNDY, Sec'y and Mgr. 
John Hill Construction Co. 
1413 Syndicate Trust Building 
915 Olive Street 
Bell, Main 4564 Kinloch, Central 1682 
ORIGINAL 
BOTTLED BEER 
THE CHOICEST 
PRODUCT 
OF THE 
BREWERS' ART 
MADE AND BOTTLED EXCLUSIVELY 
IN THE BREWERY OF 
ST. LOU IS, U.S.A. 
ALL BOTTLES AND CROWNS FOR CITY 
USE BRANDED WITH OUR TRADE MARK 
Frats!   Classes!   Clubs! 
A Banquet ?   Dance ?    Spread ? 
^ V N-5 
No need to worry, just phone 
Schwarz & Sons 
Caterers 
6005 Kingsbury 
We would appreciate 
your checking account 
West End Bank 
West Gate and  Delmar 
Pierce-Arrow 
Pleasure Cars and Trucks 
The best that can be built 
Western Automobile Co. 
4701 Washington Ave. St. Louis, Mo. 
Harvard 
New designs and un- 
surpassed features of 
beauty and utility 
mark the Harvard 
accomplishments of 
the season. 
For Artistic Effects 
for convenience to yourself and com- 
fort to your patients, see Harvard 
Chairs, Cabinets, Electric Engines and 
have them demonstrated to you. 
"Seeing is believing." 
For   advantageous   prices   and  terms, 
consult Harvard representatives. 
"To be  informed is to   be profited." 
Write for catalog. 
The Harvard Company        Canton, Ohio, U. S. A. 
Manufacturers of Dental Furniture of Every Description 
Medical and Dental Students 
We publish a very complete 
and up-to-date line of Med- 
ical, Dental and Surgical 
Books—books that have a 
message for you—and shall 
be glad to have you corres- 
pond with us as regards our 
terms to those who are just 
entering practice. 
The C. V. Mosby Company 
Medical Publishers 
Metropolitan BIdg. St. Louis, U. S. A. 
General Weatherproofing Co. 
1440 N. Broadway 
TYLER 579 CENTRAL 6761 
Builders of 
Certain-Teed Specification Asphalt 
and Asphalt Felt Built-up Roofs 
All kinds of composition roofs built  and  repaired 
Certain-teed Specification roofs replaced 
copper on the decks, bays and broad gutters 
on   the   Washington  University   buildings 
Bell, Lindell 314S Kinloch, Delmar 1198 
P. S. Naughton Slate Roofing Co. 
P. S. NAUGHTON, MANAGER 
Contractors for the Roofing of the 
Washington University Group 
Slate and Tile Roofers 
and Dealers in Roofing Slate 
Yards and Office 
3620 Laclede Avenue Saint Louis 
Wangler Boilers 
and Smoke Preventers 
In operation at the Main Power House 
Washington University 
Joseph   F. Wangler 
Boiler and Sheet Iron Works Co. 
Office : 1547 N. 9th Street 
In business nearly half Century St. Louis, Mo. 
FOR 
APPETITE, 
HEALTH 
and 
VIGOR 
SER-BUSCH'S 
J[irflA TRADE    MARK* 
A LIQUID  FOOD 
Declared by U. S. Revenue Department 
A Pure Malt Product 
Sold by 
DRUGGISTS   AND    GROCERS 
BURGESS     PRINTING    CO.       DANCE PROGRAMS AND GENERAL 
I   Olive 1200   Benoist Bldg., 9th and Pine   Central 2002R SOCIETY PRINTING 
REMEMBER 
The Free Laundry 
5576 Easton Ave. 
Will serve you at all times with the most 
desirable work. 
BOTH PHONES 
LASALLE CANDY CO. 
"The Place where 
University People 
are Welcome." 
BROADWAY   AND   OLIVE    ST. 
Skylark 
Chocolates 
For Sale at all 
High-class Retail 
Druggists 
Made by  
National 
Candy Co. 
ST. LOUIS MO. 
"America's Great Diamond House" 
When you wish to buy a gift for any occasion—wedding, birthday, graduation or anniversary 
—you are sure to find at Jaccard's just what you want at prices as low 
as high quality will permit 
You will find here a splendid assortment of Diamonds, Watches, Solid Gold Jewelry, Station- 
ery, Solid Silverware, Bronzes, Marbles, Art Pottery, Umbrellas, Leather Goods, 
Cut Glass, Electroliers, Brass Goods, Clocks and China 
Mermod, Jaccard & King Jewelry Co. 
, Our Illustrated Catalog will be mailed free on request Broadway and Locust St., Saint Louis. 
Victoria Theater 
3931 Delmar Boulevard 
New—Fire-proof and convenient 
for Universities and Schools    . . 
West of Grand Avenue 
<] 
TH* ELECTRIC CITY ENGRAVING CO. 
BUFFALO, N.Y. 
WE MADE WE ENGRAVINGS FOR THIS BOOK. 
E= =L) 
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^s^^S^K, 
Rock Ballast—No Dust 
The Alton double track roadbed is rock 
ballasted and dustless, always insuring a 
comfortable  journey  when   traveling  on  the  Alton. 
That is a part of the Alton service—it's one of 
the things that make seasoned travelers look upon 
the Alton as 
"The Only Way" 
To 
Chicago and Kansas City 
Seven Daily Trains 
City Ticket Office: Sixth and Olive Streets 
R. J. McKAY, First Assistant General Passenger Agent 
FOSTER, Florist 
Cut Flowers and 
Floral Designs 
our Specialties 
Special attention given to 
Wedding Parties 
and  Funeral   Decorations 
Estimates cheerfully given 
Both Phones 
S. W.  Corner  Kingshighway  and  Delmar 
Carter & fiJilscn 
SriKeml ll&g.       7th anb fim 
Telephone : Bell, Olive 1788 
4Jt£ 
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Samuel   Cupples   Envelope   Co. 
at 628-638 South Sixth Street, St. Louis, Mo. 
Is the best place in the world to buy 
Envelopes in  lots  of 10M or more 
2  LIBRARY 






